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A prescription for calculating low-energy one-loop higher-mass dimensional effective
Lagrangians for non-Abelian field theories is constructed in the spirit of quasilocal
background field method. Basis of Lorentz and gauge-invariant monomials of similar
mass-dimensions acting as building blocks are matrix-multiplied in a specified order
(usually dictated by a permutation of tensorial indices) generating the much needed
invariants. The same set of building blocks is used to generate higher-order corrections
for a specific mass-dimension. Though the gauge group, the spacetime dimensions,
the order of corrections that can be included, and the mass-dimensions that can be
formed are all kept arbitrary in the prescription, we constructed basis invariants from
3 up to 12 mass-dimensions to accommodate higher-order corrections up to fourth-
order. With these basis, we pursued solving the zeroth-order corrections leading to
invariants from 2 up to 16 mass-dimensions, for first-order from 4 up to 8 mass-
dimensions, second and third order corrections from 6 up to 8 mass-dimensions. As
a result, we have reproduced the zeroth-order corrections showing dependence on
the covariant derivative of the background matrix potential. Previous calculation
was done up to 12 mass-dimensions but this dependence was not shown in closed
form. For higher-order corrections, the case for 4 up to 6 mass-dimensions are also
reproduced. Finally, we calculated the case for 8 mass-dimensions which is reduced
only by exploiting the antisymmetry of the fieldstrength tensor and the freedom to
throw away total derivatives.
To Marius Adrian.
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Notations
Rµν.ρ ≡ DρRµν Rµν.ν1ν2...νq ≡ D
q
ν1ν2...νq
Rµν = Dνq . . .Dν2Dν1Rµν
Dqν1ν2...νq ≡ Dνq . . .Dν2Dν1Q,µ ≡ ∂µQ =
∂Q
∂xµ
(x− x′)qν1ν2...νq ≡ (x− x
′)ν1(x− x




D(µℓνℓρℓ) ≡ Dµℓ{νℓρℓ} +Dνℓ{ρℓµℓ} +Dρℓ{µℓνℓ}
Dµℓ{νℓρℓ} ≡ Dµℓνℓρℓ +Dµℓρℓνℓ
D<τℓYµℓλℓ> ≡ DλℓYµℓνℓ +DνℓYµℓλℓ
(A ◦B)µ1µ2...µp+q =
{
Aµ1µ2...µpBµ1µ2...µpµp+1...µq if p ≤ q
Aµ1µ2...µqµq+1...µpBµ1µ2...µq if p ≥ q

























{µℓ, νℓ, ρℓ, σℓ, αℓ, βℓ} → {aℓ, bℓ, cℓ, dℓ, eℓ, fℓ}
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A physical phenomenon may involve arbitrary interactions including perhaps self-
interactions. Such event can only be analyzed completely by introducing corrections
in the equations that describe an ordinary interaction. Usually the included interac-
tion terms depend on higher-order derivatives of the fields and appear in the effective
Lagrangian.1 These effective Lagrangians containing higher-order derivative correc-
tions arise naturally in higher-dimensional theories. Physics described by effective
Lagrangians of this kind form a class of higher-derivative and higher dimensional
theories.
Various areas of physics belong to this class. Each inclusion of higher-derivative
term in one of these areas corresponds a reason. In general relativity for example,
higher-derivative terms of the metric[2] appearing as curvature-squared term in the
Lagrangian[3, 4] are added to a more standard lower-derivative theory as quantum
corrections. Even for small coefficients, these terms can dominate. In another in-
1For example in perturbation theory for gravity: g0+ δg, where g0 is a background metric that is
a solution of the field equations. The terms quadratic in δg are regarded as the free action, the rest of
the higher-order higher-derivative terms are the interactions (including possibly self-interactions).[1]
1
stance, they appear in brane theories in two classes[5, 6]. First, they appear as
derivatives of the world-volume fields and second, as derivatives of the bulk fields
to the world volume of the brane. The inclusion of higher-derivative terms occur in
cosmic strings[7, 8], in Dirac’s relativistic model of the classical radiating electrons[9],
in quantum gravity [10, 11], in blackholes [12], and in quantum cosmology [13] to
mention a few. In all instances, their presence dramatically recast the original lower-
derivative theory into a new one no matter how small it may naively appear to perturb
the original one.
Theories containing unconstrained higher-derivative corrections have very distinc-
tive features. Their presence makes two seemingly identical theories very different[17],
one a lower-derivative theory and the other the same theory with a higher derivative
correction included. Mathematically, there is nothing inconsistent with these features.
One feature is that they have more degrees of freedom2 and they lack a lowest-energy
bound than their lower-derivative counterparts. More degrees of freedom3 might be
more accurate physically as the most interesting new families of solutions appear
progressively for each order of accommodated higher-derivative corrections.
Of course, we want to avoid the above problems. These are avoided if we consider
nonlocal theories whose higher-order higher-derivative terms appear as a perturbative
(Taylor-series) expansion about some small parameter.4 They are not plagued with
2This is true at the classical level. At the quantum level, non-commuting variables in the
lower-derivative theory, such as positions and velocities, become commuting in the higher-derivative
theory.[13, 17]
3This means that more initial data are needed to solve the dynamical equations of motion.
4This is small in the sense that δg is kept smaller than g0 locally. (See footnote 1 of this chapter).
This is so if there are no large metric fluctuations below the Planck scale[1], a necessity if perturbation
is to make sense.
2
such problems as they contain implicit contraints keeping the number of degrees of
freedom fixed and maintain a lowest-energy bound. Their relatives, the truncated
expansions of some nonlocal (but otherwise well-behaved) theory, also enjoy the ab-
sence of such problems. Other theories, like treating the added higher-derivative
terms as small, also avoid these problems. Through these implicit constraints, a lot
of the unnecessary degrees of freedom are not counted consequently removing so-
lutions that cannot be (Taylor-series) expanded about the small parameter. These
imposed constraints do not correspond to higher-order terms with the higher powers
of the expansion of the small parameter. Instead, each term in the series expansion
contributes commensurately less with increasing order of degree. The series expan-
sion can be implemented finitely or infinitely. While convergence5 is not an issue in
the former, it is demanded in the latter that equations of motion converge.6
Higher derivatives lead to ghosts[1], states with negative norm. This means that
the S matrix would not be unitary and there will be states with negative probabilities.
Ref. [1] circumvented these features by considering fourth-order corrections. They
have shown that perturbation theory for gravity in dimensions greater than two re-
quires higher derivatives in the free action. Finally, higher-order Lagrangians appear
in higher-dimensional theories such as Kaluza Klein and string theories. They are
introduced for various reasons like spontaneous compactification from purely gravi-
5String perturbation theory expansion does not converge. They have to be augmented by non-
perturbative objects, like D-branes.[5]
6The terms mentioned in footnote 2 include (∇δg)2, multiplied by powers of δg. Actually the
volume integral of such an interaction is not bounded by the free action and perturbation theory
does not make sense. This makes perturbation for gravity (in the sense described in footnote 1) not
renormalizable.[14] This is because δg > g0 locally.
3
tational higher dimensional theories. Higher dimensional theories has been largely
studied in cosmology[18, 19] and in Black holes[12].
1.1 Background of the Study
In the area of effective field theory, calculation of effective Lagrangian (with its fields
allowed to vary arbitrarily) involves the construction of the Green function equation in
momentum-space. One feature we choose to take advantage of in this method is that
proper-time equations7 can be obtained in the strong but slowly varying background
fields.
The method of obtaining explicit solutions8 was pioneered by Fock[21] when he
proposed a method of solving wave equations in external electromagnetic fields by
an integral transform in the proper-time parameter. It was Schwinger[20, 22] who
generalized the proper-time method and applied it to the covariant calculation of one-
loop effective Lagrangian for constant electromagnetic fields. Then DeWitt[23] in the-
so-called quasilocal background field method[29]-[50] reformulated Fock-Schwinger
proper-time method in geometrical language. He applied it to the case of external
gravitational field.
In this work, we will perform background-field-method-prescribed calculations
7We will interchangably refer proper-time equations with explicit solutions, unless otherwise
indicated. Proper-time equations relate quantities to the dynamical properties of particles with
space-time coordinates that depend upon a proper-time parameter. They depend on generalized
non-Abelian fieldstrength tensor Y and generalized background matrix potential X . We prefer to
express them as a proper-time integration though they can be equivalently expressed in terms of a
gamma function (See Appendix D.5). This is an artifact of the proper-time method that isolates
divergences in integrals with respect to the proper-time parameter, which is independent of the
coordinate system and of the gauge. [20]
8Refer to previous footnote (No. 7).
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which begin by imposing covariant restrictions on the background converting the
nonlocal equation satisfied by the Green function equation to a quasilocal one. The
covariant restrictions will assure us a fixed number of degrees of freedom and a main-
tained lowest-energy bound. The trend9 in the calculation is towards an even more
relaxed (in terms of covariant restrictions in the fields) version similar to Rodulfo[26]
in application to gauge fields, similar to Brown and Duff[25] in scalar fields. Our cal-
culation goes beyond the covariant restriction imposed by Schwinger (who imposed
first-order covariant restrictions on the field strength tensor), Brown and Duff (who
imposed first as well as second-order covariant restrictions), and Rodulfo (who im-
posed third-order covariant restrictions). Our work aims to calculate explicitly the
solution corresponding to the eighth-order partial differential Green function equation
as obtained by Tiamzon[27, 28].
1.2 Organization of Thesis
This work is structured as follows: The fundamentals of the background field formal-
ism and its elegance in accommodating higher-derivative corrections are highlighted
first. An example is presented to lay ground for generalization. Choosing a con-
straint on the general form will give us a specific differential equation which this
work aims to solve explicitly. This differential equation is presented in Chapter 2 in
both space-time and momentum-space configurations. To solve the equation, Chap-
ter 3 displays the Gaussian solution upon which we generate new families of solutions
by letting the non-Gaussian sector operator act on the Gaussian part in momen-
9Consider getting a sneak peek at Eqns (3.10)-(3.12).
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tum space. Though the solution presented in Chapter 3 is exact and closed-form, a
Taylor-series-expansion (TSE) equivalent will be used instead to generate the basis
invariants. These basis invariants grouped according to their total mass-dimensions
are presented in Chapter 4. The zeroth-order one-loop effective Lagrangians are ex-
plicitly solved for mass-dimensions two up to sixteen including derivatives in the
background matrix potential not previously shown. For higher-order corrections, an-
other set of grouped basis invariants is presented in the latter part of Chapter 4.
Prescriptions on how to use these grouped basis invariants are described for each
mass-dimension, from mass-dimensions four up to twelve accommodating first-order
up to fourth-order corrections. Full implementation of the prescriptions is illustrated
explicitly both in the ungauged case up to ten mass-dimensions and in the usual case
up to eight mass-dimensions. For the ungauged case, handling p, X , and s integraions
are presented step by step. These steps are skipped in the presentation of four up to
eight mass-dimensional one-loop effective Lagrangians in the gauged case. The main
calculation is presented in the latter part of Chapter 5. This is about the one-loop
eight mass-dimensional one-loop Lagrangian. The repeated use of total derivatives,
or equivalently integration by parts, cyclic matrix permutations, and antisymmetry
of the field strength tensor is presented as the need arises. Use of Bianchi identities
is yet to be implemented. Such further reduction is reserved in another occasion.
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Chapter 2
Statement of the Problem
2.1 Background Field Method Fundamentals
In this chapter, we review first DeWitt’s1 background field formalism[23, 24] then we
state the problem this thesis aims to achieve. That is, we present the relevant Green
function equation for real boson fields and display its generalized form in terms of
the generalized background gauge connection and the generalized matrix potential.
Then in the next section, we impose (fourth-order) covariant restrictions on both
the background gauge connection and the matrix potential to obtain the eighth-
order partial differential equation in momentum-space. This is the section where the
statement of the problem is formulated. The last two sections of this chapter will be
devoted to the scope and delimitations, and the significance of this work.
To begin our review, consider the general form[25, 26, 51] of the bilinear La-
1Bryce DeWitt of the University of Texas, Austin, USA invented background field method, and
developed the methodology of ghost loops in gauge theory. His name is associated with the Wheeler-
DeWitt equation, which provides the basis for most work on quantum cosmology, and with the
Schwinger-DeWitt expansion, which is widely used in studying field theories in curved space-time
and in string theory computations.
7















Capitalized Roman Alphabets: W , N , and M , are arbitrary external spacetime de-
pendent source functions evaluated at φ = A. They may be chosen to have the
(anti)symmetry properties [26, 51, 57]:





N ijµ = −N
ji
µ , (2.3)
M ij = M ji. (2.4)
So that in flat Euclidean D-dimensional spacetime,
W ijµν = −δµνδ
ij , (2.5)
δµµ = D, (2.6)
δii = d. (2.7)
If one forms the tensor quantities
X ≡ M −NµNµ (2.8)
2In the spirit of background field formalism, the bilinear Lagrangian appears as a second term of
the power-series-expanded and quantum-field-variable-φ-replaced-by-φ+A Lagrangian[23, 51, 52]







φiφj + . . . ,
which is now a power series expanded in φ about A. This must represent the one-loop quantum







Yµν ≡ Nν,µ −Nµ,ν + [Nµ, Nν ], (2.9)
which together with φ transform according to




φ −→ eΛ(x)φ (2.12)
for some arbitrary antisymmetric matrix Λij(x), then the bilinear Lagrangian (2.1)









The Lagrangian induced by these one-loop effects, L(1) in (2.13) is then given by



















Differentiating (2.14) with respect to X , one finds that L(1) is determined by the







3Here, Tr denotes a trace over gauge indices (including possibly spinor indices) while tr is a
Lorentz trace.
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Provided one can find some way of solving this non-local equation, the one-loop






dX G(x, x′) (2.19)
The differential equation (2.18) has been generalized by Tiamzon [27] and by
Tiamzon and Rodulfo [28] by imposing covariant restrictions
DnY = 0, n ≥ 1 (2.20)
on the background––in the spirit of quasilocal approximation. The case of n =
1 was shown to be exactly soluble in reference [25], while the case of n = 3 was
considered in [26].4 The restriction (2.20) is the non-Abelian analogue to the one
imposed by Schwinger [20] on the Maxwell field tensor, Fµν,ρ = 0 for constant external
electromagnetic fields. Such restriction is quasilocal and leads one to a closed form
of the one-loop effective Lagrangian in terms of invariants in even powers of Yµν .
Indeed, the non-trivial extension (2.20) corresponds to the general form of the








(Dq−1Y (x))µ ◦ (x− x
′)q (2.21)
4The case when n = 4 has been derived in [27]. Their result will be be shown in the next section.
This was not solved explicitly. Its explicit solution will be dealt with in this work.
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as generalized by Tiamzon and Rodulfo in [28] provided (2.20) is adhered to.
Employing the Fock-Schwinger gauge [58, 59, 60],
(x− x′) ·N(x) = 0 (2.22)
in n-repeated covariant differentiations












Here, the pure gauge term in (2.21) is absorbed by the gauge transformation Nµ →
e−Λ (∂µ +Nµ) e
Λ leaving only the invariant quantities as in (2.24). So that in the
completely non-local limit (n → ∞) of the background gauge connection, this may






where we have rescaled the manifold in accordance with x→ αx. Since this rescaling
does not affect the coefficients of expansion,
Yνµ(x
′) = e(x−x
′)Dx [Yνµ(x)]x=x′ ≡ e
(x−x′)DxYνµ(x
′). (2.26)






Formally, this alternative non-local expression (2.25) for Nµ may be substituted into
the Green function equation (2.18).
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Imposing similarly covariant restrictions on the matrix potential
DlX = 0, l ≥ 1, (2.28)






DqX(x′) ◦ (x− x′)q. (2.29)



























(1 + r)(1 + q)
(2 + r)!(2 + q)!
[




DqY (x′) ◦ (x− x′)1+q
]

×〈φ(x)φ(x′)〉 = −δ(x, x′). (2.30)
as it has been derived by Tiamzon[27] Tiamzon and Rodulfo[28] progressively by
induction.











, ∂ → ip, (2.32)























































G(p) = −1. (2.33)
2.2 Eighth-order Partial Differential Equation
In this work, n and l are set to four in (2.20) as
D4Y = 0 (2.34)
and in (2.28) as well as in (2.30), (2.33), and in (3.9) as this will be appropriate in
the calculation of higher mass-dimensional one-loop effective Lagrangian with higher-
derivative corrections. As shown by Tiamzon and Rodulfo [28], when n = l = 4 in



















where Y (later also X) and their covariant derivatives are all evaluated at the fixed
reference point x′.































































































































〈φ(x)φ(x′)〉 = −δ(x, x′). (2.37)
is obtained, where X and Y and their covariant derivatives are all evaluated at refer-












, ∂ → ip (2.39)
5In later chapters, we prefer to denote Dnµ1...µn as Dµ1...µn .
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The Fourier transformed Green function G(p) correspondingly satisfies an eighth-
order partial differential equation in momentum space
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2.3 General and Specific Objectives
Our goal is to solve this eighth-order partial differential equation in momentum-
space (2.40) explicitly. Such task is equivalent to the calculation of higher mass-
dimensional effective Lagrangians for 4 up to 26 mass-dimensions.6 However, we
6This is counting the total mass-dimensions of the product of field strength tensor (and its
covariant derivatives) invariants. The scheme of identifying mass-dimensions of these quantities are
15
limit our calculation up to 12 mass-dimensions. This corresponds to solution of (2.40)
which can lead to invariants of mass-dimension equal to or lower than twelve.
In our calculation, the use of a symbolic software7 will be implemented for the
first time. Consequently, the evaluation eases out complications introduced when
handling tensors with a number of indices(either Lorentz or internal).
To verify whether our results agree with those found in literature, we want to
compare only in the effective Lagrangians for four, and six mass-dimensions. That is,
we implement standard simplification procedures8 to obtain results that completely
agree9 with those found in literature[26, 55, 76, 78, 79]. We implement such reduction
scheme[80] for the case of four and six mass-dimensions. For eight mass-dimensions,
we limit our reduction process by applying only product rule, cyclic matrix permu-
tations, integration by parts and the antisymmetry of Fµν in the reduction process.
Comparison to those found in literature for eight mass-dimensions can only be made
once the use of Bianchi identities are applied.10 Results involving ten and twelve mass-
described in detail in Section 4.1.
7Thanks to Dr. Jose Tristan Reyes of the Math Department of De La Salle University, and to
Dr. Jerrold Garcia and Mr. William Yu of the Ateneo High Performance Computing Group of the
Ateneo de Manila University for allowing me to use their licensed Mathematica software. The other
software is Maxima 5.5, for Windows (with enhancements by W. Schelter) and for Unix-Linux OS.
Both were licensed under the GNU Public License. Thanks to Dr. Garcia for introducing me the
linux-compiled version of Macsyma. Text-output handling were done with the aid of a spreadsheet
software such as MS Excel. In this thesis, we will interchangeably refer Macsyma with Maxima.
8The simplification process includes[80] the application of product rule, cyclic matrix permuta-
tions, integration by parts, Bianchi identites, and antisymmetry of Fµν (in other instances perhaps
mirror transformation).
9Effective Lagrangians with derivative corrections can be arbitrarily simplified using these iden-
tities and relations between F , DF , for our case including D2F and D3F relations. Different usage
of such identities and relations can lead to seemingly different result once comparison is made with
those found in literature[77].
10The goal in the reduction process is to obtain a minimal set of linearly independent (gauge
invariant) monomials.
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dimensions will be presented just to showcase the facility of using symbolic software.
We emphasize that the main result of this thesis will revolve around the one-loop
effective Lagrangians for eight up to sixteen mass-dimensions in the zeroth-order cor-
rections case (particularly the closed form expression of the O(Dµ) terms) and up to
twelve mass-dimension in the higher-order corrections case. Such reduction process
for eight up to twelve mass-dimensions effective Lagrangians and obtain a minimal
set of invariants will be reserved in another occasion.
The techniques of handling n-fold proper time integration (for n = 2, 3) will be
presented and used extensively in our calculation. The case of handling two- up
three-fold proper-time integrations were applied in Ref. [26]. But we present them
in Appendix D in a manner that the case when n > 3 can be obtained similarly and
when the integrand is expressed in powers of the proper-time variables.
Also the algorithm used in our calculation can run in computers with limited
memory capacity and with symbolic software that can handle at least algebraic ma-
nipulations. We treat the monomials as a textual ouput rather than their usual repre-
sentation as tensor.11 This is because an algebraic equivalent algorithm of (kronecker
delta) index contraction is used. Also the algorithm avoids a polynomial expansion
that usually leads to a very large number of terms.12 An ordinary PC can handle 103
terms. We device an algorithm that uses about 3, 000 terms but can accommodate
higher-order corrections in the calculation of one-loop effective Lagrangians.
11Tensor packages are not necessary. They become necessary when we treat monomials as tensors.
See Chapter 6 for a possible recalculation of this work with the aid of tensor packages.
12See Section 6.3. Algorithm following direct polynomial expansion algorithm leads to 104, 105,
1010, and 1013 terms, when first- (ℓ = 1), second- (ℓ = 2), third- (ℓ = 3), fourth-order (ℓ = 4 in Eqn.
(3.13)) corrections are accommodated respectively.
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2.4 Scope and Delimitations
This work limits itself to the study of fields with a flat metric, eliminating thence the
theories with curved metric. The extension to include gravity appears to be soluble
for conformal gravity[77].
Calculations are done up to one loop. Dyson-Schwinger equation[61, 62] extends
beyond one-loop correction provided one can obtain an explicit solution to the equa-
tion of the appropriate Green function[25].
Prescriptions for calculating one-loop effective Lagrangians are made for mass-
dimensions four up to twelve. The case of four and six mass-dimensions are worked
out completely, eight mass-dimensions partially. Higher than eight mass-dimensions,
results are presented in their unsimplified form. All of the above-mentioned processes
are done with the aid of a symbolic manipulation software. Although we cannot claim
that the calculation is totally automated, tasks like simplification procedures with the
use of identities and relations (among F n,DF n−1, . . . ,Dn−1F ) are still done by hand.
The calculation therefore can be considered quasi-automated.
Our results will purely belong to a mathematical physics domain. However, we
refrain from showing rigorous proofs of convergence, of minimality of set, of linear
independence of monomials, etc. Direct relevance and application to physics of the
present work will not also be discussed. Such issues of relevance of the calculation
are directed as a recommendation for future work13. Also, nothing whatsoever will
be mentioned about the advantages and the reasons of using the softwares for certain
13See Section 6.4
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portions, whole or part, in the implementation of the algorithm with a PC.
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Chapter 3
Solution to the Eighth-order
Differential Equation
In this chapter, we briefly describe in both mathematical as well as algorithmic man-
ner the procedure we will implement in solving the eighth-order differential equation
(2.40) in momentum space. We present the Gaussian solution and we reuse this six
times1 to solve the rest of the non-Gaussian sector. The solution will generate an
expression in powers of momentum integration. The odd-powers of momentum in-
tegration vanish leaving the even-powers behind which are then explicitly integrated
out.2 Then, the product of invariants, whose total mass-dimensionality is twelve or
less is identified.3 Then a series of simplifications follow: proper-time integrations4,
Bianchi identities5, integration by parts (equivalently total derivatives), and relations
1First in G0/µ, second in G0/µν , up to sixth in G0/µνρσαβ , partial momentum-space differentia-
tions.
2The momentum integrations in D-dimensions are presented in the appendix. See Appendix C.
3The following functions in MS Excel were used for the termwise determination and classification
of monomials according to mass-dimensions: IF, LEN, and sort functions.
4Handling two- up to three-fold proper-time integrations are presented in the appendix. See
Appendix D.
5The use of such identities are exploited only for results relevant in mass-dimensions six or less.
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between invariants and its covariant derivatives6
3.1 Gaussian Sector Solution
Before solving the eighth-order differential equation in momentum space, we consider
its quadratic form that leads to a Gaussian-like solution.
For the case when n = 1 and l = 2,
Yµν.ρ = 0, X.ρσ = 0. (3.1)
(2.33) may be written as
∆0(p)G0(p) = −1, (3.2)
where
∆0(p) = −p













This case (3.2) was demonstrated to be exactly soluble in [26] following Brown and









tr ln sec(iY s)+X˙ ·(iY )−3 [tan(iY s)− iY s]·X˙
6Such relations are applied for results relevant in mass-dimensions six or less.
7The tensors are expressed in matrix form. For example,
X˙ ·(iY )−3 [tan(iY s)− iY s]·X˙ ≡ (DµX)(iYµν)
−3 [tan(iYνρ s)− iYνρ s] (DρX)
2iX˙ ·Y −2 [1− sec(iY s)]·p ≡ 2i(DµX)Y
−2
µν [δνλ − sec(iYνλ s)] pλ
1
2






For the fieldstrength tensors, the following are some illustrations on how tensors with indices are
equivalently expressed in matrix form:
Y −1µν Yµν = 1 YµνYνµ ≡ Y
2 YµνYνρYρµYαβYβα ≡ Y
3Y 2 DµX ≡ X˙
21
+2iX˙ ·Y −2 [1− sec(iY s)]·p+
1
2
p·2iY −1 tan(iY s)·p
}
, (3.4)
where tr is a Lorentz trace and s is some proper-time integration variable. Later, it
will be convenient to redefine
X ≡ −m2 + X . (3.5)











one simply switches the background off, that is, Nµ → 0 and X → −m
2. The gen-
eral quasilocal Green function equation (2.33) then provides the unrestricted Green
function G that accommodates all covariant derivative corrections through the per-
turbative expansion[26]






where convergence is assured provided the backgrounds are strong and slowly varying
so that ∆1 ≪ ∆0. This expansion (3.7) solves perturbatively the general quasilocal
Green function equation (in momentum space)
∆1(p)n,lG(p) = −1 (3.8)












































(−i)2+r+q(1 + r)(1 + q)















This is a general formula for any n and l (usually l = n + 1 as exemplified below).
For example,
∆0(p) = ∆1(p)1,2 i.e. DYµν = 0 andD
2X = 0 (3.10)
∆1(p)Rodulfo = ∆1(p)2,3 −∆0(p) i.e. D
2Yµν = 0 andD
3X = 0 (3.11)
∆1(p)Tiamzon = ∆1(p)3,4 −∆0(p) i.e. D
3Yµν = 0 andD
4X = 0 (3.12)
This is the operator in the Gaussian sector used in [25], the non-Gaussian sector used
in [26], and an improvement in [27], respectively. This thesis uses the third kind
(3.12). In all cases, ∆0(p) is given in (3.3). From this time on, ∆1(p)Tiamzon in (3.12)
will be referred to as as ∆1(p).
The one-loop effective Lagrangian calculated from the coincidence limit of the























































and Tr denotes a trace over gauge indices (including possibly spinor indices). In this
work, we will be working up to L
(1)
4 .
3.2 Partial Momentum-Space Derivatives of G0(p)
It can be seen from (2.40) with (3.7) that the operator (3.9) with the covariant

















































































































We intend to let this operator act on (3.4) with the prescription (3.7) with ℓ = 0 up
to ℓ = 4.
The last two terms of (2.40) [correspondingly the last two terms in (3.16)] will not
contribute product of invariants (and its derivatives) of total mass-dimensions equal
to twelve or less in our calcuation. In addition, terms containing D3Y or D4X vanish
too as covariantly restricted by Eqn. (3.12). That is, we have the further-reduced
(∆1G0(p))
























































That is, we have the ensuing task specifically in the operator (3.16) when acting on
G0(p) is reduced to solving momentum-space partial derivatives up to order six only:
G0/µ G0/µν . . . G0/µνρσαβ . (3.18)
The sixth-order momentum-space partial differential equation given (3.17) is good




part. Since we have the goal of incorporating up to fourth-order corrections prescribed








it is therefore appropriate to introduce a subscript ℓ as in (∆1(p)G0(p))ℓ to avoid
repeating the indices more than two times. In this regard, we propose to implement
the following system of replacements of variables in G0(p)) as given in (3.3) with the
following:
s→ sℓ (3.23)
for the proper-time variable in (3.4) and in (3.16), and system of index replacements
{µ, ν, ρ, σ, α, β} → {µℓ, νℓ, ρℓ, σℓ, αℓ, βℓ} (3.24)
{λ, τ, κ, η, ξ, ̺} → {λℓ, τℓ, κℓ, ηℓ, ξℓ, ̺ℓ}. (3.25)
for the X and Y , and for the momentum tensors, respectively. As an illustration, the
product
G0(p)((∆1(p)G0(p))1((∆1(p)G0(p))2 (3.26)
requires the subscripts to be set as ℓ=1 in ((∆1(p)G0(p))1 and ℓ=2 in ((∆1(p)G0(p))1
with ℓ-subscripted (∆1G0(p))
red












































































































3.3 G0(p) and G0/µνρ...(p)
Before setting ℓ subscripts to any positive integer k and build a (∆1(p)G0(p))k, let us
first dissect the exactly soluble sector G0(p) as given in (3.4). One may rewrite (3.4)









P (s) = X˙ · Y −3 (Y s + i tan iY s) · X˙ +
1
2
tr ln sec iY s (3.30)
27
Q(s) = 2iX˙ · Y −2 (1− sec iY s) (3.31)
R(s) = 2iY −1 tan iY s (3.32)
in matrix form.
Now we let ∆1(p) given in (3.16) with D
4X = 0 and D3Y = 0 act on (3.29). This
is just the reduced sixth-order partial differential equation in momentum-space given
in (3.17). We wish to compute for (3.18), the partial momentum derivatives, in terms
of (3.30), (3.31), and (3.32). For purposes of generalization, we choose to let
Θ = Xs+ P +Q · p+
1
2
p · R · p (3.33)

















Θ [Rµℓλℓpλℓ +Qµℓ ] . (3.36)
We present below the first up to sixth partial derivative of the exactly soluble sector





+pλℓ(QµℓRνℓλℓ +QνℓRµℓλℓ) +Rµℓνℓ +QµℓQνℓ ] (3.37)







+(RµℓνℓRρℓλℓ +QµℓQνℓRρℓλℓ +QµℓQρℓRνℓλℓ +QνℓQρℓRµℓλℓ +RµℓcRνℓλℓ
+RµℓλℓRνℓρℓ)pλℓ+QρℓRµℓνℓ+QµℓRνℓρℓ+QνℓRµℓρℓ+QµℓQνℓQρℓ ] (3.38)
The rest of the momentum-space partial derivatives (fourth- up to sixth-order) of
G0(p) are found in Appendix A. See Eqns. (A.1)-(A.3).
3.4 G∅(p) and G∅/µνρ...(p)
After obtaining the general expressions (3.36)-(3.38) and (A.1)-(A.3), it is now ap-
propriate to find the Taylor series expansion of (3.31) and (3.32)










s8X˙Y 8 + . . . (3.39)












s9 Y 8+ . . . (3.40)
in matrix form. Considering the first term in (3.31) and the first two terms in (3.40),















with ∅ subscript in G∅(p) reminding us that we are using the Taylor series expanded
G0(p).
9
9Using the system of index replacements presented in (3.24)-(3.25), in maxima code this is
Gpb is the variable name assigned to G0/µℓ(p). Gpa:R azlz *p lz= -2 *sz *p lz + i*sz2 * D X
+(2/3) *sz*sz*sz* Y2 azlz *p lz with z replaced subscript ℓ. See Appendix B.
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ds eΘTSE . (3.43)
This is because
P (s) = X˙ · Y −3 (Y s+ i tan iY s) · X˙ +
1
2
tr ln sec iY s




























s8trY 8 + . . . (3.44)
Q(s) from (3.39), and R(s) from (3.40).






























































































































































4 . This will be our prescription for solving the zeroth-order





4.1 Mass-Dimensional Term Hunting
Our calculation can be reduced to an act of counting mass-dimensions. In this re-
gard, we describe below a scheme on how mass-dimensions of certain quantities are
identified.
From the scalar quantity (3.13) the known (Gaussian) resolvent (3.4) quantity can
be equivalently recasted as (3.29). In either form, the quantity G0(p) has an overall
zero mass-dimension. That is,
dim(m2s) = 0 (4.1)
dim(Xs) = 0 (4.2)
dim(P (s)) = 0 (4.3)
dim(Q(s) · p) = 0 (4.4)
dim(p · R(s) · p) = 0. (4.5)
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From these, we identify the following mass-dimensions of the following quantities:
dim(s) = −2 (4.6)
dim(X) = +2, (4.7)
respectively, from (4.1) and (4.2). At this point, there is an ambiguity in the mass-
dimension of Q(s) and p. As Q(s) can have a +1 and p a −1 mass-dimension, or
vice-versa. In both cases, the overall mass-dimension is zero. The same thing can be
said about R(s) and p2. Either dim(R(s)) = +2 and dim(p2) = −2, or vice-versa.
We consider, therefore, the functions P (s), Q(s), and R(s) as given Eqns. (3.30),
(3.31), and (3.32), respectively in order to resolve the ambiguity identifying mass-
dimensions of Q(s) and R(s). First, we consider Eqn. (3.30),
P (s) = +
1
3
s3DX · Y −3Y 3 · DX −
1
4
s2trY 2 + . . .
the first term in the Taylor series expansion of X˙ · Y −3 (Y s+ i tan iY s) · X˙ and
1
2
tr ln sec iY s, respectively. Following (4.3), each term must have zero mass-dimension.
So that
dim(Dµ) = +1 (4.8)
dim(Yµν) = +2, (4.9)
Eqn. (3.32),






Y 4s5 + . . . .
dim(R(s)) = −2 (4.10)
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following (4.6) and (4.9). Hence,
dim(p) = +1 (4.11)
dim(Q(s)) = −1. (4.12)
The latter can be seen alternatively from Eqn. (3.31)
Q(s) = 2iDX · Y −2(1− sec iY s),
following (4.7) and (4.8).
4.2 Basis Invariants for 0th-Order Corrections
After having identified the mass-dimensions of s in (4.6), X in (4.7), Dµ in (4.8), Yµν
in (4.9), and pλ in (4.11), we are now ready to build the basis upon which we matrix
multiply them and come up with invariants whose total mass-dimensions is twelve or
less.
There are two kinds of basis we will construct. We will construct basis for zeroth-
order corrections and another for higher-order corrections. In this chapter, we will
construct the basis invariants and solve for the mass-dimensional one-loop effective
Lagrangians accommodating zeroth-order corrections. Also in this chapter, we will
construct the basis invariants needed and the prescriptions on how these basis will
be used for accommodating higher-order corrections in the calculation of one-loop
effective Lagrangians. However, we choose to delay until the chapter to implement
the prescriptions described in the latter part of this chapter.
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To obtain the zeroth-order one-loop effective Lagrangian L
(1)
0 indicated in the first




































tr ln(−R(s)2s ) − eX0s
]
(4.14)
where X0 represents the zero reference of the background potential X . Equivalently,











× [ e+sX e−
1
2
tr ln(iY s)−1 sin iY se+X˙ ·(iY )
−3(2 tan iY s2 −iY s)·X˙ − eX0s ] (4.15)
This will be used in the extraction of zeroth-order corrections by Taylor-series2 ex-
panding the separate exponential functions.
In the following Taylor series expansion, we choose to represent in matrix form.
But we restore the tensorial form as we present the one-loop effective Lagrangians
containing zeroth-order corrections two up to sixteen mass-dimensional invariants.
For the first term in (4.15),





















+. . . . (4.16)
1The X and p integration has already been performed. The overall sign + is for bosons, − for
fermions.
2Taylor-series expansions were obtained using Mathematica.
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There are seven terms (upon collecting only the invariants whose mass-dimensions
is equal to 16 or less)
a[0] = +1 (4.17)

















































There are four terms. That is after using the series expansion















− . . . (4.27)
For the first term e+
(iY s)2
12 in (4.26),
















Y 2Y 2Y 2Y 2s8 (4.32)
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This is after using the power series expansion:
e+
x2















+ . . . . (4.33)
For the second term e+
(iY s)4
360 in (4.26)








Y 4Y 4s8 (4.36)
This is after using the power series expansion:
e+
x4









+ . . . . (4.37)
For the third term e+
(iY s)6
5670 in (4.26)





This is after using the power series expansion:
e+
x6









+ . . . . (4.40)
For the fourth term e+
(iY s)8
75600





This is after using the power series expansion:
e+
x8






+ . . . . (4.43)
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For third term in (4.15)
eX˙ ·(iY )





































+ . . . (4.45)




X˙ ·(iY )−3(iY s)3·X˙ = e+
1
12
















+ . . . (4.47)
f [0] = +1 (4.48)
f [6] = +
1
12
X˙ · Y −3Y 3 · X˙ s3 (4.49)




X˙ · Y −3Y 3 · X˙
)2
s6 (4.50)




X˙ ·(iY )−3(iY s)5·X˙ = e−
1
120











+ . . . (4.52)




X˙ · Y −3Y 5 · X˙ s5 (4.54)
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For the constant of X-integration, the last term in (4.15):
























+ . . . .(4.55)
There are seven terms
h[0] = −1 (4.56)






































0 : 0th-order Mass-Dimensional Lagrangians
After having gathered the terms of interest that resulted in the Taylor series expan-
sion, we now group the terms into their common mass-dimensions (as indicated in
their names and the numbers inside the [ ] notation).
Two Mass-Dimensions











Tr (X − X0) (4.65)
The terms contained here are contributed from (4.18) and (4.57), respectively. Eqn.
(4.65) is exactly Eqn. (2.71) of [26].
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Four Mass-Dimensions























The terms contained here are contributed from (4.19), (4.58) and (4.29), respectively.
Eqn. (4.66) is exactly Eqn. (2.72) of [26].
Six Mass-Dimensions
































and (4.49), respectively. Eqn. (4.67) is exactly Eqn. (2.73) of [26].
Eight Mass-Dimensions






































X 2Y 2s4 (4.70)
a[2]f [6] = +
1
12
XX˙ · Y −3Y 3 · X˙ s4, (4.71)
respectively. Eqn. (4.69) is Eqn. (2.74) of [26] in the long-wavelength limit (Dµ → 0).
In Eqn. (4.69), we have lifted this limit and showed explicitly the complete zeroth-
order correction with eight mass-dimension. What is new here is the inclusion of the
O(Dµ) term.
Ten Mass-Dimensions





















































X 3Y 2s5, (4.75)
Eqn. (4.54), products:
a[4]f [6] = +
1
24
X 2X˙ · Y −3Y 3 · X˙ s5 (4.76)
41
b[4]f [6] = −
1
144
Y 2X˙ · Y −3Y 3 · X˙ s5, (4.77)
respectively. Eqn. (4.72) is Eqn. (2.75) of [26] in the long-wavelength limit (Dµ → 0).
In Eqn. (4.72), we have lifted this limit and showed explicitly including the O(Dµ)
terms. This completes the zeroth-order correction containing invariants whose mass-
dimension is ten.
Twelve Mass-Dimensions









































(DµX )(DµX )(DνX )(DνX ) +
1
72




X (DµX )YµνYµνYρσYρσ(DµX )
]
(4.78)
















X 4Y 2s6 (4.82)
Eqn. (4.50), products:
a[6]f [6] = +
1
72




XX˙ · Y −3Y 5 · X˙ s6 (4.84)
42
a[2]b[4]f [6] = −
1
144
XY 2X˙ · Y −3Y 3 · X˙ s6 (4.85)
respectively. The last two terms are combined resulting to the last term in (4.78).
Eqn. (4.78) is Eqn. (2.75) of [26] in the long-wavelength limit (Dµ → 0). In Eqn.
(4.78) we have lifted this limit and included the O(Dµ) terms. This is the closed
form of the zeroth-order correction that contains twelve mass-dimensional invariants.
Again like the eight, and ten-mass dimensional zeroth-order contributions we have
explicitly displayed the O(Dµ) terms.
Fourteen Mass-Dimensions































































(DµX )(DµX )YµνYνρYρσYσµ −
1
240




X 2(DµX )(DµX )YµνYµν +
1
288





























a[8]f [6] = +
1
288




X˙ · Y −3Y 5 · X˙Y 2s7 (4.94)
b[8]f [6] = +
1
3456
X˙ · Y −3Y 3 · X˙Y 2Y 2s7 (4.95)
c[8]f [6] = +
1
4320




X 2X˙ · Y −3Y 5 · X˙ s7 (4.97)
a[4]b[4]f [6] = −
1
288
X 2X˙ · Y −3Y 3 · X˙Y 2s7 (4.98)









































































X 5(DµX )(DµX )−
1
720




X 3(DµX )(DµX )YνρYνρ +
1
1440




X 2(DµX )(DµX )(DνX )(DνX ) +
1
3456




(DµX )(DµX )(DνX )YνρYρσ(DσX )
]
(4.100)





































Y 6Y 2s8 (4.110)
(4.111)
(4.42), and the products:
a[10]f [6] = +
1
1440




X 3X˙ · Y −3Y 5 · X˙ s8 (4.113)
a[6]b[4]f [6] = −
1
864




XX˙ · Y −3Y 5 · X˙Y 2s8 (4.115)





X˙ · Y −3Y 3 · X˙
)2
s8 (4.116)




X˙ · Y −3Y 3 · X˙
)2
Y 2s8 (4.117)
f [6]g[10] = −
1
1440
X˙ · Y −3Y 3 · X˙ X˙ · Y −3Y 5 · X˙ s8 (4.118)
4.3 Basis Invariants for Higher-Order Corrections
The building block of the prescription described in (3.47) is (∆1G∅(p))
red
ℓ . In this
section, we expand it3 and choose to collect4 the terms of similar mass-dimensions5,




denoting the common mass-dimension of the collected terms.
3There are 2,974 terms.
4We used MS Excel spreadsheet software to sort the generated invariants according to increasing
string length.
5In the 2,974-term collection, mass-dimensions range from 3 up to 26.
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with ΘTSE now truncated
6 ΘTSEt and X redefined as X → X − m
2. Note that a
subscript 0 is instituted on the proper-time parameter s. This is to distinguish higher-
fold proper-time integrations with respect to s1, s2, . . . that may become relevant in
higher-order calculations.
We will group terms coming from different order of corrections that will give a
total mass-dimension of twelve or less. Note that the collection includes odd mass-
dimensions. We know that such odd mass-dimensions vanish owing to their odd
powers in p-integration. We consider them here as they do not vanish in the higher
order expansion for example, when they are multiplied to any odd mass-dimension
collection of invariants.
With the knowledge on the mass-dimensions discussed in the earlier part of this
chapter, we enumerate below the result of collecting invariants containing similar














The first term in (4.121) agrees with Eqn. 2.94 of [26]. Ref. [26] disregarded the last
term which we choose to display instead. Here, pn means pλℓpτℓ . . . whose subscripts
are identified from the unpaired tensorial indices.
6This is upon considering only the first term of Taylor expanded R(s) given in (3.40) with P (s)
and Q(s) completely disregarded.




















The first and second terms in (4.122) agree with Eqn. 2.92 and (first term) Eqn.


















Although the term DµℓµℓYλℓτℓ vanishes after performing the p
2 momentum integra-
tion in the calculation of L
(1)[4]
1 , it will not vanish in L
(1)[8]
2 , etc. These simplifications
would make the p2 term in (4.122) agree with (second term) Eqn 2.95 of [26]. Again
Ref. [26] disregarded the last term which we choose to display instead, including terms























D[µℓτℓ]Yλℓµℓ ≡ DµℓτℓYλℓµℓ −DτℓµℓYλℓµℓ (4.124)
D2 ≡ Dµℓµℓ (4.125)
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The p4 term will become relevant in [8], [10], and [12] mass-dimensions appearing





















D(µℓνℓρℓ)X ≡ Dµℓ{νℓρℓ}X +Dνℓ{ρℓµℓ}X +Dρℓ{µℓνℓ}X (4.127)
Dµℓ{νℓρℓ}X ≡ DµℓνℓρℓX +DµℓρℓνℓX (4.128)































































3DµℓX (D{λℓνℓ}Yµℓνℓ +D{µℓνℓ}Yλℓνℓ + (4/3)D{µℓλℓ}X )
+i p3 sℓ


















































4DµℓX ((DτℓλℓµℓX +D{τℓµℓ}λℓX ) + 2(DτℓYνℓλℓ)Yνℓµℓ

























































































































4DµℓX (2(D<λℓYνℓµℓ>)(DρℓYνℓρℓ) + 2(D<ρℓYνℓµℓ>)(DρℓYνℓλℓ)
+2(D<ρℓYνℓµℓ>)(DλℓYνℓρℓ))
−i p3 sℓ










5((DµℓτℓλℓX + (DτℓYνℓλℓ)Yνℓµℓ + (DµℓYνℓτℓ)Yνℓλℓ)Y
2
µℓκℓ
+(DκℓµℓλℓX + (DµℓYνℓλℓ)Yνℓκℓ + (DκℓYνℓµℓ)Yνℓλℓ)Y
2
µℓτℓ









































































































































































+(D2Yνℓαℓ +DσℓαℓYνℓσℓ)) + (D{ρℓαℓ}Yνℓαℓ)D
2Yνℓµℓ
+(D2Yνℓρℓ)(D
































+(DµℓσℓYνℓρℓ +DρℓµℓYνℓσℓ)DσℓρℓYνℓλℓ + (2(D{µℓρℓ}Yνℓσℓ)





































+(DλℓσℓYνℓσℓ +DσℓλℓYνℓσℓ +DσℓσℓYνℓλℓ)(DρℓτℓYνℓµℓ +DτℓρℓYνℓµℓ)
+(DρℓσℓYνℓσℓ +DσℓρℓYνℓσℓ +DσℓσℓYνℓρℓ)(DµℓτℓYνℓλℓ +DτℓµℓYνℓλℓ)
+(DσℓρℓYνℓµℓ +DρℓσℓYνℓµℓ +DρℓσℓYνℓµℓ +DρℓµℓYνℓσℓ)DσℓλℓYνℓτℓ
+(DρℓσℓYνℓλℓ +DσℓλℓYνℓρℓ +DσℓρℓYνℓλℓ +DρℓλℓYνℓσℓ)DσℓτℓYνℓµℓ


























































































































6DµℓX ((DτℓνℓµℓX +DµℓτℓνℓX +DτℓµℓνℓX )Y
2
νℓλℓ







Note from above that [11] and [13] up to [28] are excluded in the list as they will
not contribute in any sense in our calculation.
4.3.1 L(1)1 : 1st-order Mass-Dimensional Lagrangians
Using the compact notation (4.119),8 we now explicitly present the prescription de-
scribed in (3.47) in terms of the mass-dimensional basis [ ℓ ] given in (4.121)-(4.135):
8This corresponds to changing ℓ in the subscript of tensor indices as 1 if the term is contributed
by a first order correction, 2 by a second order correction, and so on. In our presentation, left-most
factor in [ ][ ] . . . [ ] denotes the first order corrrection and the right-most the highest order in the
degree of corrections considered. The number of [ ] factors denotes the order of corrections. Adding

























































with [12] given in (4.135).













Notice that there are no first-order corrections that can be incorporated in the calcu-














dDp G∅t [3][3] (4.142)










dDp G∅t ([3][5] + [4][4] + [5][3]) (4.143)
with [3], [4], and [5] given in (4.121), (4.123), and (4.126), respectively. Here, [3][5] is
just a swapping of indices [5][3]. That is, the subscript ℓ = 1⇔ ℓ = 2 is swapped. As
an illustration, [3][5] means [3], set ℓ = 1 and [5] set ℓ = 2. The other way around,










dDp G∅t([3][7] + [4][6] + [5][5] + [6][4] + [7][3]) (4.144)











G∅t([3][9] + [4][8] + [5][7] + [6][6] + [7][5] + [8][4] + [9][3]) (4.145)
with [4], [5], and [6] given in (4.123), (4.126), and (4.130), respectively.















Notice that there are no second-order corrections that can be incorporated in the

















ds G∅t ([3][3][4] + [3][4][3] + [4][3][3]) (4.147)
with [3], and [4] given in (4.121), and (4.123), respectively. Here, [3][3][4] is just
a swapping of indices with [3][4][3] and similarly with [4][3][3]. As an illustration,
[3][3][4] means leftmost [3], set ℓ = 1 mid [3] set ℓ = 2 and rightmost [4] set ℓ = 3.
The leftmost object is always set ℓ = 1, the second object set ℓ = 2, the rightmost












with [3], [4], and [5] given in (4.121), (4.123), and (4.126), respectively.


















Notice that there are no third-order corrections that can be incorporated in the cal-
culation of one-loop effective Lagrangian in two, four, six, and eight mass-dimensions.
4.3.4 L
(1)












with [3] given in (4.121).




















Notice that there are no third-order corrections that can be incorporated in the






Consider the ungauged case when
Y → 0 (5.1)
in Eqns. (4.121)-(4.135). Later we will relax this limit but for purposes of illustra-
tion, we present the case of pure X and its covariant derivatives of X . That is, we
illustrate how straightforward our calculation will be in determining the higher-order
corrections. Also, we show step by step how the ensuing integrations: p (momentum),
X (background potential), and s (proper-time integration) are performed.
5.1 Pure X Mass-Dimensional Lagrangians
5.1.1 Pure X: Two Mass-Dimensions
L(1)[2]Y→0 = L
(1)[2]
0 Y→0 + L
(1)[2]















Tr (X −X0) (5.3)





0 Y→0 + L
(1)[4]



































The following is the explicit derivation of L
(1)[4]
1Y→0:
To compute for L
(1)[4]
1 Y→0, consider from the prescription (4.136) with [4] given in


























expressed in terms of X . The indices of the momentum tensor can be identified from
the unpaired indices of D. That is, p2 = pλ pτ for this instance.










































×{(1, 0; 1, 0)DµµX − 2(2, 0; 2, 1)δλτDλτX} (5.9)
where





















1 + X (s0 + s1) +
1
2
X 2(s0 + s1)






+X (s1 + s0) +
1
2
X 2(s1 + s0)
2 + . . .

 (5.13)












ds0 {(1, 0; 1, 1)− 2(2, 0; 2, 2)}DµµX e
−p2(s0+s1)
(5.14)
1Because indices are dummy they can be renamed at will.
2Because X (s0+ s1) term will contribute in the six mass-dimensions and
1
2!X
2(s0+ s1) term will
contribute in the eight mass-dimensions and so on.
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Performing proper-time integrations3













































































thereby obtaining (5.6). This agrees with Eqn (2.108) of [26].
Higher Mass-Dimensions Contributed by [4]
[4]X : Six Mass-Dimensions.
The contributions of [4] to higher mass-dimensions as one moves to higher order
terms in the expansion






2 + . . .

 (5.18)
(the second term indicated by an arrow)
L
(1)[6]








{(2, 0; 1, 0)− 2(3, 0; 2, 1)}XDµµX (5.19)
Because the proper-time integrations






















































3See Appendix D for a detailed derivation.
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yeild the same prefactor as (1, 0; 1, 1) and (2,0;2,2), respectively, the first-order cor-














[4]X 2: Eight Mass-Dimensions. With four and six mass-dimensions invariants
agreeing with the results obtained by Rodulfo, this work showcases the calculation for
the eight mass-dimensions. Consider the contribution of [4] to higher mass-dimensions
as one moves to higher order terms in the expansion






3 + . . .

 (5.23)
(the third term indicated by an arrow)
In similar manner, the first order correction of mass-dimensions eight contributed
by [4]X 2 is given by the Lagrangian
L
(1)[8]











Contributions to higher mass-dimensions can be obtained in a similar fashion
L
(1)[10]



















































with the prefactors and exponents of X dictated by the coefficients and exponents of
a Taylor series of an exponential function.
5.1.3 Pure X: Six Mass-Dimensions
From (4.130) prescribed by (4.137) but in the limit Y → 0
L
(1)[6]
1 Y→0 = 0. (5.29)
There are no first-order corrections. Also from (4.121) prescribed by (4.142) in the
same limit Y → 0
L
(1)[6]
2 Y→0 = 0. (5.30)





















































5.1.4 Pure X: Eight Mass-Dimensions































Performing the p-integration, X-integration (after redefining X → X −m2 and con-





















(4, 0; 2, 2)(DµX )(DννµX +D{νµ}νX )
}
(5.35)





























D(ννµ)X = DννµX +DµννX +DνµνX (5.37)
so that
(DµX )(D(ννµ)X ) = (DµX )(DννµX ) + (DµX )(DµννX ) + (DµX )(DνµνX )
= −(DµµX )(DννX )− (DµνX )(DµνX )− (DµνX )(DνµX )
and
(DµX )(D{νµ}νX ) = (DµX )(DνµνX ) + (DµX )(DµννX )
= −(DµνX )(DνµX )− (DµνX )(DµνX )
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after applying integration by parts (or equivalently applying an appropriate total




















(DµνX )(DµνX +DνµX )
}
(5.38)




































as prescribed in (4.143) with (4.123) with ℓ = 1 and ℓ = 2.
Performing the p-integration, X-integration (after redefining X → X − m2 and















ds0 {(1, 1, 0; 1, 1)(DµµX )(DννX )
−2(2, 1, 0; 2, 2)(DµµX )(DννX )− 2(1, 2, 0; 2, 2)(DµµX )(DννX )
+4(2, 2, 0; 4, 3) ((DµµX )(DννX ) + (DµνX )(DµνX ) + (DµνX )(DνµX ))}
(5.40)










































(DµνX ) ((DµνX ) + (DνµX ))
}
(5.42)



















(DµνX ) ((DµνX ) + (DνµX ))
}
(5.43)




































= 2X (DµX )(DµX ) + X
2(DµµX ) (5.45)
























Using the relation for reordering of derivatives within a factor:
DµνA = DνµA− i [Yµν ,A] (5.47)
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for any tensor A. This relationship is used for the simplification of the last term in
(5.46) but in the limit Y → 0.
5.2 Explicit Calculation of L
(1)[4,6,8]
1,2
Having shown in the previous section the step by step calculation of L(1)[4,6,8] for the
ungauged case, we choose to skip most of the steps and present only the order by
order corrections for each mass-dimension.
5.2.1 Four Mass-Dimensions
First-Order Corrections: Four Mass-Dimensions














The simplifications are as follows: (1, 0; 1, 1) = 1
2
, (2, 0; 2, 2) = 1
6
, trace of self-
contracted tensors vanish, and Yµν = −Yνµ
Since there are no second-order corrections, we have the complete four mass-























This is upon incorporating the results contributed from the zeroth-order corrections
(4.66). This result is in agreement with that of Refs. [26, 55, 78, 79]
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5.2.2 Six Mass-Dimensions
First-Order Corrections: Six Mass-Dimensions















Tr ((DρYµν)(DρYµν) + (DνYµν)(DρYµρ)
+(DρYµν)(DνYµρ)) (5.50)



























Further simplification can be implemented:
(DρYµν)(DρYµν) = 2(DνYµν)(DρYµρ)− 4YµνYνρYρµ + tot.div. (5.53)

















The proper-time integrations used are (2, 0; 1, 1) = 1
3
, (3, 0; 2, 2) = 1
8
, and
(4, 0; 4, 3) = 1
20




3DµX(DτYλµ +DµYλτ +DνYµν) (5.55)
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not included in [26]. In the simplification process such term vanishes. We also used
the following:
YµνDρνYµρ = −DνYµνDρYµρ + tot.der. (5.56)
Second-Order Corrections: Six Mass-Dimensions














































































This result is in agreement with [26, 76]
5.2.3 Eight Mass-Dimensions
First-Order Corrections: Eight Mass-Dimensions
Using the prescription (4.138) with basis invariants (4.132) and implementing


























































































































































































Second-Order Corrections: Eight Mass-Dimensions
Using the prescription (4.143) with basis invariants (4.121) and (4.126) and im-
plementing the algorithm presented in Appendix E, the (2 × 78)-term result can be
















































































































With basis invariants (4.123) and implementing the algorithm presented in Ap-



























































































































































































































Lower Mass-Dimensional Invariant Contributions
We have already made a point in Chapter 4 that X-integration depending on
75
whether we are considering (5.13), (5.18), or (5.23) could contribute same invariants
but differs by a 1
n!
X n factor.
In this regard (5.48) result contributes in the correction of eight mass-dimensional
one-loop effective Lagrangian as
L
(1)[8]











if X-integration is performed with the third therm in the expansion (5.23).
In similar manner (5.54) contributes as
L
(1)[8]














and in the same way as (5.57)
L
(1)[8]




















1 X 2[4] + L
(1)[8]




2 X [6] (5.66)
This is an expression containing 132 terms.
Manipulating using the properties: Cyclic matrix permutations
tr(XY Z) = tr(Y ZX) (5.67)
integration by parts
∫
dx tr(DµXµY ) = −
∫
dx tr(XµDµY ) (5.68)
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and antisymmetry of Yµν
Yµν = −Yνµ (5.69)




















































































































































































Eqn. (5.70) is a 54-term reduced form of 132-term Eqn. (5.66). This result awaits
77
the application of the following identities[76]
(D2X )Y 2µν+2(DµX )(DµYνρ)Yνρ=0 (5.71)






(DµX )(DµYνρ)Yνρ+2(DµX )(DνYρµ)Yνρ=0 (5.75)
X (DµYνρ)
2+2X (DµYνρ)(DνYρµ)= 0 (5.76)
2XYµν(DρµYρν) + 2XYµνYνρYρµ=XYµν(D
2Yµν) (5.77)
and ordering of derivatives within a factor can be changed by continued application[80]
of
DµνX = Dνµ − i[Yµν , X ] (5.78)
for a further reduction.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Future Work
In this thesis, we have developed a prescription that can calculate one-loop effective
Lagrangians for various mass-dimensions and for different orders of correction. We
have worked out the calculation of L1[2], L1[4], and L1[6] completely; L1[8] partially;
L1[10] and L1[12] in their unsimplified form. For appropriate mass-dimensions, first-
up to fourth-order corrections were incorporated. The results obtained in the present
work for L1[2], L1[4], and L1[6] have been compared to those found in literature and
were found to be in complete agreement. L1[8] remains to be simplified further and
reduced to a 17-term expression before comparison can be made.
6.1 Effective Lagrangians
The following is a list of the one-loop effective Lagrangians explicitly calculated in a
quasi-automated manner incorporating zeroth-order corrections.
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For higher order corrections, the following were calculated.
























1 [4]X See (5.59).
L
1[6]
1 [4]X (5.19) From [4] upon considering (5.18)
Eight L1[8]1 (4.138) L





2 (4.143) Eqn. (5.70) awaits further simplification.
L
1[8]
1 [6]X (5.64) From [6] upon considering (5.18)
L
1[8]
2 [6]X (5.65) From [6] upon considering (5.18)
L
1[8]
1 [4]X 2 (5.63) From [4] upon considering (5.23)
Ten L
1[10]
1 (4.139) prescription only
L
1[10]
2 (4.144) prescription only
L
1[10]
3 (4.147) prescription only
Twelve L
1[12]
1 (4.140) prescription only
L
1[12]
2 (4.145) prescription only
L
1[12]
3 (4.148) prescription only
L
1[12]
4 (4.150) prescription only
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Apart from the above contributions, the following should be included for ten
L
1[10]
1 [8]X + L
1[10]
2 [8]X + L
1[10]
1 [6]X 2 + L
1[10]
2 [6]X 2 + L
1[10]




1 [10]X + L
1[12]
2 [10]X + L
1[12]
3 [10]X + L
1[12]
1 [8]X 2 + L
1[12]
2 [8]X 2 + L
1[12]
1 [6]X 3 + L
1[12]
2 [6]X 3 + L
1[12]
1 [4]X 4 (6.2)
mass-dimensional one-loop effective Lagrangians. They are all contributed mainly
from lower mass-dimensions.
The results for L1[2], L1[4], and L1[6] are in complete agreement with those found
in literature. See Refs. [26, 55, 76, 78, 79].
6.2 Closed form expressions.
Three closed form expressions have been obtained.
(i) partial momentum-space derivatives of G0(p): first- up to sixth-order
(ii) p8 integration formula in both arbitrary and flat metric
(iii) two- and three-fold proper-time integration formula
We have calculated the closed form formula for handling p8 integral in both flat
and arbitrary space-time metric. See Eqn. (C.25) and Appendix C.6, respectively.
We have also developed a more general way of handling two- and three-fold proper-
time integrals for various form of integrand. Refer to Chapter 5 or Appendix D on
how these different forms were handled. Furthermore, we have also devised a compact
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notation













as introduced in (D.6). The use of such notation are illustrated in detail in Chapter
5.
Knowing the Gaussian sector, we have expressed the non-Gaussian sector of the
Green function equation by letting the sixth-order operator act on the Gaussian sec-
tor. In so doing, the general closed forms of the partial momentum-space derivatives
of G0(p) have been obtained in terms of P (s), Q(s), and R(s). See Appendix A.
6.3 Algorithm
The following summarizes the procedural programming (advantages) used in this
thesis, further proving the possibility of completely automating DeWitt’s background
field formalism.
Collect then Matrix Multiply















1.) Multiply the polynomial ∆1(p)G0 by itself ℓ = 1, up to ℓ = 4 times consecu-
tively. Then collect terms of similar mass-dimensions. Refer to (3.19)-(3.22).
2.) Collect terms of similar mass-dimensions in ∆1(p)G0 into basis then matrix mul-
tiply them to form the much needed products (the gauge invariant monomials)
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for a mass-dimension of interest.
We have tried both avenues.
For the first avenue, the following results:
ℓ = 1 ℓ = 2 ℓ = 3 ℓ = 4
No. of termsa 2,974 8,844,676b 2.630406642×1010 7.822829355×1013
aThe numbers above are yet to be mutliplied to a 4-term G0(p) (in terms of P , Q, and
R) as given in (3.33) (or equivalently in (3.34)). The number of terms will increase once
TSE P , Q, and R are specified.
bWe have only tried up to the case when ℓ = 2 and it took about 3 days to finish
on a Pentium 133 PC not to mention the time it may take to sort, identify, and collect
monomials of similar mass-dimensions.
So we reverse the process and the second avenue was conceptualized and was
further developed. The method of obtaining immediately monomials of specific mass-





The following tabulation depicts how manageable the second avenue is.
For ℓ = 1
[3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [12]
No. of termsa 3 10 12 23 42 112 42 104 334
aThe numbers in the table represent the ∆1(p)G0 in the unsimplified version (con-
traction of indices has not been performed yet.).
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The following table further depicts the ease in forming invariants in the mass-
dimension and order of correction of interest if the second avenue were used.
ℓ matrix mult. No. of terms mass-dim.
1 [4] 10 Four
1 [6] 23 Six
1 [8] 112 Eight
1 [10] 104 Ten
1 [12] 334 Twelve
2 [3][3] 9 Six
2 [3][5] 36 Eight
2 [4][4] 100 Eight
2 [5][3] 36 Eight
2 [3][7] 126 Ten
2 [4][6] 230 Ten
2 [5][5] 144 Ten
2 [6][4] 230 Ten
2 [7][3] 126 Ten
2 [3][9] 126 Twelve
2 [4][8] 1,120 Twelve
2 [5][7] 504 Twelve
2 [6][6] 529 Twelve
2 [7][5] 504 Twelve
2 [8][4] 1,120 Twelve
2 [9][3] 126 Twelve
3 [3][3][4] 90 Ten
3 [3][4][3] 90 Ten
3 [4][3][3] 90 Ten
3 [3][4][5] 360 Twelve
3 [3][5][4] 360 Twelve
3 [4][5][3] 360 Twelve
3 [4][3][5] 360 Twelve
3 [5][3][4] 360 Twelve
3 [5][4][3] 360 Twelve
3 [4][4][4] 1,000 Twelve
4 [4][4][4][4] 10,000 Twelve
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System of Index Replacements
We have introduced a system of temporary index replacements from Greek to
Latin when symbolic computation is to be performed and then back to Greek
when results are to be presented in LATEX2εformat.
Below is the above-mentioned system of index replacements as given in (3.24)-(3.25).
{µℓ, νℓ, ρℓ, σℓ, αℓ, βℓ} → {aℓ, bℓ, cℓ, dℓ, eℓ, fℓ}
{λℓ, τℓ, κℓ, ηℓ, ξℓ, ̺ℓ} → {lℓ, tℓ, kℓ, hℓ, xℓ, gℓ}
Interface of Softwares
We have used and interfaced three symbolic handling softwares, namely: Math-
ematica, Macsyma, and MS Excel for pattern matching, procedural program-
ming, and data base pivoting needs of the calculation.
Kronecker delta Index Contraction
Since the monomials are treated as text output rather their usual tensor repre-
sentation, we have devised an alternative algorithm to contract indices as dictated by
even powers of p integration in flat space. Instead of using symbolic softwares’ tensor
package to contract indices, we have used Mathematica and MS Excel to handle such
task. Below is an illustration how the task is done.







can be rewritten into a textual output following the system of index replacements:
+(1/13440) D_h1k1Y_l1t1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_l1h1 d_l2h2 d_t1k1 d_t2k2
Using MS Excel and Notespad to isolate D2Y D2Y and kronecker delta from its
indices, , we have the following (in Mathematica format)
{h1,k1,l1,t1,h2,k2,l2,t2}/.{l1->h1,l2->h2,t1->k1,t2->k2}
This is after manipulating the textual output using any text editor (for our case
Notespad). If we enter the above in Mathematica, we obtain the output
{h1,k1,h1,k1,h2,k2,h2,k2}






1. The results presented here particularly the one-loop eight mass-dimensional
effective Lagrangian await further simplification. While the antisymmetry of
the fieldstrength tensor and the freedom to throw away total derivatives allowed
us to obtain the most we can do to obtain the present simplified form of L(1)[8],
the identities (5.71)-(5.77) will hopefully reduce the present form (5.70) into 17
linearly independent invariant monomials as they have been obtained by van de
Ven[76] via the heat kernel approach.
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2. The prescriptions described in Chapter 4 to obtain L(1)[10] and L(1)[12] await
similar reduction process. If such reduced Lagrangians are to be consistent
with Ref. [80] monomial counting for a specific mass-dimensions, there should
be 79 linearly independent invariant monomials for L(1)[10] as it has been worked
completely in Ref. [76] and 554 such invariant monomials for L(1)[12] as it has
been counted by Ref. [80]. Both effective Lagrangians remain to be worked out
explicitly in the spirit of background field formalism.
3. The following options are left arbitrary throughout our calculation. Fixing them
can be considered an extension to our present work.
Gauge group. This would facilitate in the reduction process and express one-
loop effective Lagrangians in terms of linearly independent invariant monomials.
Particularly, the minimal set upon which the reduction scheme will be based
would be chosen by group representation methods rather than by hand.
Mass-Dimensions (higher than 12). This means accommodating higher or-
der corrections. Mathematically, this is equivalent to handling higher powers of
momentum and higher folds of proper-time integrations.
Further relaxation on the covariant restrictions in the fieldstrength tensor
(n > 4) and in the background matrix potential (l > 4)
4. The following options can be changed.
Euclidean spacetime metric to a conformally flat metric, or in general curved
spacetime metric that may be relevant in quantum gravity and early universe
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theories.
Also, the assumption of strong and slowly varying background fields as indicated
after Eqn. 3.7 can be changed to weak but rapidly changing one. Calculating
mass-dimensional one-loop effective Lagrangians in this line of assumption re-
mains an open problem.
5. The most interesting extension of this thesis is the application of the results to a
specific field theory. This is done simply by determining the relevant background
connection Nµ so that the following quantities can be defined:
X ≡ M −NµNµ
Yµν ≡ Nν,µ −Nµ,ν + [Nµ, Nν ]
as these are given in (2.8), and (2.9) and the covariant derivative
DµT ≡ ∂µT + [Nµ, T ] (6.3)
Dµφ ≡ ∂µφ+Nµφ (6.4)
for any tensor T , and scalar φ. One may alternatively determine these quantities
if the relevant second order operator
∆ ≡ (∂ +Nµ)
2 +X (6.5)
is identified. This is the operator part of (2.18). Here, X = −m2 + X .


















These are the vector and ghost operators, where








Scalar bosons in a Yang-Mills background















to normalize the generators of the fundamental representation.
Dirac fermions in a Yang-Mills background





2 + imf1 (6.11)
where




[γµ, γν, ] (6.13)











to normalize the generators of the fundamental representation. Here, γµ repre-
sents a 2[D/2] × 2[D/2] Dirac matrix normalized as above.
See Refs. [26, 27] for details on the results of this thesis can be applied to
Yang-Mills theory interacting with matter.
6. All calculations described since then are all up to one-loop. One may consider
calculating higher loop effective Lagrangians.
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A.1 G0/µνρ...(p) in terms of P (s), Q(s) and R(s)
We have the following momentum-space derivatives of G0(p) from first up to sixth








+QνℓRµℓλℓRρℓτℓRσκℓ +QρℓRµℓλℓRνℓτℓRσκℓ +QσℓRµℓλℓRνℓτℓRρℓκℓ )pλℓpτℓpκℓ
+(RµℓνℓRρℓλℓRσℓτℓ + RµℓρℓRνℓλℓRσℓτℓ +RµℓλℓRνℓρℓRσℓτℓ +RµℓλℓRνℓσℓRρℓτℓ
+RµℓdRνℓτℓRρℓλℓ + RµℓλℓRνℓτℓRρℓσℓ +QµℓQρℓRνℓλℓRσℓτℓ +QµℓQνℓRρℓλℓRσℓτℓ
+QνℓQρℓRµℓλℓRσℓτℓ +QµℓQσℓRνℓλℓRρℓτℓ +QνℓQσℓRµℓλℓRρℓτℓ +QρℓQσℓRµℓλℓRνℓτℓ)pλℓpτℓ
+(QµℓRνℓρℓRσℓλℓ +QνℓRµℓρℓRσℓλℓ +QρℓRµℓνℓRσℓλℓ +QσℓRµℓλℓRνℓρℓ
+QσℓRµℓνℓRρℓλℓ +QσℓRµℓρℓRνℓλℓ +QµℓRνℓσℓRρℓλℓ +QνℓRµℓσℓRρℓλℓ
+QµℓRνℓλℓRρℓσℓ +QνℓRµℓλℓRρℓσℓ +QρℓRµℓσℓRνℓλℓ +QρℓRµℓλℓRνℓσℓ
+QµℓQνℓQρℓRσℓλℓ +QµℓQνℓQσℓRρℓλℓ +QµℓQρℓQσℓRνℓλℓ +QνℓQρℓQσℓRµℓλℓ)pλℓ
+RµℓνℓRρℓσℓ + RµℓρℓRνℓσℓ + RµℓσℓRνℓρℓ +QµℓQνℓRρℓσℓ +QµℓQρℓRνℓσℓ +QµℓQσℓRνℓρℓ









+QσℓRµℓλℓRνℓτℓRρℓκℓRαℓηℓ +QαℓRµℓλℓRνℓτℓRρℓκℓRσℓηℓ)pλℓpτℓpκℓpηℓ + (RµℓνℓRρℓλℓRσℓτℓRαℓκℓ
+RµℓρℓRνℓλℓRσℓτℓRαℓκℓ +RµℓλℓRνℓρℓRσℓτℓRαℓκℓ + RµℓλℓRνℓσℓRρℓτℓRαℓκℓ + RµℓσℓRνℓτℓRρℓλℓRαℓκℓ





+QρℓQeRµℓλℓRνℓτℓRσκℓ +QσℓQeRµℓλℓRνℓτℓRρℓκℓ)pλℓpτℓpκℓ + (QµℓRνℓρℓRσℓλℓRαℓτℓ
+QνℓRµℓρℓRσℓλℓRαℓτℓ +QρℓRµℓνℓRσℓλℓRαℓτℓ +QµℓRνℓσℓRρℓλℓRαℓτℓ +QνℓRµℓσℓRρℓλℓRαℓτℓ
+QσℓRµℓνℓRρℓλℓRαℓτℓ +QµℓRνℓλℓRρℓσℓRαℓτℓ +QνℓRµℓλℓRρℓσℓRαℓτℓ +QρℓRµℓσℓRνℓλℓRαℓτℓ
+QσℓRµℓρℓRνℓλℓRαℓτℓ +QρℓRµℓλℓRνℓσℓRαℓτℓ +QσℓRµℓλℓRνℓρℓRαℓτℓ +QeRµℓνℓRρℓλℓRσℓτℓ
+QeRµℓρℓRνℓλℓRσℓτℓ +QeRµℓλℓRνℓρℓRσℓτℓ +QeRµℓλℓRνℓσℓRρℓτℓ +QeRµℓσℓRνℓτℓRρℓλℓ
+QeRµℓλℓRνℓτℓRρℓσℓ +QµℓRνℓλℓRρℓeRσℓτℓ +QνℓRµℓλℓRρℓeRσℓτℓ +QρℓRµℓλℓRνℓeRσℓτℓ
+QµℓRνℓαℓRρℓτℓRσℓλℓ +QνℓRµℓαℓRρℓτℓRσℓλℓ +QρℓRµℓαℓRνℓτℓRσℓλℓ +QµℓRνℓλℓRρℓτℓRσℓαℓ
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+QσℓRµℓλℓRνℓτℓRρℓαℓ +QµℓQνℓQρℓRσℓλℓRαℓτℓ +QµℓQνℓQσℓRρℓλℓRαℓτℓ +QµℓQρℓQσℓRνℓλℓRαℓτℓ
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+QνℓQρℓQσℓQeRµℓλℓ)pλℓ +QµℓRνℓρℓRσℓαℓ +QνℓRµℓρℓRσℓαℓ +QρℓRµℓνℓRσℓαℓ
+QµℓRνℓσℓRρℓαℓ +QνℓRµℓσℓRρℓαℓ +QσℓRµℓνℓRρℓαℓ +QµℓRνℓαℓRρℓσℓ +QνℓRµℓαℓRρℓσℓ
+QeRµℓνℓRρℓσℓ +QρℓRµℓσℓRνℓαℓ +QσℓRµℓρℓRνℓαℓ +QρℓRµℓαℓRνℓσℓ +QαℓRµℓρℓRνℓσℓ
+QσℓRµℓαℓRνℓρℓ +QαℓRµℓσℓRνℓρℓ +QµℓQνℓQρℓRσℓαℓ +QµℓQνℓQσℓRρℓαℓ +QµℓQνℓQαℓRρℓσℓ
+QµℓQρℓQσℓRνℓαℓ +QµℓQρℓQαℓRνℓσℓ +QµℓQσℓQαℓRνℓρℓ +QνℓQρℓQσℓRµℓαℓ +QνℓQρℓQαℓRµℓσℓ





ds eΘ [ RµℓλℓRνℓτℓRρℓκℓRσℓηℓRαℓξℓRβℓ̺ℓpλℓpτℓpκℓpηℓpξℓp̺ℓ
+(QµℓRνℓλℓRρℓτℓRσκℓRαℓηℓRβℓξℓ +QνℓRµℓλℓRρℓτℓRσκℓRαℓηℓRβℓξℓ +QρℓRµℓλℓRνℓτℓRσκℓRαℓηℓRβℓξℓ
+QσℓRµℓλℓRνℓτℓRρℓκℓRαℓηℓRβℓξℓ +QαℓRµℓλℓRνℓτℓRρℓκℓRσℓηℓRβℓξℓ





+QσℓQβℓRµℓλℓRνℓτℓRρℓκℓRαℓηℓ +QαℓQβℓRµℓλℓRνℓτℓRρℓκℓRσℓηℓ + RµℓνℓRρℓλℓRσℓτℓRαℓκℓRβℓηℓ
+RµℓρℓRνℓλℓRσℓτℓRαℓκℓRβℓηℓ +RµℓλℓRνℓρℓRσℓτℓRαℓκℓRβℓηℓ + RµℓλℓRνℓσℓRρℓτℓRαℓκℓRβℓηℓ
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+RµℓσℓRνℓτℓRρℓλℓRαℓκℓRβℓηℓ +RµℓλℓRνℓτℓRρℓσℓRαℓκℓRβℓηℓ + RµℓλℓRνℓαℓRρℓκℓRσℓτℓRβℓηℓ
+RµℓαℓRνℓτℓRρℓκℓRσℓλℓRβℓηℓ +RµℓλℓRνℓτℓRρℓαℓRσκℓRβℓηℓ + RµℓλℓRνℓτℓRρℓκℓRσℓαℓRβℓηℓ
+RµℓλℓRνℓβℓRρℓκℓRσℓηℓRαℓτℓ +RµℓβℓRνℓτℓRρℓκℓRσℓηℓRαℓλℓ + RµℓλℓRνℓτℓRρℓβℓRσκℓRαℓηℓ



























+QαℓRµℓλℓRνℓτℓRρℓκℓRσℓβℓ)pλℓpτℓpκℓ + (RµℓνℓRρℓσℓRαℓλℓRβℓτℓ +RµℓρℓRνℓσℓRαℓλℓRβℓτℓ
+RµℓσℓRνℓρℓRαℓλℓRβℓτℓ + RµℓνℓRρℓαℓRσℓλℓRβℓτℓ +RµℓαℓRνℓρℓRσℓλℓRβℓτℓ
+RµℓνℓRρℓλℓRσℓαℓRβℓτℓ + RµℓρℓRνℓαℓRσℓλℓRβℓτℓ +RµℓρℓRνℓλℓRσℓαℓRβℓτℓ
+RµℓλℓRνℓρℓRσℓαℓRβℓτℓ + RµℓσℓRνℓαℓRρℓλℓRβℓτℓ +RµℓαℓRνℓσℓRρℓλℓRβℓτℓ
+RµℓσℓRνℓλℓRρℓαℓRβℓτℓ + RµℓλℓRνℓσℓRρℓαℓRβℓτℓ +RµℓαℓRνℓλℓRρℓσℓRβℓτℓ
+RµℓλℓRνℓαℓRρℓσℓRβℓτℓ + RµℓλℓRνℓρℓRσℓβℓRαℓτℓ +RµℓνℓRρℓλℓRσℓβℓRαℓτℓ
+RµℓρℓRνℓλℓRσℓβℓRαℓτℓ + RµℓσℓRνℓβℓRρℓλℓRαℓτℓ +RµℓλℓRνℓσℓRρℓβℓRαℓτℓ
+RµℓλℓRνℓβℓRρℓσℓRαℓτℓ + RµℓνℓRρℓβℓRσℓτℓRαℓλℓ +RµℓβℓRνℓαℓRρℓλℓRσℓτℓ
+RµℓλℓRνℓαℓRρℓβℓRσℓτℓ + RµℓλℓRνℓβℓRρℓαℓRσℓτℓ +RµℓαℓRνℓβℓRρℓτℓRσℓλℓ
+RµℓαℓRνℓτℓRρℓβℓRσℓλℓ + RµℓβℓRνℓτℓRρℓαℓRσℓλℓ +RµℓλℓRνℓαℓRρℓτℓRσℓβℓ
+RµℓαℓRνℓτℓRρℓλℓRσℓβℓ + RµℓλℓRνℓτℓRρℓαℓRσℓβℓ +RµℓλℓRνℓβℓRρℓτℓRσℓαℓ
+RµℓβℓRνℓτℓRρℓλℓRσℓαℓ + RµℓλℓRνℓτℓRρℓβℓRσℓαℓ +RµℓρℓRνℓβℓRσℓτℓRαℓλℓ
+RµℓβℓRνℓρℓRσℓτℓRαℓλℓ + RµℓβℓRνℓσℓRρℓτℓRαℓλℓ +RµℓσℓRνℓτℓRρℓβℓRαℓλℓ
+RµℓβℓRνℓτℓRρℓσℓRαℓλℓ + RµℓνℓRρℓλℓRσℓτℓRαℓβℓ +RµℓρℓRνℓλℓRσℓτℓRαℓβℓ


























































































+QνℓQρℓQσℓQαℓQβℓRµℓλℓ)pλℓ + RµℓαℓRνℓβℓRρℓσℓ +RµℓσℓRνℓβℓRρℓαℓ + RµℓβℓRνℓσℓRρℓαℓ
+RµℓβℓRνℓαℓRρℓσℓ + RµℓνℓRρℓσℓRαℓβℓ +RµℓρℓRνℓσℓRαℓβℓ + RµℓσℓRνℓρℓRαℓβℓ
+RµℓνℓRρℓαℓRσℓβℓ + RµℓρℓRνℓαℓRσℓβℓ +RµℓαℓRνℓρℓRσℓβℓ + RµℓνℓRρℓβℓRσℓαℓ
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+RµℓρℓRνℓβℓRσℓαℓ + RµℓβℓRνℓρℓRσℓαℓ +RµℓσℓRνℓαℓRρℓβℓ + RµℓαℓRνℓσℓRρℓβℓ
+QµℓQαℓRνℓσℓRρℓβℓ +QνℓQσℓRµℓαℓRρℓβℓ +QνℓQαℓRµℓσℓRρℓβℓ +QσℓQαℓRµℓνℓRρℓβℓ
+QµℓQνℓRρℓσℓRαℓβℓ +QµℓQρℓRνℓσℓRαℓβℓ +QµℓQσℓRνℓρℓRαℓβℓ +QνℓQρℓRµℓσℓRαℓβℓ
+QνℓQσℓRµℓρℓRαℓβℓ +QρℓQσℓRµℓνℓRαℓβℓ +QµℓQνℓRρℓαℓRσℓβℓ +QµℓQρℓRνℓαℓRσℓβℓ
+QµℓQαℓRνℓρℓRσℓβℓ +QνℓQρℓRµℓαℓRσℓβℓ +QνℓQαℓRµℓρℓRσℓβℓ +QρℓQαℓRµℓνℓRσℓβℓ
+QµℓQνℓRρℓβℓRσℓαℓ +QµℓQρℓRνℓβℓRσℓαℓ +QµℓQβℓRνℓρℓRσℓαℓ +QνℓQρℓRµℓβℓRσℓαℓ
+QνℓQβℓRµℓρℓRσℓαℓ +QρℓQβℓRµℓνℓRσℓαℓ +QµℓQσℓRνℓαℓRρℓβℓ +QµℓQσℓRνℓβℓRρℓαℓ
+QµℓQβℓRνℓσℓRρℓαℓ +QνℓQσℓRµℓβℓRρℓαℓ +QνℓQβℓRµℓσℓRρℓαℓ +QσℓQβℓRµℓνℓRρℓαℓ
+QµℓQαℓRνℓβℓRρℓσℓ +QµℓQβℓRνℓαℓRρℓσℓ +QνℓQαℓRµℓβℓRρℓσℓ +QνℓQβℓRµℓαℓRρℓσℓ
+QαℓQβℓRµℓνℓRρℓσℓ +QρℓQσℓRµℓαℓRνℓβℓ +QρℓQαℓRµℓσℓRνℓβℓ +QσℓQαℓRµℓρℓRνℓβℓ
+QρℓQσℓRµℓβℓRνℓαℓ +QρℓQβℓRµℓσℓRνℓαℓ +QσℓQβℓRµℓρℓRνℓαℓ +QρℓQαℓRµℓβℓRνℓσℓ
+QρℓQβℓRµℓαℓRνℓσℓ +QαℓQβℓRµℓρℓRνℓσℓ +QσℓQαℓRµℓβℓRνℓρℓ +QσℓQβℓRµℓαℓRνℓρℓ
+QαℓQβℓRµℓσℓRνℓρℓ +QµℓQνℓQρℓQσℓRαℓβℓ +QµℓQνℓQρℓQαℓRσℓβℓ +QµℓQνℓQρℓQβℓRσℓαℓ
+QµℓQνℓQσℓQαℓRρℓβℓ +QµℓQνℓQσℓQβℓRρℓαℓ +QµℓQνℓQαℓQβℓRρℓσℓ +QµℓQρℓQσℓQαℓRνℓβℓ
+QµℓQρℓQσℓQβℓRνℓαℓ +QµℓQρℓQαℓQβℓRνℓσℓ +QµℓQσℓQαℓQβℓRνℓρℓ +QνℓQρℓQσℓQαℓRµℓβℓ




A.2 List of TSE Q(s) and R(s) in Maxima Code
The following are the complete list of R’s and Q’s needed to solve for (3.18) or in




















Q_a: +(%i)*s*D_aX; Q_b: +(%i)*s*D_bX; Q_c: +(%i)*s*D_cX; Q_d: +(%i)*s*D_dX; Q_e: +(%i)*s*D_eX;
Q_f: +(%i)*s*D_fX;
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A.3 G∅/µνρ... in terms of TSE Q(s) and R(s) in Max-
ima code
These are then substituted into (3.36)-(3.38),and (A.1)-(A.3) in Maxima code:
Gb:+R_bl*p;
Ga:+R_al*p;
Gbc:p* p* R_bl* R_ct + R_bc;
Gab:p* p* R_al* R_bt + R_ab;
Gbcd: + R_bl* R_ct* R_dk* p* p* p
+ (R_bc* R_dl +R_bd* R_cl + R_bl* R_cd)* p;
Gabc: + R_al* R_bt* R_ck* p* p* p
+ (R_ab* R_cl +R_ac* R_bl + R_al* R_bc)* p;
Gabcd: + R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh* p* p* p* p
+ (+ R_ab* R_cl* R_dt + R_ac* R_bl* R_dt + R_al* R_bc* R_dt + R_al* R_bd* R_ct
+ R_ad* R_bt* R_cl + R_al* R_bt* R_cd)* p* p
+ R_ab* R_cd + R_ac* R_bd + R_ad* R_bc;
Gabcde: + R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh* R_ex* p* p* p* p* p
+ (R_ab* R_cl* R_dt* R_ek + R_ac* R_bl* R_dt* R_ek + R_al* R_bc* R_dt* R_ek
+ R_al* R_bd* R_ct* R_ek + R_ad* R_bt* R_cl* R_ek + R_al* R_bt* R_cd* R_ek
+ R_al* R_be* R_ck* R_dt + R_ae* R_bt* R_ck* R_dl + R_al* R_bt* R_ce* R_dk
+ R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_de)* p* p* p
+ (+ R_ab* R_cd* R_el + R_ac* R_bd* R_el + R_ad* R_bc* R_el + R_ab* R_ce* R_dl
+ R_ac* R_be* R_dl + R_ae* R_bc* R_dl + R_ab* R_cl* R_de + R_ac* R_bl* R_de
+ R_al* R_bc* R_de + R_ad* R_be* R_cl + R_ae* R_bd* R_cl + R_ad* R_bl* R_ce
+ R_al* R_bd* R_ce + R_ae* R_bl* R_cd + R_al* R_be* R_cd)* p;
Gabcdef: + R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh* R_ex* R_fg* p* p* p* p* p* p
+ (+ R_ab* R_cl* R_dt* R_ek* R_fh + R_ac* R_bl* R_dt* R_ek* R_fh + R_al* R_bc* R_dt* R_ek* R_fh
+ R_al* R_bd* R_ct* R_ek* R_fh + R_ad* R_bt* R_cl* R_ek* R_fh + R_al* R_bt* R_cd* R_ek* R_fh
+ R_al* R_be* R_ck* R_dt* R_fh + R_ae* R_bt* R_ck* R_dl* R_fh + R_al* R_bt* R_ce* R_dk* R_fh
+ R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_de* R_fh + R_al* R_bf* R_ck* R_dh* R_et + R_af* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh* R_el
+ R_al* R_bt* R_cf* R_dk* R_eh
+ R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_df* R_eh + R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh* R_ef)* p* p* p* p
+ (R_ab* R_cd* R_el* R_ft + R_ac* R_bd* R_el* R_ft + R_ad* R_bc* R_el* R_ft
+ R_ab* R_ce* R_dl* R_ft + R_ae* R_bc* R_dl* R_ft + R_ab* R_cl* R_de* R_ft
+ R_ac* R_be* R_dl* R_ft + R_ac* R_bl* R_de* R_ft + R_al* R_bc* R_de* R_ft
+ R_ad* R_be* R_cl* R_ft + R_ae* R_bd* R_cl* R_ft + R_ad* R_bl* R_ce* R_ft
+ R_al* R_bd* R_ce* R_ft + R_ae* R_bl* R_cd* R_ft + R_al* R_be* R_cd* R_ft
+ R_al* R_bc* R_df* R_et + R_ab* R_cl* R_df* R_et + R_ac* R_bl* R_df* R_et
+ R_ad* R_bf* R_cl* R_et + R_al* R_bd* R_cf* R_et + R_al* R_bf* R_cd* R_et
+ R_ab* R_cf* R_dt* R_el + R_af* R_be* R_cl* R_dt + R_al* R_be* R_cf* R_dt
+ R_al* R_bf* R_ce* R_dt + R_ae* R_bf* R_ct* R_dl + R_ae* R_bt* R_cf* R_dl
+ R_af* R_bt* R_ce* R_dl + R_al* R_be* R_ct* R_df + R_ae* R_bt* R_cl* R_df
+ R_al* R_bt* R_ce* R_df + R_al* R_bf* R_ct* R_de + R_af* R_bt* R_cl* R_de
+ R_al* R_bt* R_cf* R_de + R_ac* R_bf* R_dt* R_el + R_af* R_bc* R_dt* R_el
+ R_af* R_bd* R_ct* R_el + R_ad* R_bt* R_cf* R_el + R_af* R_bt* R_cd* R_el
+ R_ab* R_cl* R_dt* R_ef + R_ac* R_bl* R_dt* R_ef + R_al* R_bc* R_dt* R_ef
+ R_al* R_bd* R_ct* R_ef + R_ad* R_bt* R_cl* R_ef + R_al* R_bt* R_cd* R_ef)* p* p
+ R_ae* R_bf* R_cd + R_ad* R_bf* R_ce + R_af* R_bd* R_ce + R_af* R_be* R_cd
+ R_ab* R_cd* R_ef + R_ac* R_bd* R_ef + R_ad* R_bc* R_ef + R_ab* R_ce* R_df
+ R_ac* R_be* R_df + R_ae* R_bc* R_df + R_ab* R_cf* R_de + R_ac* R_bf* R_de
+ R_af* R_bc* R_de + R_ad* R_be* R_cf + R_ae* R_bd* R_cf;
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A.4 Sixth-order Green function Equation in Max-
ima Code







A.5 Textual Output Simplification Algorithm














subst(p7,p*p*p*p*p*p*p,%); subst(p6,p*p*p*p*p*p,%); subst(p5,p*p*p*p*p,%); subst(p4,p*p*p*p,%);
subst(p3,p*p*p,%); subst(p2,p*p,%); subst(p1,p,%);
Note that one can freely replace the variables and replace with an ℓ-subscripted
variable by introducing a variable z.
A.6 G0/µνρ... in terms of P , Q, R
d1: +R_al*p_l+Q_a; /*Ga$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Ga$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Ga*/
d2: +R_bt*p_t+Q_b; /*Gb$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Gb$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Gb*/




d7: p_l* p_t* R_al* R_bt + p_l* (Q_a* R_bl + Q_b* R_al)




d10: + R_al* R_bt* R_ck* p_l* p_t* p_k
+ (+ Q_c* R_al* R_bt + Q_a* R_bl* R_ct + Q_b* R_al* R_ct)* p_l* p_t
+ (R_ab* R_cl + Q_a* Q_b* R_cl + Q_a* Q_c* R_bl + Q_b* Q_c* R_al)* p_l
+ Q_c* R_ab + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c;
d11: Diff(d7,p_l); /*THEN CHANGE l TO c, also dummy indices to for all product of p’s */
d12: p_l* R_ac* R_bl + Q_a* R_bc + Q_b* R_ac;
d13: Diff(d7,p_t); /*THEN CHANGE t TO c, also dummy indices l for all product of p’s */
d14: p_l* R_al* R_bc;
d15: d12+d14;
d16: p_l* (R_ac* R_bl + R_al* R_bc) + Q_a* R_bc + Q_b* R_ac;
d17 d10+d16;
d18: + R_al* R_bt* R_ck* p_l* p_t* p_k
+ (+ Q_c* R_al* R_bt + Q_a* R_bl* R_ct + Q_b* R_al* R_ct)* p_l* p_t
+ (R_ab* R_cl + Q_a* Q_b* R_cl + Q_a* Q_c* R_bl + Q_b* Q_c* R_al
+R_ac* R_bl + R_al* R_bc)* p_l + Q_c* R_ab + Q_a* R_bc + Q_b* R_ac
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c; /*Gabc$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Gabc$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Gabc*/
d19: +R_dh*p_h+Q_d;
d20: expand(d19*d18);
d21: + p_h* p_k* p_l* p_t* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh
+ p_h* p_l* p_t* (Q_c* R_al* R_bt* R_dk + Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ck + Q_a* R_bl* R_ct* R_dk
+ Q_b* R_al* R_ct* R_dk) + p_l* p_t* (Q_a* Q_b* R_cl* R_dt + Q_a* Q_c* R_bl* R_dt
+ Q_b* Q_c* R_al* R_dt + Q_a* Q_d* R_bl* R_ct + Q_b* Q_d* R_al* R_ct + Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_bt
+ R_ab* R_cl* R_dt + R_ac* R_bl* R_dt + R_al* R_bc* R_dt) + p_l* ( Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* R_cl
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* R_bl + Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_al + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* R_dl + Q_b* R_ac* R_dl
+ Q_a* R_bc* R_dl + Q_c* R_ab* R_dl + Q_d* R_ab* R_cl + Q_d* R_ac* R_bl + Q_d* R_al* R_bc)
+ Q_a* Q_d* R_bc + Q_b* Q_d* R_ac + Q_c* Q_d* R_ab + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_d;
d22: Diff(d18,p_l); /* THEN CHANGE l TO d, also dummy indices to lt for all product of p’s */
d23: + p_l* p_t* R_ad* R_bt* R_cl
+ p_l* (+ Q_a* R_bd*R_cl + Q_b* R_ad* R_cl + Q_c* R_ad* R_bl)
+ R_ab* R_cd + Q_a* Q_b* R_cd + R_ac* R_bd + Q_a* Q_c* R_bd + R_ad* R_bc + Q_b* Q_c* R_ad;
d24: Diff(d18,p_t); /* THEN CHANGE t TO d, also dummy indices lt for all product of p’s */
d25: p_l* (+ Q_a* R_bl* R_cd + Q_b* R_al* R_cd + Q_c*R_al* R_bd) + p_t* p_l* R_al* R_bd* R_ct;
d26: Diff(d18,p_k); /*THEN CHANGE dummy index k to d
d27: + p_l* p_t* R_al* R_bt* R_cd;
d28: d23+d25+d27;
d29: + p_l* p_t* (R_al* R_bd* R_ct + R_ad* R_bt* R_cl + R_al* R_bt* R_cd)
+ p_l* (Q_a* R_bd* R_cl + Q_b* R_ad* R_cl + Q_c* R_ad* R_bl + Q_a* R_bl* R_cd
+ Q_b* R_al*R_cd + Q_c* R_al* R_bd) + R_ab* R_cd + Q_a* Q_b* R_cd + R_ac* R_bd
+ Q_a* Q_c* R_bd + R_ad* R_bc + Q_b* Q_c*R_ad;
d30: d21+d29;
d31: + R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh* p_l* p_t* p_k* p_h
+ (Q_a* R_bl* R_ct* R_dk + Q_b* R_al* R_ct* R_dk + Q_c* R_al* R_bt* R_dk
+ Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ck)* p_l* p_t* p_k
+ (+ R_ab* R_cl* R_dt + R_ac* R_bl* R_dt + R_al* R_bc* R_dt + R_al* R_bd* R_ct
+ R_ad* R_bt* R_cl + R_al* R_bt* R_cd + Q_a* Q_c* R_bl* R_dt + Q_a* Q_b* R_cl* R_dt
+ Q_b* Q_c* R_al* R_dt + Q_a* Q_d* R_bl* R_ct + Q_b* Q_d* R_al* R_ct
+ Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_bt)* p_l* p_t
+ (+ Q_a* R_bc* R_dl + Q_b* R_ac* R_dl + Q_c* R_ab* R_dl + Q_d* R_al* R_bc + Q_d* R_ab* R_cl
+ Q_d* R_ac* R_bl + Q_a* R_bd* R_cl + Q_b* R_ad* R_cl + Q_a* R_bl* R_cd + Q_b* R_al* R_cd
+ Q_c* R_ad* R_bl + Q_c* R_al* R_bd + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* R_dl + Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* R_cl
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* R_bl + Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_al)* p_l + R_ab* R_cd + R_ac* R_bd + R_ad* R_bc
+ Q_a* Q_b* R_cd + Q_a* Q_c* R_bd + Q_a* Q_d* R_bc + Q_b* Q_c* R_ad + Q_b* Q_d* R_ac
+ Q_c* Q_d* R_ab + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_d; /*Gabcd$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Gabcd$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Gabcd*/
d32: +R_ex*p_x+Q_e;
d33: expand(d31*d32);
d34: + p_h* p_k* p_l* p_t* p_x* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh* R_ex
+ p_h* p_k* p_l* p_t* (+ Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh + Q_a* R_bl* R_ct* R_dk* R_eh
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+ Q_b* R_al* R_ct* R_dk* R_eh + Q_c* R_al* R_bt* R_dk* R_eh + Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_eh)
+ p_k* p_l* p_t* (+Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_ck + Q_a* Q_e* R_bl* R_ct* R_dk
+ Q_b* Q_e* R_al* R_ct* R_dk + Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_dk + Q_a* Q_b* R_cl* R_dt* R_ek
+ Q_a* Q_c* R_bl* R_dt* R_ek + Q_b* Q_c* R_al* R_dt* R_ek + Q_a* Q_d* R_bl* R_ct* R_ek
+ Q_b* Q_d* R_al* R_ct* R_ek + Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ek + R_ab* R_cl* R_dt* R_ek
+ R_ac* R_bl* R_dt* R_ek + R_al* R_bc* R_dt* R_ek + R_al* R_bd* R_ct* R_ek
+ R_ad* R_bt* R_cl* R_ek + R_al* R_bt* R_cd* R_ek)
+ p_l* p_t* (+Q_a* Q_b* Q_e* R_cl* R_dt + Q_a* Q_c* Q_e* R_bl* R_dt + Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_et
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* R_cl* R_et + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* R_dl* R_et + Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* R_bl* R_et
+ Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bt + Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_ct + Q_a* Q_d* Q_e* R_bl* R_ct
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_dt + Q_e* R_ab* R_cl* R_dt + Q_e* R_ac* R_bl* R_dt
+ Q_a* R_bc* R_dl* R_et + Q_b* R_ac* R_dl* R_et + Q_c* R_ab* R_dl* R_et + Q_a* R_bd* R_cl* R_et
+ Q_b* R_ad* R_cl* R_et + Q_d* R_ab* R_cl* R_et + Q_a* R_bl* R_cd* R_et + Q_b* R_al* R_cd* R_et
+ Q_c* R_ad* R_bl* R_et + Q_d* R_ac* R_bl* R_et + Q_c* R_al* R_bd* R_et + Q_d* R_al* R_bc* R_et
+ Q_e* R_al* R_bd* R_ct + Q_e* R_ad* R_bt* R_cl + Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_cd + Q_e* R_al* R_bc* R_dt)
+ p_l* (+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_el + Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_cl + Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_al
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_bl + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_dl + Q_a* Q_e* R_bd* R_cl
+ Q_b* Q_e* R_ad* R_cl + Q_d* Q_e* R_ab* R_cl + Q_a* Q_e* R_bl* R_cd + Q_b* Q_e* R_al* R_cd
+ Q_c* Q_e* R_ad* R_bl + Q_d* Q_e* R_ac* R_bl + Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_bd + Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bc
+ Q_a* Q_e* R_bc* R_dl + Q_b* Q_e* R_ac* R_dl + Q_c* Q_e* R_ab* R_dl + Q_b* Q_c* R_ad* R_el
+ Q_b* Q_d* R_ac* R_el + Q_c* Q_d* R_ab* R_el + Q_a* Q_b* R_cd* R_el + Q_a* Q_c* R_bd* R_el
+ Q_a* Q_d* R_bc* R_el + R_ad* R_bc* R_el + R_ab* R_cd* R_el + R_ac* R_bd* R_el)
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_e* R_cd + Q_a* Q_c* Q_e* R_bd + Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_ad + Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_ac
+ Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_ab + Q_a* Q_d* Q_e* R_bc + Q_e* R_ab* R_cd + Q_e* R_ad* R_bc + Q_e* R_ac* R_bd
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e;
d35: Diff(d31,p_l);/* THEN CHANGE l TO e, also dummy indices to ltk for all product of p’s */
d36: + p_l* (+ R_ab* R_ce* R_dl + Q_a* Q_b* R_ce* R_dl + R_ac* R_be* R_dl + Q_a* Q_c* R_be* R_dl
+ R_ae* R_bc* R_dl + Q_b* Q_c* R_ae* R_dl + Q_a* Q_d* R_be* R_cl + R_ae* R_bd* R_cl
+ Q_b* Q_d* R_ae* R_cl + R_ad* R_bl* R_ce + R_ae* R_bl* R_cd + Q_c* Q_d* R_ae* R_bl)
+ Q_a* R_bc* R_de + Q_b* R_ac* R_de + Q_c* R_ab* R_de + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* R_de
+ p_l* p_t* (Q_a* R_be* R_ct* R_dl + Q_b* R_ae* R_ct* R_dl + Q_c* R_ae* R_bt* R_dl
+ Q_d* R_ae* R_bt* R_cl) + p_l* p_k* p_t* R_ae* R_bt* R_ck* R_dl + Q_a* R_bd* R_ce
+ Q_b* R_ad* R_ce + Q_d* R_ab* R_ce + Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* R_ce + Q_a* R_be* R_cd + Q_b* R_ae* R_cd
+ Q_c* R_ad* R_be + Q_d* R_ac* R_be + Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* R_be + Q_c* R_ae* R_bd + Q_d* R_ae* R_bc
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_ae;
d37:Diff(d31,p_t);/* THEN CHANGE t TO e, also ltk for all product of p’s */
d38: + p_l* (+ R_ab* R_cl* R_de + Q_a* Q_b* R_cl* R_de + R_ac* R_bl* R_de + Q_a* Q_c* R_bl* R_de
+ R_al* R_bc* R_de + Q_b* Q_c* R_al* R_de + Q_a* Q_d* R_bl* R_ce + R_al* R_bd* R_ce
+ Q_b* Q_d* R_al* R_ce + R_ad* R_be* R_cl + R_al* R_be* R_cd + Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_be)
+ p_t* p_l* (Q_a* R_bl* R_ce* R_dt + Q_b* R_al* R_ce* R_dt + Q_c* R_al* R_be* R_dt
+ Q_d* R_al* R_be* R_ct) + p_t* p_k* p_l* R_al* R_be* R_ck* R_dt;
d39: Diff(d31,p_k); /* THEN CHANGE k TO e, also ltk for all product of p’s */
d40: + p_l* p_t* (Q_a* R_bl* R_ct* R_de + Q_b* R_al* R_ct* R_de + Q_c* R_al* R_bt* R_de
+ Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ce) + p_k* p_l* p_t* R_al* R_bt* R_ce* R_dk;
d41: Diff(d31,p_h);/* THEN CHANGE h TO e, also ltk for all product of p’s */
d42: + p_k* p_l* p_t* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_de;
d43: d36+d38+d40+d42;
d44: + p_k* p_l* p_t* (R_al* R_be* R_ck* R_dt + R_ae* R_bt* R_ck* R_dl + R_al* R_bt* R_ce* R_dk
+ R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_de) + p_l* p_t* (Q_a* R_bl* R_ce* R_dt + Q_b* R_al* R_ce* R_dt
+ Q_c* R_al* R_be* R_dt + Q_d* R_al* R_be* R_ct + Q_a* R_bl* R_ct* R_de + Q_b* R_al* R_ct* R_de
+ Q_c* R_al* R_bt* R_de + Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ce + Q_a* R_be* R_ct* R_dl + Q_b* R_ae* R_ct* R_dl
+ Q_c* R_ae* R_bt* R_dl + Q_d* R_ae* R_bt* R_cl) + p_l* (+ R_ab* R_ce* R_dl + Q_a* Q_b* R_ce* R_dl
+ R_ac* R_be* R_dl + Q_a* Q_c* R_be* R_dl + R_ae* R_bc* R_dl + Q_b* Q_c* R_ae* R_dl
+ Q_a* Q_d* R_be* R_cl + R_ae* R_bd* R_cl + Q_b* Q_d* R_ae* R_cl + R_ad* R_bl* R_ce
+ R_ae* R_bl* R_cd + Q_c* Q_d* R_ae* R_bl + R_ab* R_cl* R_de + Q_a* Q_b* R_cl* R_de
+ R_ac* R_bl* R_de + Q_a* Q_c* R_bl* R_de + R_al* R_bc* R_de + Q_b* Q_c* R_al* R_de
+ R_ad* R_be* R_cl + Q_a* Q_d* R_bl* R_ce + R_al* R_bd* R_ce + Q_b* Q_d* R_al* R_ce
+ R_al* R_be* R_cd + Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_be) + Q_a* R_bc* R_de + Q_b* R_ac* R_de + Q_c* R_ab* R_de
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* R_de + Q_a* R_bd* R_ce + Q_b* R_ad* R_ce + Q_d* R_ab* R_ce + Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* R_ce
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+ Q_a* R_be* R_cd + Q_b* R_ae* R_cd + Q_c* R_ad* R_be + Q_d* R_ac* R_be + Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* R_be
+ Q_c* R_ae* R_bd + Q_d* R_ae* R_bc + Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_ae;
d45: d34+d44;
d46: + R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh* R_ex* p_l* p_t* p_k* p_h* p_x + (+ Q_a* R_bl* R_ct* R_dk* R_eh
+ Q_b* R_al* R_ct* R_dk* R_eh + Q_c* R_al* R_bt* R_dk* R_eh + Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_eh
+ Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh)* p_l* p_t* p_k* p_h
+ (R_ab* R_cl* R_dt* R_ek + R_ac* R_bl* R_dt* R_ek + R_al* R_bc* R_dt* R_ek
+ R_al* R_bd* R_ct* R_ek + R_ad* R_bt* R_cl* R_ek + R_al* R_bt* R_cd* R_ek
+ R_al* R_be* R_ck* R_dt + R_ae* R_bt* R_ck* R_dl + R_al* R_bt* R_ce* R_dk
+ R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_de + Q_a* Q_b* R_cl* R_dt* R_ek + Q_a* Q_c* R_bl* R_dt* R_ek
+ Q_b* Q_c* R_al* R_dt* R_ek + Q_a* Q_d* R_bl* R_ct* R_ek + Q_b* Q_d* R_al* R_ct* R_ek
+ Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ek + Q_a* Q_e* R_bl* R_ct* R_dk + Q_b* Q_e* R_al* R_ct* R_dk
+ Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_dk + Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_ck)* p_l* p_t* p_k
+ ( Q_a* R_bc* R_dl* R_et + Q_b* R_ac* R_dl* R_et + Q_c* R_ab* R_dl* R_et
+ Q_a* R_bd* R_cl* R_et + Q_b* R_ad* R_cl* R_et + Q_d* R_ab* R_cl* R_et + Q_a* R_bl* R_cd* R_et
+ Q_b* R_al* R_cd* R_et + Q_c* R_ad* R_bl* R_et + Q_d* R_ac* R_bl* R_et + Q_c* R_al* R_bd* R_et
+ Q_d* R_al* R_bc* R_et + Q_e* R_ab* R_cl* R_dt + Q_e* R_ac* R_bl* R_dt + Q_e* R_al* R_bc* R_dt
+ Q_e* R_al* R_bd* R_ct + Q_e* R_ad* R_bt* R_cl + Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_cd + Q_a* R_bl* R_ce* R_dt
+ Q_b* R_al* R_ce* R_dt + Q_c* R_al* R_be* R_dt + Q_a* R_be* R_ct* R_dl + Q_b* R_ae* R_ct* R_dl
+ Q_c* R_ae* R_bt* R_dl + Q_a* R_bl* R_ct* R_de + Q_b* R_al* R_ct* R_de + Q_c* R_al* R_bt* R_de
+ Q_d* R_al* R_be* R_ct + Q_d* R_ae* R_bt* R_cl + Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ce
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* R_dl* R_et + Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* R_cl* R_et + Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* R_bl* R_et
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_et + Q_a* Q_b* Q_e* R_cl* R_dt + Q_a* Q_c* Q_e* R_bl* R_dt
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_dt + Q_a* Q_d* Q_e* R_bl* R_ct + Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_ct
+ Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bt)* p_l* p_t + (+ R_ab* R_cd* R_el + R_ac* R_bd* R_el
+ R_ad* R_bc* R_el + Q_a* Q_b* R_cd* R_el + Q_a* Q_c* R_bd* R_el + Q_a* Q_d* R_bc* R_el
+ Q_b* Q_c* R_ad* R_el + Q_b* Q_d* R_ac* R_el + Q_c* Q_d* R_ab* R_el + Q_a* Q_e* R_bc* R_dl
+ Q_b* Q_e* R_ac* R_dl + Q_c* Q_e* R_ab* R_dl + Q_a* Q_e* R_bd* R_cl + Q_b* Q_e* R_ad* R_cl
+ Q_d* Q_e* R_ab* R_cl + Q_a* Q_e* R_bl* R_cd + Q_b* Q_e* R_al* R_cd + Q_c* Q_e* R_ad* R_bl
+ Q_d* Q_e* R_ac* R_bl + Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_bd + Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bc + R_ab* R_ce* R_dl
+ R_ac* R_be* R_dl + R_ae* R_bc* R_dl + R_ab* R_cl* R_de + R_ac* R_bl* R_de + R_al* R_bc* R_de
+ R_ad* R_be* R_cl + R_ae* R_bd* R_cl + R_ad* R_bl* R_ce + R_al* R_bd* R_ce + R_ae* R_bl* R_cd
+ R_al* R_be* R_cd + Q_a* Q_d* R_be* R_cl + Q_a* Q_c* R_bl* R_de + Q_a* Q_b* R_cl* R_de
+ Q_a* Q_b* R_ce* R_dl + Q_a* Q_c* R_be* R_dl + Q_b* Q_c* R_ae* R_dl + Q_b* Q_c* R_al* R_de
+ Q_b* Q_d* R_ae* R_cl + Q_a* Q_d* R_bl* R_ce + Q_b* Q_d* R_al* R_ce + Q_c* Q_d* R_ae* R_bl
+ Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_be + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_el + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_dl
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_cl + Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_bl + Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_al)* p_l
+ Q_a* R_bc* R_de + Q_b* R_ac* R_de + Q_c* R_ab* R_de + Q_a* R_bd* R_ce + Q_b* R_ad* R_ce
+ Q_d* R_ab* R_ce + Q_a* R_be* R_cd + Q_b* R_ae* R_cd + Q_e* R_ab* R_cd + Q_c* R_ad* R_be
+ Q_d* R_ac* R_be + Q_c* R_ae* R_bd + Q_e* R_ac* R_bd + Q_d* R_ae* R_bc + Q_e* R_ad* R_bc
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* R_de + Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* R_ce + Q_a* Q_b* Q_e* R_cd + Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* R_be
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_e* R_bd + Q_a* Q_d* Q_e* R_bc + Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_ae + Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_ad
+ Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_ac + Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_ab
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e; /*Gabcde$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Gabcde$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$Gabcde*/
d47: +R_fg*p_g+Q_f;
d48: expand(d46*d47);
d49: + p_g* p_h* p_k* p_l* p_t* p_x* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh* R_ex* R_fg
+ p_g* p_h* p_k* p_l* p_t* (Q_a* R_bl* R_ct* R_dk* R_eh* R_fx + Q_b* R_al* R_ct* R_dk* R_eh* R_fx
+ Q_c* R_al* R_bt* R_dk* R_eh* R_fx + Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_eh* R_fx
+ Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh* R_fx + Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh* R_ex)
+ p_h* p_k* p_l* p_t* (Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh + Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_fh
+ Q_b* Q_c* R_al* R_dt* R_ek* R_fh + Q_a* Q_d* R_bl* R_ct* R_ek* R_fh
+ Q_a* Q_b* R_cl* R_dt* R_ek* R_fh + Q_a* Q_c* R_bl* R_dt* R_ek* R_fh
+ Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ek* R_fh + Q_b* Q_d* R_al* R_ct* R_ek* R_fh
+ Q_a* Q_e* R_bl* R_ct* R_dk* R_fh + Q_b* Q_e* R_al* R_ct* R_dk* R_fh
+ Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_dk* R_fh + Q_a* Q_f* R_bl* R_ct* R_dk* R_eh
+ Q_b* Q_f* R_al* R_ct* R_dk* R_eh + Q_c* Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_dk* R_eh
+ Q_d* Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_eh + R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_de* R_fh
+ R_al* R_bt* R_ce* R_dk* R_fh + R_al* R_bd* R_ct* R_ek* R_fh + R_ad* R_bt* R_cl* R_ek* R_fh
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+ R_al* R_bt* R_cd* R_ek* R_fh + R_ab* R_cl* R_dt* R_ek* R_fh + R_ac* R_bl* R_dt* R_ek* R_fh
+ R_al* R_bc* R_dt* R_ek* R_fh + R_al* R_be* R_ck* R_dt* R_fh + R_ae* R_bt* R_ck* R_dl* R_fh)
+ p_k* p_l* p_t* (Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_ck + Q_a* Q_b* Q_f* R_cl* R_dt* R_ek
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_f* R_bl* R_dt* R_ek + Q_b* Q_c* Q_f* R_al* R_dt* R_ek
+ Q_a* Q_d* Q_f* R_bl* R_ct* R_ek + Q_b* Q_d* Q_f* R_al* R_ct* R_ek
+ Q_c* Q_d* Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_ek + Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_fk
+ Q_a* Q_d* Q_e* R_bl* R_ct* R_fk + Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_ct* R_fk
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* R_bl* R_et* R_fk + Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* R_cl* R_et* R_fk
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* R_dl* R_et* R_fk + Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_et* R_fk
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_dt* R_fk + Q_a* Q_c* Q_e* R_bl* R_dt* R_fk
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_e* R_cl* R_dt* R_fk + Q_a* Q_e* Q_f* R_bl* R_ct* R_dk
+ Q_b* Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_ct* R_dk + Q_c* Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_dk
+ Q_f* R_ae* R_bt* R_ck* R_dl + Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_ce* R_dk + Q_f* R_ab* R_cl* R_dt* R_ek
+ Q_f* R_ac* R_bl* R_dt* R_ek + Q_f* R_al* R_bc* R_dt* R_ek + Q_f* R_al* R_bd* R_ct* R_ek
+ Q_f* R_ad* R_bt* R_cl* R_ek + Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_cd* R_ek + Q_f* R_al* R_be* R_ck* R_dt
+ Q_d* R_al* R_be* R_ct* R_fk + Q_e* R_al* R_bd* R_ct* R_fk + Q_d* R_ae* R_bt* R_cl* R_fk
+ Q_e* R_ad* R_bt* R_cl* R_fk + Q_c* R_al* R_bt* R_de* R_fk + Q_a* R_bc* R_dl* R_et* R_fk
+ Q_b* R_ac* R_dl* R_et* R_fk + Q_c* R_ab* R_dl* R_et* R_fk + Q_a* R_bd* R_cl* R_et* R_fk
+ Q_b* R_ad* R_cl* R_et* R_fk + Q_d* R_ab* R_cl* R_et* R_fk + Q_a* R_bl* R_cd* R_et* R_fk
+ Q_b* R_al* R_cd* R_et* R_fk + Q_c* R_ad* R_bl* R_et* R_fk + Q_d* R_ac* R_bl* R_et* R_fk
+ Q_c* R_al* R_bd* R_et* R_fk + Q_d* R_al* R_bc* R_et* R_fk + Q_e* R_ab* R_cl* R_dt* R_fk
+ Q_a* R_bl* R_ce* R_dt* R_fk + Q_b* R_al* R_ce* R_dt* R_fk + Q_e* R_ac* R_bl* R_dt* R_fk
+ Q_c* R_al* R_be* R_dt* R_fk + Q_e* R_al* R_bc* R_dt* R_fk + Q_a* R_be* R_ct* R_dl* R_fk
+ Q_b* R_ae* R_ct* R_dl* R_fk + Q_c* R_ae* R_bt* R_dl* R_fk + Q_a* R_bl* R_ct* R_de* R_fk
+ Q_b* R_al* R_ct* R_de* R_fk + Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ce* R_fk + Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_cd* R_fk
+ Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_de) + p_g* p_l* (Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_bl* R_ft
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_ft + Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_cl* R_ft
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_dl* R_ft + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_el* R_ft
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_f* R_dl* R_et + Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* Q_f* R_cl* R_et
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* Q_f* R_bl* R_et + Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_f* R_al* R_et
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_e* Q_f* R_cl* R_dt + Q_a* Q_c* Q_e* Q_f* R_bl* R_dt
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_dt + Q_a* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_bl* R_ct
+ Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_ct + Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_bt
+ Q_a* Q_f* R_bc* R_dl* R_et + Q_b* Q_f* R_ac* R_dl* R_et + Q_c* Q_f* R_ab* R_dl* R_et
+ Q_a* Q_f* R_bd* R_cl* R_et + Q_b* Q_f* R_ad* R_cl* R_et + Q_d* Q_f* R_ab* R_cl* R_et
+ Q_a* Q_f* R_bl* R_cd* R_et + Q_b* Q_f* R_al* R_cd* R_et + Q_c* Q_f* R_ad* R_bl* R_et
+ Q_d* Q_f* R_ac* R_bl* R_et + Q_c* Q_f* R_al* R_bd* R_et + Q_d* Q_f* R_al* R_bc* R_et
+ Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_be* R_ft + Q_a* Q_d* R_bl* R_ce* R_ft + Q_b* Q_d* R_al* R_ce* R_ft
+ Q_a* Q_e* R_bl* R_cd* R_ft + Q_b* Q_e* R_al* R_cd* R_ft + Q_c* Q_d* R_ae* R_bl* R_ft
+ Q_c* Q_e* R_ad* R_bl* R_ft + Q_d* Q_e* R_ac* R_bl* R_ft + Q_a* Q_b* R_cd* R_el* R_ft
+ Q_a* Q_c* R_bd* R_el* R_ft + Q_a* Q_d* R_bc* R_el* R_ft + Q_b* Q_c* R_ad* R_el* R_ft
+ Q_b* Q_d* R_ac* R_el* R_ft + Q_c* Q_d* R_ab* R_el* R_ft + Q_a* Q_b* R_ce* R_dl* R_ft
+ Q_a* Q_c* R_be* R_dl* R_ft + Q_a* Q_e* R_bc* R_dl* R_ft + Q_b* Q_c* R_ae* R_dl* R_ft
+ Q_b* Q_e* R_ac* R_dl* R_ft + Q_c* Q_e* R_ab* R_dl* R_ft + Q_a* Q_d* R_be* R_cl* R_ft
+ Q_a* Q_e* R_bd* R_cl* R_ft + Q_b* Q_d* R_ae* R_cl* R_ft + Q_b* Q_e* R_ad* R_cl* R_ft
+ Q_d* Q_e* R_ab* R_cl* R_ft + Q_b* Q_c* R_al* R_de* R_ft + Q_a* Q_b* R_cl* R_de* R_ft
+ Q_a* Q_c* R_bl* R_de* R_ft + Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_bd* R_ft + Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bc* R_ft
+ Q_e* Q_f* R_ab* R_cl* R_dt + Q_a* Q_f* R_bl* R_ce* R_dt + Q_b* Q_f* R_al* R_ce* R_dt
+ Q_e* Q_f* R_ac* R_bl* R_dt + Q_c* Q_f* R_al* R_be* R_dt + Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_bc* R_dt
+ Q_a* Q_f* R_be* R_ct* R_dl + Q_b* Q_f* R_ae* R_ct* R_dl + Q_c* Q_f* R_ae* R_bt* R_dl
+ Q_c* Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_de + Q_a* Q_f* R_bl* R_ct* R_de + Q_b* Q_f* R_al* R_ct* R_de
+ Q_d* Q_f* R_al* R_be* R_ct + Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_bd* R_ct + Q_d* Q_f* R_ae* R_bt* R_cl
+ Q_e* Q_f* R_ad* R_bt* R_cl + Q_d* Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_ce + Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_cd
+ R_ab* R_cd* R_el* R_ft + R_ac* R_bd* R_el* R_ft + R_ad* R_bc* R_el* R_ft
+ R_ab* R_ce* R_dl* R_ft + R_ac* R_be* R_dl* R_ft + R_ae* R_bc* R_dl* R_ft
+ R_ab* R_cl* R_de* R_ft + R_ae* R_bd* R_cl* R_ft + R_ad* R_be* R_cl* R_ft
+ R_ac* R_bl* R_de* R_ft + R_al* R_bc* R_de* R_ft + R_ae* R_bl* R_cd* R_ft
+ R_al* R_be* R_cd* R_ft + R_ad* R_bl* R_ce* R_ft + R_al* R_bd* R_ce* R_ft)
+ p_l* (Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_bl + Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_al
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+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_cl + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_f* R_el
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* Q_f* R_dl + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_fl
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* R_de* R_fl + Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* R_be* R_fl + Q_a* Q_b* Q_e* R_cd* R_fl
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* R_ce* R_fl + Q_a* Q_c* Q_e* R_bd* R_fl + Q_a* Q_d* Q_e* R_bc* R_fl
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_ae* R_fl + Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_ad* R_fl + Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_ac* R_fl
+ Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_ab* R_fl + Q_a* Q_b* Q_f* R_cd* R_el + Q_a* Q_c* Q_f* R_bd* R_el
+ Q_a* Q_d* Q_f* R_bc* R_el + Q_b* Q_c* Q_f* R_ad* R_el + Q_b* Q_d* Q_f* R_ac* R_el
+ Q_c* Q_d* Q_f* R_ab* R_el + Q_a* Q_b* Q_f* R_ce* R_dl + Q_a* Q_c* Q_f* R_be* R_dl
+ Q_a* Q_e* Q_f* R_bc* R_dl + Q_b* Q_c* Q_f* R_ae* R_dl + Q_b* Q_e* Q_f* R_ac* R_dl
+ Q_c* Q_e* Q_f* R_ab* R_dl + Q_a* Q_b* Q_f* R_cl* R_de + Q_b* Q_c* Q_f* R_al* R_de
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_f* R_bl* R_de + Q_a* Q_d* Q_f* R_be* R_cl + Q_b* Q_d* Q_f* R_al* R_ce
+ Q_a* Q_d* Q_f* R_bl* R_ce + Q_a* Q_e* Q_f* R_bd* R_cl + Q_b* Q_d* Q_f* R_ae* R_cl
+ Q_b* Q_e* Q_f* R_ad* R_cl + Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_ab* R_cl + Q_a* Q_e* Q_f* R_bl* R_cd
+ Q_b* Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_cd + Q_c* Q_d* Q_f* R_ae* R_bl + Q_c* Q_e* Q_f* R_ad* R_bl
+ Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_ac* R_bl + Q_c* Q_d* Q_f* R_al* R_be + Q_c* Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_bd
+ Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_bc + Q_f* R_al* R_bc* R_de + Q_f* R_ac* R_bl* R_de
+ Q_f* R_ab* R_cl* R_de + Q_f* R_ac* R_be* R_dl + Q_f* R_ab* R_ce* R_dl + Q_f* R_ae* R_bc* R_dl
+ Q_a* R_bd* R_ce* R_fl + Q_b* R_ad* R_ce* R_fl + Q_d* R_ab* R_ce* R_fl + Q_a* R_be* R_cd* R_fl
+ Q_b* R_ae* R_cd* R_fl + Q_e* R_ab* R_cd* R_fl + Q_c* R_ad* R_be* R_fl + Q_d* R_ac* R_be* R_fl
+ Q_c* R_ae* R_bd* R_fl + Q_e* R_ac* R_bd* R_fl + Q_a* R_bc* R_de* R_fl + Q_b* R_ac* R_de* R_fl
+ Q_c* R_ab* R_de* R_fl + Q_d* R_ae* R_bc* R_fl + Q_e* R_ad* R_bc* R_fl + Q_f* R_ab* R_cd* R_el
+ Q_f* R_ac* R_bd* R_el + Q_f* R_ad* R_bc* R_el + Q_f* R_ad* R_bl* R_ce + Q_f* R_al* R_bd* R_ce
+ Q_f* R_ad* R_be* R_cl + Q_f* R_ae* R_bd* R_cl + Q_f* R_ae* R_bl* R_cd + Q_f* R_al* R_be* R_cd)
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* Q_f* R_ce + Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* Q_f* R_be + Q_a* Q_b* Q_e* Q_f* R_cd
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_e* Q_f* R_bd + Q_a* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_bc + Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_f* R_ae
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* Q_f* R_ad + Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_ac + Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_ab
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_f* R_de + Q_a* Q_f* R_bc* R_de + Q_b* Q_f* R_ac* R_de + Q_c* Q_f* R_ab* R_de
+ Q_a* Q_f* R_be* R_cd + Q_a* Q_f* R_bd* R_ce + Q_b* Q_f* R_ad* R_ce + Q_d* Q_f* R_ab* R_ce
+ Q_b* Q_f* R_ae* R_cd + Q_e* Q_f* R_ab* R_cd + Q_c* Q_f* R_ad* R_be + Q_d* Q_f* R_ac* R_be
+ Q_d* Q_f* R_ae* R_bc + Q_e* Q_f* R_ad* R_bc + Q_c* Q_f* R_ae* R_bd + Q_e* Q_f* R_ac* R_bd
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f;
d50: Diff(d46,p_l);/* THEN CHANGE l TO f, also dummy indices to ltkh for all product of p’s */
d51: + p_h* p_k* p_t* p_l* R_af* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh* R_el
+ p_l* p_k* p_t* (+ Q_a* R_bf* R_ct* R_dk* R_el + Q_b* R_af* R_ct* R_dk* R_el
+ Q_c* R_af* R_bt* R_dk* R_el + Q_d* R_af* R_bt* R_ck* R_el + Q_e* R_af* R_bt* R_ck* R_dl)
+ p_l* p_t* (R_ab* R_cf* R_dt* R_el + Q_a* Q_b* R_cf* R_dt* R_el + R_ac* R_bf* R_dt* R_el
+ Q_a* Q_c* R_bf* R_dt* R_el + R_af* R_bc* R_dt* R_el + Q_b* Q_c* R_af* R_dt* R_el
+ Q_a* Q_d* R_bf* R_ct* R_el + R_af* R_bd* R_ct* R_el + Q_b* Q_d* R_af* R_ct* R_el
+ R_ad* R_bt* R_cf* R_el + R_af* R_bt* R_cd* R_el + Q_c* Q_d* R_af* R_bt* R_el
+ R_af* R_be* R_cl* R_dt + R_ae* R_bt* R_cl* R_df + Q_a* Q_e* R_bf* R_ct* R_dl
+ Q_b* Q_e* R_af* R_ct* R_dl + R_af* R_bt* R_ce* R_dl + Q_c* Q_e* R_af* R_bt* R_dl
+ R_af* R_bt* R_cl* R_de + Q_d* Q_e* R_af* R_bt* R_cl) + p_l* (Q_a* R_bc* R_df* R_el
+ Q_b* R_ac* R_df* R_el + Q_c* R_ab* R_df* R_el + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* R_df* R_el
+ Q_a* R_bd* R_cf* R_el + Q_b* R_ad* R_cf* R_el + Q_d* R_ab* R_cf* R_el
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* R_cf* R_el + Q_a* R_bf* R_cd* R_el + Q_b* R_af* R_cd* R_el
+ Q_c* R_ad* R_bf* R_el + Q_d* R_ac* R_bf* R_el + Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* R_bf* R_el
+ Q_c* R_af* R_bd* R_el + Q_d* R_af* R_bc* R_el + Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_af* R_el
+ Q_e* R_ab* R_cf* R_dl + Q_a* Q_b* Q_e* R_cf* R_dl + Q_a* R_bf* R_ce* R_dl
+ Q_b* R_af* R_ce* R_dl + Q_e* R_ac* R_bf* R_dl + Q_a* Q_c* Q_e* R_bf* R_dl
+ Q_c* R_af* R_be* R_dl + Q_e* R_af* R_bc* R_dl + Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_af* R_dl
+ Q_a* R_be* R_cl* R_df + Q_b* R_ae* R_cl* R_df + Q_c* R_ae* R_bl* R_df
+ Q_a* R_bf* R_cl* R_de + Q_b* R_af* R_cl* R_de + Q_c* R_af* R_bl* R_de
+ Q_a* Q_d* Q_e* R_bf* R_cl + Q_d* R_af* R_be* R_cl + Q_e* R_af* R_bd* R_cl
+ Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_af* R_cl + Q_d* R_ae* R_bl* R_cf + Q_e* R_ad* R_bl* R_cf
+ Q_d* R_af* R_bl* R_ce + Q_e* R_af* R_bl* R_cd + Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_af* R_bl)
+ R_ab* R_ce* R_df + Q_a* Q_b* R_ce* R_df + R_ac* R_be* R_df + Q_a* Q_c* R_be* R_df
+ R_ae* R_bc* R_df + Q_a* Q_e* R_bc* R_df + Q_b* Q_c* R_ae* R_df + Q_b* Q_e* R_ac* R_df
+ Q_c* Q_e* R_ab* R_df + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_df + R_ab* R_cf* R_de + Q_a* Q_b* R_cf* R_de
+ R_ac* R_bf* R_de + Q_a* Q_c* R_bf* R_de + R_af* R_bc* R_de + Q_b* Q_c* R_af* R_de
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+ R_ad* R_be* R_cf + Q_a* Q_d* R_be* R_cf + R_ae* R_bd* R_cf + Q_a* Q_e* R_bd* R_cf
+ Q_b* Q_d* R_ae* R_cf + Q_b* Q_e* R_ad* R_cf + Q_d* Q_e* R_ab* R_cf + Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_cf
+ R_ad* R_bf* R_ce + Q_a* Q_d* R_bf* R_ce + R_af* R_bd* R_ce + Q_b* Q_d* R_af* R_ce
+ R_ae* R_bf* R_cd + Q_a* Q_e* R_bf* R_cd + R_af* R_be* R_cd + Q_b* Q_e* R_af* R_cd
+ Q_c* Q_d* R_ae* R_bf + Q_c* Q_e* R_ad* R_bf + Q_d* Q_e* R_ac* R_bf + Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_bf
+ Q_c* Q_d* R_af* R_be + Q_c* Q_e* R_af* R_bd + Q_d* Q_e* R_af* R_bc + Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_af
+ R_ab* R_cd* R_ef + Q_a* Q_b* R_cd* R_ef + R_ac* R_bd* R_ef + Q_a* Q_c* R_bd* R_ef
+ R_ad* R_bc* R_ef + Q_a* Q_d* R_bc* R_ef + Q_b* Q_c* R_ad* R_ef + Q_b* Q_d* R_ac* R_ef
+ Q_c* Q_d* R_ab* R_ef + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_ef;
d52: Diff(d46,p_t);/* THEN CHANGE t TO f, also dummy indices to ltkh for all product of p’s */
d53: + p_h* p_k* p_l* p_t* R_al* R_bf* R_ck* R_dh* R_et + p_l* (Q_a* R_bc* R_dl* R_ef
+ Q_b* R_ac* R_dl* R_ef + Q_c* R_ab* R_dl* R_ef + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* R_dl* R_ef
+ Q_a* R_bd* R_cl* R_ef + Q_b* R_ad* R_cl* R_ef + Q_d* R_ab* R_cl* R_ef
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* R_cl* R_ef + Q_a* R_bl* R_cd* R_ef + Q_b* R_al* R_cd* R_ef
+ Q_c* R_ad* R_bl* R_ef + Q_d* R_ac* R_bl* R_ef + Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* R_bl* R_ef
+ Q_c* R_al* R_bd* R_ef + Q_d* R_al* R_bc* R_ef + Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_ef
+ Q_e* R_ab* R_cl* R_df + Q_a* Q_b* Q_e* R_cl* R_df + Q_a* R_bl* R_ce* R_df
+ Q_b* R_al* R_ce* R_df + Q_e* R_ac* R_bl* R_df + Q_a* Q_c* Q_e* R_bl* R_df
+ Q_c* R_al* R_be* R_df + Q_e* R_al* R_bc* R_df + Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_df
+ Q_a* R_be* R_cf* R_dl + Q_b* R_ae* R_cf* R_dl + Q_c* R_ae* R_bf* R_dl
+ Q_a* R_bl* R_cf* R_de + Q_b* R_al* R_cf* R_de + Q_c* R_al* R_bf* R_de
+ Q_a* Q_d* Q_e* R_bl* R_cf + Q_d* R_al* R_be* R_cf + Q_e* R_al* R_bd* R_cf
+ Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_cf + Q_d* R_ae* R_bf* R_cl + Q_e* R_ad* R_bf* R_cl
+ Q_d* R_al* R_bf* R_ce + Q_e* R_al* R_bf* R_cd + Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bf)
+ p_t* p_l* (R_ab* R_cl* R_df* R_et + Q_a* Q_b* R_cl* R_df* R_et + R_ac* R_bl* R_df* R_et
+ Q_a* Q_c* R_bl* R_df* R_et + R_al* R_bc* R_df* R_et + Q_b* Q_c* R_al* R_df* R_et
+ Q_a* Q_d* R_bl* R_cf* R_et + R_al* R_bd* R_cf* R_et + Q_b* Q_d* R_al* R_cf* R_et
+ R_ad* R_bf* R_cl* R_et + R_al* R_bf* R_cd* R_et + Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_bf* R_et
+ R_al* R_be* R_ct* R_df + R_ae* R_bf* R_ct* R_dl + Q_a* Q_e* R_bl* R_cf* R_dt
+ Q_b* Q_e* R_al* R_cf* R_dt + R_al* R_bf* R_ce* R_dt + Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_bf* R_dt
+ R_al* R_bf* R_ct* R_de + Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bf* R_ct)
+ p_t* p_k* p_l* (+ Q_a* R_bl* R_cf* R_dk* R_et + Q_b* R_al* R_cf* R_dk* R_et
+ Q_c* R_al* R_bf* R_dk* R_et + Q_d* R_al* R_bf* R_ck* R_et
+ Q_e* R_al* R_bf* R_ck* R_dt);
d54: Diff(d46,p_k); /* THEN CHANGE k TO f, also dummy indices to ltkh for all product of p’s */
d55: + p_k* p_l* p_t* p_h* R_al* R_bt* R_cf* R_dk* R_eh + p_l* p_t* (R_ab* R_cl* R_dt* R_ef
+ Q_a* Q_b* R_cl* R_dt* R_ef + R_ac* R_bl* R_dt* R_ef + Q_a* Q_c* R_bl* R_dt* R_ef
+ R_al* R_bc* R_dt* R_ef + Q_b* Q_c* R_al* R_dt* R_ef + Q_a* Q_d* R_bl* R_ct* R_ef
+ R_al* R_bd* R_ct* R_ef + Q_b* Q_d* R_al* R_ct* R_ef + R_ad* R_bt* R_cl* R_ef
+ R_al* R_bt* R_cd* R_ef + Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ef + R_al* R_be* R_cf* R_dt
+ R_ae* R_bt* R_cf* R_dl + Q_a* Q_e* R_bl* R_ct* R_df + Q_b* Q_e* R_al* R_ct* R_df
+ R_al* R_bt* R_ce* R_df + Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_df + R_al* R_bt* R_cf* R_de
+ Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_cf) + p_k* p_l* p_t* (+ Q_a* R_bl* R_ct* R_df* R_ek
+ Q_b* R_al* R_ct* R_df* R_ek + Q_c* R_al* R_bt* R_df* R_ek + Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_cf* R_ek
+ Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_cf* R_dk);
d56: Diff(d46,p_h); /* THEN CHANGE h TO f, also dummy indices to ltkh for all product of p’s */
d57: + p_k* p_l* p_t* (+ Q_a* R_bl* R_ct* R_dk* R_ef + Q_b* R_al* R_ct* R_dk* R_ef
+ Q_c* R_al* R_bt* R_dk* R_ef + Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_ef + Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_df)
+ p_k* p_l* p_t* p_h* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_df* R_eh;
d58: Diff(d46,p_x);/* THEN CHANGE x TO f, also ltkh for all product of p’s */
d59: + p_h* p_k* p_l* p_t* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh* R_ef;
d60: d51+d53+d55+d57+d59;
d61: + p_h* p_k* p_l* p_t* ( R_al* R_bf* R_ck* R_dh* R_et + R_af* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh* R_el
+ R_al* R_bt* R_cf* R_dk* R_eh + R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_df* R_eh + R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh* R_ef)
+ p_k* p_l* p_t* (+ Q_a* R_bl* R_cf* R_dk* R_et + Q_b* R_al* R_cf* R_dk* R_et
+ Q_c* R_al* R_bf* R_dk* R_et + Q_d* R_al* R_bf* R_ck* R_et + Q_e* R_al* R_bf* R_ck* R_dt
+ Q_a* R_bf* R_ct* R_dk* R_el + Q_b* R_af* R_ct* R_dk* R_el + Q_c* R_af* R_bt* R_dk* R_el
+ Q_d* R_af* R_bt* R_ck* R_el + Q_e* R_af* R_bt* R_ck* R_dl + Q_a* R_bl* R_ct* R_df* R_ek
+ Q_b* R_al* R_ct* R_df* R_ek + Q_c* R_al* R_bt* R_df* R_ek + Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_cf* R_ek
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+ Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_cf* R_dk + Q_a* R_bl* R_ct* R_dk* R_ef + Q_b* R_al* R_ct* R_dk* R_ef
+ Q_c* R_al* R_bt* R_dk* R_ef + Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_ef + Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_df)
+ p_l* p_t* (R_ab* R_cl* R_df* R_et + Q_a* Q_b* R_cl* R_df* R_et + R_ac* R_bl* R_df* R_et
+ Q_a* Q_c* R_bl* R_df* R_et + R_al* R_bc* R_df* R_et + Q_b* Q_c* R_al* R_df* R_et
+ R_ad* R_bf* R_cl* R_et + Q_a* Q_d* R_bl* R_cf* R_et + R_al* R_bd* R_cf* R_et
+ Q_b* Q_d* R_al* R_cf* R_et + R_al* R_bf* R_cd* R_et + Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_bf* R_et
+ Q_a* Q_e* R_bl* R_cf* R_dt + Q_b* Q_e* R_al* R_cf* R_dt + R_al* R_bf* R_ce* R_dt
+ Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_bf* R_dt + R_ae* R_bf* R_ct* R_dl + R_al* R_be* R_ct* R_df
+ R_al* R_bf* R_ct* R_de + Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bf* R_ct + R_ab* R_cf* R_dt* R_el
+ Q_a* Q_b* R_cf* R_dt* R_el + R_ac* R_bf* R_dt* R_el + Q_a* Q_c* R_bf* R_dt* R_el
+ R_af* R_bc* R_dt* R_el + Q_b* Q_c* R_af* R_dt* R_el + Q_a* Q_d* R_bf* R_ct* R_el
+ R_af* R_bd* R_ct* R_el + Q_b* Q_d* R_af* R_ct* R_el + R_ad* R_bt* R_cf* R_el
+ R_af* R_bt* R_cd* R_el + Q_c* Q_d* R_af* R_bt* R_el + R_af* R_be* R_cl* R_dt
+ Q_a* Q_e* R_bf* R_ct* R_dl + Q_b* Q_e* R_af* R_ct* R_dl + R_af* R_bt* R_ce* R_dl
+ Q_c* Q_e* R_af* R_bt* R_dl + R_ae* R_bt* R_cl* R_df + R_af* R_bt* R_cl* R_de
+ Q_d* Q_e* R_af* R_bt* R_cl + R_ab* R_cl* R_dt* R_ef + Q_a* Q_b* R_cl* R_dt* R_ef
+ R_ac* R_bl* R_dt* R_ef + Q_a* Q_c* R_bl* R_dt* R_ef + R_al* R_bc* R_dt* R_ef
+ Q_b* Q_c* R_al* R_dt* R_ef + Q_a* Q_d* R_bl* R_ct* R_ef + R_al* R_bd* R_ct* R_ef
+ Q_b* Q_d* R_al* R_ct* R_ef + R_ad* R_bt* R_cl* R_ef + R_al* R_bt* R_cd* R_ef
+ Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ef + R_al* R_be* R_cf* R_dt + R_ae* R_bt* R_cf* R_dl
+ Q_a* Q_e* R_bl* R_ct* R_df + Q_b* Q_e* R_al* R_ct* R_df + R_al* R_bt* R_ce* R_df
+ Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_df + R_al* R_bt* R_cf* R_de + Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_cf)
+ p_l* (Q_a* R_bc* R_df* R_el + Q_b* R_ac* R_df* R_el + Q_c* R_ab* R_df* R_el
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* R_df* R_el + Q_a* R_bd* R_cf* R_el + Q_b* R_ad* R_cf* R_el
+ Q_d* R_ab* R_cf* R_el + Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* R_cf* R_el + Q_a* R_bf* R_cd* R_el
+ Q_b* R_af* R_cd* R_el + Q_c* R_ad* R_bf* R_el + Q_d* R_ac* R_bf* R_el
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* R_bf* R_el + Q_c* R_af* R_bd* R_el + Q_d* R_af* R_bc* R_el
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_af* R_el + Q_e* R_ab* R_cf* R_dl + Q_a* Q_b* Q_e* R_cf* R_dl
+ Q_a* R_bf* R_ce* R_dl + Q_b* R_af* R_ce* R_dl + Q_e* R_ac* R_bf* R_dl
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_e* R_bf* R_dl + Q_c* R_af* R_be* R_dl + Q_e* R_af* R_bc* R_dl
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_af* R_dl + Q_a* R_be* R_cl* R_df + Q_b* R_ae* R_cl* R_df
+ Q_c* R_ae* R_bl* R_df + Q_a* R_bf* R_cl* R_de + Q_b* R_af* R_cl* R_de
+ Q_c* R_af* R_bl* R_de + Q_a* Q_d* Q_e* R_bf* R_cl + Q_d* R_af* R_be* R_cl
+ Q_e* R_af* R_bd* R_cl + Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_af* R_cl + Q_d* R_ae* R_bl* R_cf
+ Q_e* R_ad* R_bl* R_cf + Q_d* R_af* R_bl* R_ce + Q_e* R_af* R_bl* R_cd
+ Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_af* R_bl + Q_a* R_bc* R_dl* R_ef + Q_b* R_ac* R_dl* R_ef
+ Q_c* R_ab* R_dl* R_ef + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* R_dl* R_ef + Q_a* R_bd* R_cl* R_ef
+ Q_b* R_ad* R_cl* R_ef + Q_d* R_ab* R_cl* R_ef + Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* R_cl* R_ef
+ Q_a* R_bl* R_cd* R_ef + Q_b* R_al* R_cd* R_ef + Q_c* R_ad* R_bl* R_ef
+ Q_d* R_ac* R_bl* R_ef + Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* R_bl* R_ef + Q_c* R_al* R_bd* R_ef
+ Q_d* R_al* R_bc* R_ef + Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_ef + Q_a* R_be* R_cf* R_dl
+ Q_b* R_ae* R_cf* R_dl + Q_c* R_ae* R_bf* R_dl + Q_e* R_ab* R_cl* R_df
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_e* R_cl* R_df + Q_a* R_bl* R_ce* R_df + Q_b* R_al* R_ce* R_df
+ Q_e* R_ac* R_bl* R_df + Q_a* Q_c* Q_e* R_bl* R_df + Q_c* R_al* R_be* R_df
+ Q_e* R_al* R_bc* R_df + Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_df + Q_a* R_bl* R_cf* R_de
+ Q_b* R_al* R_cf* R_de + Q_c* R_al* R_bf* R_de + Q_d* R_ae* R_bf* R_cl
+ Q_e* R_ad* R_bf* R_cl + Q_a* Q_d* Q_e* R_bl* R_cf + Q_d* R_al* R_be* R_cf
+ Q_e* R_al* R_bd* R_cf + Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_cf + Q_d* R_al* R_bf* R_ce
+ Q_e* R_al* R_bf* R_cd + Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bf) + R_ab* R_cd* R_ef
+ Q_a* Q_b* R_cd* R_ef + R_ac* R_bd* R_ef + Q_a* Q_c* R_bd* R_ef + R_ad* R_bc* R_ef
+ Q_a* Q_d* R_bc* R_ef + Q_b* Q_c* R_ad* R_ef + Q_b* Q_d* R_ac* R_ef
+ Q_c* Q_d* R_ab* R_ef + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_ef + R_ab* R_ce* R_df
+ Q_a* Q_b* R_ce* R_df + R_ac* R_be* R_df + Q_a* Q_c* R_be* R_df + R_ae* R_bc* R_df
+ Q_a* Q_e* R_bc* R_df + Q_b* Q_c* R_ae* R_df + Q_b* Q_e* R_ac* R_df
+ Q_c* Q_e* R_ab* R_df + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_df + R_ab* R_cf* R_de
+ Q_a* Q_b* R_cf* R_de + R_ac* R_bf* R_de + Q_a* Q_c* R_bf* R_de + R_af* R_bc* R_de
+ Q_b* Q_c* R_af* R_de + R_ad* R_be* R_cf + Q_a* Q_d* R_be* R_cf
+ R_ae* R_bd* R_cf + Q_a* Q_e* R_bd* R_cf + Q_b* Q_d* R_ae* R_cf + Q_b* Q_e* R_ad* R_cf
+ Q_d* Q_e* R_ab* R_cf + Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_cf + R_ad* R_bf* R_ce
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+ Q_a* Q_d* R_bf* R_ce + R_af* R_bd* R_ce + Q_b* Q_d* R_af* R_ce + R_ae* R_bf* R_cd
+ Q_a* Q_e* R_bf* R_cd + R_af* R_be* R_cd + Q_b* Q_e* R_af* R_cd + Q_c* Q_d* R_ae* R_bf
+ Q_c* Q_e* R_ad* R_bf + Q_d* Q_e* R_ac* R_bf + Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_bf
+ Q_c* Q_d* R_af* R_be + Q_c* Q_e* R_af* R_bd + Q_d* Q_e* R_af* R_bc
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_af;
d62: d49+d61;
d63: /* factor out product of p’s*/
+ R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh* R_ex* R_fg* p_l* p_t* p_k* p_h* p_x* p_g
+ (Q_a* R_bl* R_ct* R_dk* R_eh* R_fx + Q_b* R_al* R_ct* R_dk* R_eh* R_fx
+ Q_c* R_al* R_bt* R_dk* R_eh* R_fx + Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_eh* R_fx
+ Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh* R_fx
+ Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh* R_ex)* p_l* p_t* p_k* p_h* p_x
+ (+ Q_a* Q_b* R_cl* R_dt* R_ek* R_fh + Q_a* Q_c* R_bl* R_dt* R_ek* R_fh
+ Q_b* Q_c* R_al* R_dt* R_ek* R_fh + Q_a* Q_d* R_bl* R_ct* R_ek* R_fh
+ Q_b* Q_d* R_al* R_ct* R_ek* R_fh + Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ek* R_fh
+ Q_a* Q_e* R_bl* R_ct* R_dk* R_fh + Q_b* Q_e* R_al* R_ct* R_dk* R_fh
+ Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_dk* R_fh + Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_fh
+ Q_a* Q_f* R_bl* R_ct* R_dk* R_eh + Q_b* Q_f* R_al* R_ct* R_dk* R_eh
+ Q_c* Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_dk* R_eh + Q_d* Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_eh
+ Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh + R_ab* R_cl* R_dt* R_ek* R_fh
+ R_ac* R_bl* R_dt* R_ek* R_fh + R_al* R_bc* R_dt* R_ek* R_fh
+ R_al* R_bd* R_ct* R_ek* R_fh + R_ad* R_bt* R_cl* R_ek* R_fh
+ R_al* R_bt* R_cd* R_ek* R_fh + R_al* R_be* R_ck* R_dt* R_fh
+ R_ae* R_bt* R_ck* R_dl* R_fh + R_al* R_bt* R_ce* R_dk* R_fh
+ R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_de* R_fh + R_al* R_bf* R_ck* R_dh* R_et
+ R_af* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh* R_el + R_al* R_bt* R_cf* R_dk* R_eh
+ R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_df* R_eh + R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh* R_ef)* p_l* p_t* p_k* p_h
+ (+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* R_dl* R_et* R_fk + Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* R_cl* R_et* R_fk
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_e* R_cl* R_dt* R_fk + Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* R_bl* R_et* R_fk
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_et* R_fk + Q_a* Q_c* Q_e* R_bl* R_dt* R_fk
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_dt* R_fk + Q_a* Q_d* Q_e* R_bl* R_ct* R_fk
+ Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_ct* R_fk + Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_fk
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_f* R_cl* R_dt* R_ek + Q_a* Q_c* Q_f* R_bl* R_dt* R_ek
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_f* R_al* R_dt* R_ek + Q_a* Q_d* Q_f* R_bl* R_ct* R_ek
+ Q_b* Q_d* Q_f* R_al* R_ct* R_ek + Q_c* Q_d* Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_ek
+ Q_a* Q_e* Q_f* R_bl* R_ct* R_dk + Q_b* Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_ct* R_dk
+ Q_c* Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_dk + Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_ck
+ Q_a* R_bc* R_dl* R_et* R_fk + Q_b* R_ac* R_dl* R_et* R_fk
+ Q_c* R_ab* R_dl* R_et* R_fk + Q_a* R_bd* R_cl* R_et* R_fk
+ Q_b* R_ad* R_cl* R_et* R_fk + Q_d* R_ab* R_cl* R_et* R_fk
+ Q_a* R_bl* R_cd* R_et* R_fk + Q_b* R_al* R_cd* R_et* R_fk
+ Q_c* R_ad* R_bl* R_et* R_fk + Q_d* R_ac* R_bl* R_et* R_fk
+ Q_c* R_al* R_bd* R_et* R_fk + Q_d* R_al* R_bc* R_et* R_fk
+ Q_e* R_ab* R_cl* R_dt* R_fk + Q_a* R_bl* R_ce* R_dt* R_fk
+ Q_b* R_al* R_ce* R_dt* R_fk + Q_e* R_ac* R_bl* R_dt* R_fk
+ Q_c* R_al* R_be* R_dt* R_fk + Q_e* R_al* R_bc* R_dt* R_fk
+ Q_a* R_be* R_ct* R_dl* R_fk + Q_b* R_ae* R_ct* R_dl* R_fk
+ Q_c* R_ae* R_bt* R_dl* R_fk + Q_a* R_bl* R_ct* R_de* R_fk
+ Q_b* R_al* R_ct* R_de* R_fk + Q_c* R_al* R_bt* R_de* R_fk
+ Q_d* R_al* R_be* R_ct* R_fk + Q_e* R_al* R_bd* R_ct* R_fk
+ Q_d* R_ae* R_bt* R_cl* R_fk + Q_e* R_ad* R_bt* R_cl* R_fk
+ Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ce* R_fk + Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_cd* R_fk
+ Q_f* R_ab* R_cl* R_dt* R_ek + Q_f* R_ac* R_bl* R_dt* R_ek
+ Q_f* R_al* R_bc* R_dt* R_ek + Q_f* R_al* R_bd* R_ct* R_ek
+ Q_f* R_ad* R_bt* R_cl* R_ek + Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_cd* R_ek
+ Q_f* R_al* R_be* R_ck* R_dt + Q_f* R_ae* R_bt* R_ck* R_dl
+ Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_ce* R_dk + Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_de
+ Q_a* R_bl* R_cf* R_dk* R_et + Q_b* R_al* R_cf* R_dk* R_et
+ Q_c* R_al* R_bf* R_dk* R_et + Q_d* R_al* R_bf* R_ck* R_et
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+ Q_a* R_bf* R_ct* R_dk* R_el + Q_b* R_af* R_ct* R_dk* R_el
+ Q_c* R_af* R_bt* R_dk* R_el + Q_d* R_af* R_bt* R_ck* R_el
+ Q_a* R_bl* R_ct* R_df* R_ek + Q_b* R_al* R_ct* R_df* R_ek
+ Q_c* R_al* R_bt* R_df* R_ek + Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_cf* R_ek
+ Q_a* R_bl* R_ct* R_dk* R_ef + Q_b* R_al* R_ct* R_dk* R_ef
+ Q_c* R_al* R_bt* R_dk* R_ef + Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_ef
+ Q_e* R_al* R_bf* R_ck* R_dt + Q_e* R_af* R_bt* R_ck* R_dl
+ Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_cf* R_dk + Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_df)* p_l* p_t* p_k
+ (R_ab* R_cd* R_el* R_ft + R_ac* R_bd* R_el* R_ft + R_ad* R_bc* R_el* R_ft
+ R_ab* R_ce* R_dl* R_ft + R_ae* R_bc* R_dl* R_ft + R_ab* R_cl* R_de* R_ft
+ R_ac* R_be* R_dl* R_ft + R_ac* R_bl* R_de* R_ft + R_al* R_bc* R_de* R_ft
+ R_ad* R_be* R_cl* R_ft + R_ae* R_bd* R_cl* R_ft + R_ad* R_bl* R_ce* R_ft
+ R_al* R_bd* R_ce* R_ft + R_ae* R_bl* R_cd* R_ft + R_al* R_be* R_cd* R_ft
+ R_al* R_bc* R_df* R_et + R_ab* R_cl* R_df* R_et + R_ac* R_bl* R_df* R_et
+ R_ad* R_bf* R_cl* R_et + R_al* R_bd* R_cf* R_et + R_al* R_bf* R_cd* R_et
+ R_ab* R_cf* R_dt* R_el + R_af* R_be* R_cl* R_dt + R_al* R_be* R_cf* R_dt
+ R_al* R_bf* R_ce* R_dt + R_ae* R_bf* R_ct* R_dl + R_ae* R_bt* R_cf* R_dl
+ R_af* R_bt* R_ce* R_dl + R_al* R_be* R_ct* R_df + R_ae* R_bt* R_cl* R_df
+ R_al* R_bt* R_ce* R_df + R_al* R_bf* R_ct* R_de + R_af* R_bt* R_cl* R_de
+ R_al* R_bt* R_cf* R_de + R_ac* R_bf* R_dt* R_el + R_af* R_bc* R_dt* R_el
+ R_af* R_bd* R_ct* R_el + R_ad* R_bt* R_cf* R_el + R_af* R_bt* R_cd* R_el
+ R_ab* R_cl* R_dt* R_ef + R_ac* R_bl* R_dt* R_ef + R_al* R_bc* R_dt* R_ef
+ R_al* R_bd* R_ct* R_ef + R_ad* R_bt* R_cl* R_ef + R_al* R_bt* R_cd* R_ef
+ Q_a* Q_b* R_cl* R_df* R_et + Q_a* Q_c* R_bl* R_df* R_et + Q_b* Q_c* R_al* R_df* R_et
+ Q_a* Q_d* R_bl* R_cf* R_et + Q_b* Q_d* R_al* R_cf* R_et + Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_bf* R_et
+ Q_a* Q_b* R_cf* R_dt* R_el + Q_a* Q_c* R_bf* R_dt* R_el + Q_b* Q_c* R_af* R_dt* R_el
+ Q_a* Q_d* R_bf* R_ct* R_el + Q_b* Q_d* R_af* R_ct* R_el + Q_c* Q_d* R_af* R_bt* R_el
+ Q_e* Q_f* R_ab* R_cl* R_dt + Q_a* Q_f* R_bl* R_ce* R_dt + Q_b* Q_f* R_al* R_ce* R_dt
+ Q_e* Q_f* R_ac* R_bl* R_dt + Q_c* Q_f* R_al* R_be* R_dt + Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_bc* R_dt
+ Q_a* Q_f* R_be* R_ct* R_dl + Q_b* Q_f* R_ae* R_ct* R_dl + Q_c* Q_f* R_ae* R_bt* R_dl
+ Q_a* Q_f* R_bl* R_ct* R_de + Q_b* Q_f* R_al* R_ct* R_de + Q_c* Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_de
+ Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_be* R_ft + Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_bd* R_ft + Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bc* R_ft
+ Q_a* Q_f* R_bc* R_dl* R_et + Q_b* Q_f* R_ac* R_dl* R_et + Q_c* Q_f* R_ab* R_dl* R_et
+ Q_a* Q_d* R_bl* R_ce* R_ft + Q_b* Q_d* R_al* R_ce* R_ft + Q_a* Q_e* R_bl* R_cd* R_ft
+ Q_b* Q_e* R_al* R_cd* R_ft + Q_c* Q_d* R_ae* R_bl* R_ft + Q_c* Q_e* R_ad* R_bl* R_ft
+ Q_d* Q_e* R_ac* R_bl* R_ft + Q_a* Q_f* R_bd* R_cl* R_et + Q_b* Q_f* R_ad* R_cl* R_et
+ Q_d* Q_f* R_ab* R_cl* R_et + Q_a* Q_f* R_bl* R_cd* R_et + Q_b* Q_f* R_al* R_cd* R_et
+ Q_c* Q_f* R_ad* R_bl* R_et + Q_d* Q_f* R_ac* R_bl* R_et + Q_c* Q_f* R_al* R_bd* R_et
+ Q_d* Q_f* R_al* R_bc* R_et + Q_a* Q_d* R_be* R_cl* R_ft + Q_a* Q_e* R_bd* R_cl* R_ft
+ Q_b* Q_d* R_ae* R_cl* R_ft + Q_b* Q_e* R_ad* R_cl* R_ft + Q_d* Q_e* R_ab* R_cl* R_ft
+ Q_d* Q_f* R_al* R_be* R_ct + Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_bd* R_ct + Q_d* Q_f* R_ae* R_bt* R_cl
+ Q_e* Q_f* R_ad* R_bt* R_cl + Q_d* Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_ce + Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_cd
+ Q_a* Q_b* R_cd* R_el* R_ft + Q_a* Q_c* R_bd* R_el* R_ft + Q_a* Q_d* R_bc* R_el* R_ft
+ Q_b* Q_c* R_ad* R_el* R_ft + Q_b* Q_d* R_ac* R_el* R_ft + Q_a* Q_b* R_ce* R_dl* R_ft
+ Q_a* Q_c* R_be* R_dl* R_ft + Q_a* Q_e* R_bc* R_dl* R_ft + Q_b* Q_c* R_ae* R_dl* R_ft
+ Q_b* Q_e* R_ac* R_dl* R_ft + Q_c* Q_e* R_ab* R_dl* R_ft + Q_c* Q_d* R_ab* R_el* R_ft
+ Q_a* Q_b* R_cl* R_de* R_ft + Q_a* Q_c* R_bl* R_de* R_ft + Q_b* Q_c* R_al* R_de* R_ft
+ Q_a* Q_b* R_cl* R_dt* R_ef + Q_a* Q_c* R_bl* R_dt* R_ef + Q_b* Q_c* R_al* R_dt* R_ef
+ Q_a* Q_d* R_bl* R_ct* R_ef + Q_b* Q_d* R_al* R_ct* R_ef + Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ef
+ Q_a* Q_e* R_bl* R_cf* R_dt + Q_b* Q_e* R_al* R_cf* R_dt + Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_bf* R_dt
+ Q_a* Q_e* R_bf* R_ct* R_dl + Q_b* Q_e* R_af* R_ct* R_dl + Q_c* Q_e* R_af* R_bt* R_dl
+ Q_a* Q_e* R_bl* R_ct* R_df + Q_b* Q_e* R_al* R_ct* R_df + Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_df
+ Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bf* R_ct + Q_d* Q_e* R_af* R_bt* R_cl + Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_cf
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_el* R_ft + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_dl* R_ft
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_cl* R_ft + Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_bl* R_ft
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_ft + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_f* R_dl* R_et
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* Q_f* R_cl* R_et + Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* Q_f* R_bl* R_et
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_f* R_al* R_et + Q_a* Q_b* Q_e* Q_f* R_cl* R_dt
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_e* Q_f* R_bl* R_dt + Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_dt
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+ Q_a* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_bl* R_ct + Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_ct
+ Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_bt)* p_l* p_t + (Q_a* R_bc* R_de* R_fl
+ Q_b* R_ac* R_de* R_fl + Q_c* R_ab* R_de* R_fl + Q_a* R_bd* R_ce* R_fl
+ Q_b* R_ad* R_ce* R_fl + Q_d* R_ab* R_ce* R_fl + Q_a* R_be* R_cd* R_fl
+ Q_b* R_ae* R_cd* R_fl + Q_e* R_ab* R_cd* R_fl + Q_c* R_ad* R_be* R_fl
+ Q_d* R_ac* R_be* R_fl + Q_c* R_ae* R_bd* R_fl + Q_e* R_ac* R_bd* R_fl
+ Q_d* R_ae* R_bc* R_fl + Q_e* R_ad* R_bc* R_fl + Q_f* R_ab* R_cd* R_el
+ Q_f* R_ac* R_bd* R_el + Q_f* R_ad* R_bc* R_el + Q_f* R_ab* R_ce* R_dl
+ Q_f* R_ac* R_be* R_dl + Q_f* R_ae* R_bc* R_dl + Q_f* R_ab* R_cl* R_de
+ Q_f* R_al* R_bc* R_de + Q_f* R_ad* R_be* R_cl + Q_f* R_ac* R_bl* R_de
+ Q_f* R_ae* R_bd* R_cl + Q_f* R_ad* R_bl* R_ce + Q_f* R_al* R_bd* R_ce
+ Q_f* R_ae* R_bl* R_cd + Q_f* R_al* R_be* R_cd + Q_a* R_bc* R_df* R_el
+ Q_b* R_ac* R_df* R_el + Q_c* R_ab* R_df* R_el + Q_a* R_bd* R_cf* R_el
+ Q_b* R_ad* R_cf* R_el + Q_d* R_ab* R_cf* R_el + Q_a* R_bf* R_cd* R_el
+ Q_b* R_af* R_cd* R_el + Q_c* R_ad* R_bf* R_el + Q_d* R_ac* R_bf* R_el
+ Q_c* R_af* R_bd* R_el + Q_d* R_af* R_bc* R_el + Q_a* R_bc* R_dl* R_ef
+ Q_b* R_ac* R_dl* R_ef + Q_c* R_ab* R_dl* R_ef + Q_a* R_bd* R_cl* R_ef
+ Q_b* R_ad* R_cl* R_ef + Q_d* R_ab* R_cl* R_ef + Q_a* R_bl* R_cd* R_ef
+ Q_b* R_al* R_cd* R_ef + Q_c* R_ad* R_bl* R_ef + Q_d* R_ac* R_bl* R_ef
+ Q_c* R_al* R_bd* R_ef + Q_d* R_al* R_bc* R_ef + Q_a* R_be* R_cf* R_dl
+ Q_b* R_ae* R_cf* R_dl + Q_e* R_ab* R_cf* R_dl + Q_a* R_bf* R_ce* R_dl
+ Q_b* R_af* R_ce* R_dl + Q_c* R_ae* R_bf* R_dl + Q_e* R_ac* R_bf* R_dl
+ Q_c* R_af* R_be* R_dl + Q_e* R_af* R_bc* R_dl + Q_a* R_be* R_cl* R_df
+ Q_b* R_ae* R_cl* R_df + Q_e* R_ab* R_cl* R_df + Q_a* R_bl* R_ce* R_df
+ Q_b* R_al* R_ce* R_df + Q_c* R_ae* R_bl* R_df + Q_e* R_ac* R_bl* R_df
+ Q_c* R_al* R_be* R_df + Q_e* R_al* R_bc* R_df + Q_a* R_bf* R_cl* R_de
+ Q_b* R_af* R_cl* R_de + Q_a* R_bl* R_cf* R_de + Q_b* R_al* R_cf* R_de
+ Q_c* R_af* R_bl* R_de + Q_c* R_al* R_bf* R_de + Q_d* R_ae* R_bf* R_cl
+ Q_e* R_ad* R_bf* R_cl + Q_d* R_af* R_be* R_cl + Q_e* R_af* R_bd* R_cl
+ Q_d* R_ae* R_bl* R_cf + Q_e* R_ad* R_bl* R_cf + Q_d* R_al* R_be* R_cf
+ Q_e* R_al* R_bd* R_cf + Q_d* R_af* R_bl* R_ce + Q_d* R_al* R_bf* R_ce
+ Q_e* R_af* R_bl* R_cd + Q_e* R_al* R_bf* R_cd + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* R_de* R_fl
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* R_ce* R_fl + Q_a* Q_b* Q_e* R_cd* R_fl + Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* R_be* R_fl
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_e* R_bd* R_fl + Q_a* Q_d* Q_f* R_bc* R_el + Q_b* Q_c* Q_f* R_ad* R_el
+ Q_b* Q_d* Q_f* R_ac* R_el + Q_c* Q_d* Q_f* R_ab* R_el + Q_a* Q_b* Q_f* R_ce* R_dl
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_f* R_be* R_dl + Q_a* Q_e* Q_f* R_bc* R_dl + Q_b* Q_c* Q_f* R_ae* R_dl
+ Q_b* Q_e* Q_f* R_ac* R_dl + Q_c* Q_e* Q_f* R_ab* R_dl + Q_a* Q_b* Q_f* R_cl* R_de
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_f* R_bl* R_de + Q_b* Q_c* Q_f* R_al* R_de + Q_a* Q_d* Q_f* R_be* R_cl
+ Q_a* Q_e* Q_f* R_bd* R_cl + Q_b* Q_d* Q_f* R_ae* R_cl + Q_b* Q_e* Q_f* R_ad* R_cl
+ Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_ab* R_cl + Q_a* Q_d* Q_f* R_bl* R_ce + Q_b* Q_d* Q_f* R_al* R_ce
+ Q_a* Q_e* Q_f* R_bl* R_cd + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* R_df* R_el + Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* R_cf* R_el
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_af* R_el + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* R_dl* R_ef + Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* R_bf* R_el
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* R_cl* R_ef + Q_a* Q_b* Q_e* R_cl* R_df + Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_af* R_dl
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_e* R_bf* R_dl + Q_a* Q_b* Q_e* R_cf* R_dl + Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_ef
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* R_bl* R_ef + Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_cf + Q_a* Q_c* Q_e* R_bl* R_df
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_df + Q_a* Q_d* Q_e* R_bf* R_cl + Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_af* R_cl
+ Q_a* Q_d* Q_e* R_bl* R_cf + Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_af* R_bl + Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bf
+ Q_b* Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_cd + Q_c* Q_d* Q_f* R_ae* R_bl + Q_c* Q_e* Q_f* R_ad* R_bl
+ Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_ac* R_bl + Q_c* Q_d* Q_f* R_al* R_be + Q_c* Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_bd
+ Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_bc + Q_a* Q_d* Q_e* R_bc* R_fl + Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_ae* R_fl
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_ad* R_fl + Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_ac* R_fl + Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_ab* R_fl
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_f* R_cd* R_el + Q_a* Q_c* Q_f* R_bd* R_el + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_fl
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_f* R_el + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* Q_f* R_dl
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_cl + Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_bl
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_al)* p_l + R_ae* R_bf* R_cd + R_ad* R_bf* R_ce
+ R_af* R_bd* R_ce + R_af* R_be* R_cd + R_ab* R_cd* R_ef + R_ac* R_bd* R_ef
+ R_ad* R_bc* R_ef + R_ab* R_ce* R_df + R_ac* R_be* R_df + R_ae* R_bc* R_df
+ R_ab* R_cf* R_de + R_ac* R_bf* R_de + R_af* R_bc* R_de + R_ad* R_be* R_cf
+ R_ae* R_bd* R_cf + Q_a* Q_e* R_bd* R_cf + Q_b* Q_d* R_ae* R_cf + Q_b* Q_e* R_ad* R_cf
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+ Q_d* Q_e* R_ab* R_cf + Q_a* Q_b* R_cd* R_ef + Q_a* Q_c* R_bd* R_ef
+ Q_a* Q_d* R_bc* R_ef + Q_b* Q_c* R_ad* R_ef + Q_b* Q_d* R_ac* R_ef
+ Q_c* Q_d* R_ab* R_ef + Q_a* Q_b* R_ce* R_df + Q_a* Q_c* R_be* R_df
+ Q_a* Q_e* R_bc* R_df + Q_b* Q_c* R_ae* R_df + Q_b* Q_e* R_ac* R_df
+ Q_c* Q_e* R_ab* R_df + Q_a* Q_b* R_cf* R_de + Q_a* Q_c* R_bf* R_de
+ Q_a* Q_f* R_bc* R_de + Q_b* Q_c* R_af* R_de + Q_b* Q_f* R_ac* R_de
+ Q_c* Q_f* R_ab* R_de + Q_a* Q_d* R_be* R_cf + Q_a* Q_d* R_bf* R_ce
+ Q_a* Q_f* R_bd* R_ce + Q_b* Q_d* R_af* R_ce + Q_b* Q_f* R_ad* R_ce
+ Q_d* Q_f* R_ab* R_ce + Q_a* Q_e* R_bf* R_cd + Q_a* Q_f* R_be* R_cd
+ Q_b* Q_e* R_af* R_cd + Q_b* Q_f* R_ae* R_cd + Q_e* Q_f* R_ab* R_cd
+ Q_c* Q_d* R_ae* R_bf + Q_c* Q_e* R_ad* R_bf + Q_d* Q_e* R_ac* R_bf
+ Q_c* Q_d* R_af* R_be + Q_c* Q_f* R_ad* R_be + Q_d* Q_f* R_ac* R_be
+ Q_c* Q_e* R_af* R_bd + Q_c* Q_f* R_ae* R_bd + Q_e* Q_f* R_ac* R_bd
+ Q_d* Q_e* R_af* R_bc + Q_d* Q_f* R_ae* R_bc + Q_e* Q_f* R_ad* R_bc
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_ef + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_df + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_f* R_de
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_cf + Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* Q_f* R_ce + Q_a* Q_b* Q_e* Q_f* R_cd
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_bf + Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* Q_f* R_be + Q_a* Q_c* Q_e* Q_f* R_bd
+ Q_a* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_bc + Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_af + Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_f* R_ae
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* Q_f* R_ad + Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_ac + Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_ab




Maxima Code of Partial
Derivatives of G0(p)
B.1 System of Index Replacements
In this chapter, we temporarily make the following replacements in the indices to
facilitate us in implementing our algorithm with a Maxima1 symbolic software.
{µℓ, νℓ, ρℓ, σℓ, αℓ, βℓ} → {az, bz, cz, dz, ez, fz}
{λℓ, τℓ, κℓ, ηℓ, ξℓ, ̺ℓ} → {lz, tz, kz, hz, xz, gz}
and
sℓ → sz.
In the following illustration, we depict how the ensuing integrations (with respect
to the matrix potential X and momentum p integrations found in (3.13) and proper-
time s integration found in (3.4) will be compressed as we formulate instructions for
Maxima to be implemented in a Linux enviroment.
1This is formerly called Macsyma.
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≡ −Q a− R al ∗ p l; (B.1)
where






















≡ −R bt ∗ p t;. (B.3)









≡−R ab + p l ∗ p t ∗ R al ∗ R bt; (B.4)
For convenience, p l ∗ p t were compressed further into p ∗ p. Its indices were
easily rebooked by looking at the subindices (l and l) of R al ∗ R bt.
B.2 Maxima Instruction for G0/µνρ...
We present below the equivalent expressions of (3.36)-(3.38), and (A.1)-(A.3) in Max-






with respect to the proper-time variable s is suppressed in the transcription.
/*first order partial momentum-space derivative of G_0(p)*/
Gb:+R_bl*p+Q_b;
Ga:+R_al*p+Q_a;
/*second order partial momentum-space derivative of G_0(p)*/
Gbc:p* p* R_bl* R_ct + p* (Q_b* R_cl + Q_c* R_bl) + R_bc + Q_b* Q_c;
Gab:p* p* R_al* R_bt + p* (Q_a* R_bl + Q_b* R_al) + R_ab + Q_a* Q_b;
/*third order partial momentum-space derivative of G_0(p)*/
Gbcd: + R_bl* R_ct* R_dk* p* p* p
+ (+ Q_d* R_bl* R_ct + Q_b* R_cl* R_dt + Q_c* R_bl* R_dt)* p* p
+ (R_bc* R_dl + Q_b* Q_c* R_dl + Q_b* Q_d* R_cl + Q_c* Q_d* R_bl
+R_bd* R_cl + R_bl* R_cd)* p
+ Q_d* R_bc + Q_b* R_cd + Q_c* R_bd + Q_b* Q_c* Q_d;
Gabc: + R_al* R_bt* R_ck* p* p* p
+ (+ Q_c* R_al* R_bt + Q_a* R_bl* R_ct + Q_b* R_al* R_ct)* p* p
+ (R_ab* R_cl
+ Q_a* Q_b* R_cl + Q_a* Q_c* R_bl + Q_b* Q_c* R_al
+R_ac* R_bl + R_al* R_bc)* p
+ Q_c* R_ab + Q_a* R_bc + Q_b* R_ac + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c;
/*fourth order partial momentum-space derivative of G_0(p)*/
Gabcd: + R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh* p* p* p* p
+ (Q_a* R_bl* R_ct* R_dk + Q_b* R_al* R_ct* R_dk
+ Q_c* R_al* R_bt* R_dk + Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ck)* p* p* p
+ (+ R_ab* R_cl* R_dt + R_ac* R_bl* R_dt
+ R_al* R_bc* R_dt + R_al* R_bd* R_ct
+ R_ad* R_bt* R_cl + R_al* R_bt* R_cd
+ Q_a* Q_c* R_bl* R_dt + Q_a* Q_b* R_cl* R_dt
+ Q_b* Q_c* R_al* R_dt + Q_a* Q_d* R_bl* R_ct
+ Q_b* Q_d* R_al* R_ct + Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_bt)* p* p
+ (+ Q_a* R_bc* R_dl + Q_b* R_ac* R_dl + Q_c* R_ab* R_dl
+ Q_d* R_al* R_bc + Q_d* R_ab* R_cl + Q_d* R_ac* R_bl
+ Q_a* R_bd* R_cl + Q_b* R_ad* R_cl + Q_a* R_bl* R_cd
+ Q_b* R_al* R_cd + Q_c* R_ad* R_bl + Q_c* R_al* R_bd
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* R_dl + Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* R_cl + Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* R_bl
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_al)* p
+ R_ab* R_cd + R_ac* R_bd + R_ad* R_bc + Q_a* Q_b* R_cd
+ Q_a* Q_c* R_bd + Q_a* Q_d* R_bc + Q_b* Q_c* R_ad + Q_b* Q_d* R_ac
+ Q_c* Q_d* R_ab + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_d;
/*fifth order partial momentum-space derivative of G_0(p)*/
Gabcde: + R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh* R_ex* p* p* p* p* p
+ (+ Q_a* R_bl* R_ct* R_dk* R_eh + Q_b* R_al* R_ct* R_dk* R_eh
+ Q_c* R_al* R_bt* R_dk* R_eh + Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_eh
+ Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh)* p* p* p* p
+ (R_ab* R_cl* R_dt* R_ek + R_ac* R_bl* R_dt* R_ek
+ R_al* R_bc* R_dt* R_ek + R_al* R_bd* R_ct* R_ek
+ R_ad* R_bt* R_cl* R_ek + R_al* R_bt* R_cd* R_ek
+ R_al* R_be* R_ck* R_dt + R_ae* R_bt* R_ck* R_dl
+ R_al* R_bt* R_ce* R_dk + R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_de
+ Q_a* Q_b* R_cl* R_dt* R_ek + Q_a* Q_c* R_bl* R_dt* R_ek
+ Q_b* Q_c* R_al* R_dt* R_ek + Q_a* Q_d* R_bl* R_ct* R_ek
+ Q_b* Q_d* R_al* R_ct* R_ek + Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ek
+ Q_a* Q_e* R_bl* R_ct* R_dk + Q_b* Q_e* R_al* R_ct* R_dk
+ Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_dk + Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_ck)* p* p* p
+ ( Q_a* R_bc* R_dl* R_et + Q_b* R_ac* R_dl* R_et
+ Q_c* R_ab* R_dl* R_et + Q_a* R_bd* R_cl* R_et
+ Q_b* R_ad* R_cl* R_et + Q_d* R_ab* R_cl* R_et
+ Q_a* R_bl* R_cd* R_et + Q_b* R_al* R_cd* R_et
+ Q_c* R_ad* R_bl* R_et + Q_d* R_ac* R_bl* R_et
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+ Q_c* R_al* R_bd* R_et + Q_d* R_al* R_bc* R_et
+ Q_e* R_ab* R_cl* R_dt + Q_e* R_ac* R_bl* R_dt
+ Q_e* R_al* R_bc* R_dt + Q_e* R_al* R_bd* R_ct
+ Q_e* R_ad* R_bt* R_cl + Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_cd
+ Q_a* R_bl* R_ce* R_dt + Q_b* R_al* R_ce* R_dt
+ Q_c* R_al* R_be* R_dt + Q_a* R_be* R_ct* R_dl
+ Q_b* R_ae* R_ct* R_dl + Q_c* R_ae* R_bt* R_dl
+ Q_a* R_bl* R_ct* R_de + Q_b* R_al* R_ct* R_de
+ Q_c* R_al* R_bt* R_de + Q_d* R_al* R_be* R_ct
+ Q_d* R_ae* R_bt* R_cl + Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ce
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* R_dl* R_et + Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* R_cl* R_et
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* R_bl* R_et + Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_et
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_e* R_cl* R_dt + Q_a* Q_c* Q_e* R_bl* R_dt
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_dt + Q_a* Q_d* Q_e* R_bl* R_ct
+ Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_ct + Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bt)* p* p
+ (+ R_ab* R_cd* R_el + R_ac* R_bd* R_el + R_ad* R_bc* R_el
+ Q_a* Q_b* R_cd* R_el + Q_a* Q_c* R_bd* R_el + Q_a* Q_d* R_bc* R_el
+ Q_b* Q_c* R_ad* R_el + Q_b* Q_d* R_ac* R_el + Q_c* Q_d* R_ab* R_el
+ Q_a* Q_e* R_bc* R_dl + Q_b* Q_e* R_ac* R_dl + Q_c* Q_e* R_ab* R_dl
+ Q_a* Q_e* R_bd* R_cl + Q_b* Q_e* R_ad* R_cl + Q_d* Q_e* R_ab* R_cl
+ Q_a* Q_e* R_bl* R_cd + Q_b* Q_e* R_al* R_cd + Q_c* Q_e* R_ad* R_bl
+ Q_d* Q_e* R_ac* R_bl + Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_bd + Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bc
+ R_ab* R_ce* R_dl + R_ac* R_be* R_dl + R_ae* R_bc* R_dl + R_ab* R_cl* R_de
+ R_ac* R_bl* R_de + R_al* R_bc* R_de + R_ad* R_be* R_cl + R_ae* R_bd* R_cl
+ R_ad* R_bl* R_ce + R_al* R_bd* R_ce + R_ae* R_bl* R_cd + R_al* R_be* R_cd
+ Q_a* Q_d* R_be* R_cl + Q_a* Q_c* R_bl* R_de + Q_a* Q_b* R_cl* R_de
+ Q_a* Q_b* R_ce* R_dl + Q_a* Q_c* R_be* R_dl + Q_b* Q_c* R_ae* R_dl
+ Q_b* Q_c* R_al* R_de + Q_b* Q_d* R_ae* R_cl + Q_a* Q_d* R_bl* R_ce
+ Q_b* Q_d* R_al* R_ce + Q_c* Q_d* R_ae* R_bl + Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_be
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_el + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_dl + Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_cl
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_bl + Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_al)* p + Q_a* R_bc* R_de
+ Q_b* R_ac* R_de + Q_c* R_ab* R_de + Q_a* R_bd* R_ce + Q_b* R_ad* R_ce
+ Q_d* R_ab* R_ce + Q_a* R_be* R_cd + Q_b* R_ae* R_cd + Q_e* R_ab* R_cd
+ Q_c* R_ad* R_be + Q_d* R_ac* R_be + Q_c* R_ae* R_bd + Q_e* R_ac* R_bd
+ Q_d* R_ae* R_bc + Q_e* R_ad* R_bc + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* R_de + Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* R_ce
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_e* R_cd + Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* R_be + Q_a* Q_c* Q_e* R_bd + Q_a* Q_d* Q_e* R_bc
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_ae + Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_ad + Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_ac + Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_ab
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e;
/*sixth order partial momentum-space derivative of G_0(p)*/
Gabcdef: + R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh* R_ex* R_fg* p* p* p* p* p* p
+ (Q_a* R_bl* R_ct* R_dk* R_eh* R_fx + Q_b* R_al* R_ct* R_dk* R_eh* R_fx
+ Q_c* R_al* R_bt* R_dk* R_eh* R_fx + Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_eh* R_fx
+ Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh* R_fx + Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh* R_ex)* p* p* p* p* p
+ (+ Q_a* Q_b* R_cl* R_dt* R_ek* R_fh + Q_a* Q_c* R_bl* R_dt* R_ek* R_fh
+ Q_b* Q_c* R_al* R_dt* R_ek* R_fh + Q_a* Q_d* R_bl* R_ct* R_ek* R_fh
+ Q_b* Q_d* R_al* R_ct* R_ek* R_fh + Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ek* R_fh
+ Q_a* Q_e* R_bl* R_ct* R_dk* R_fh + Q_b* Q_e* R_al* R_ct* R_dk* R_fh
+ Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_dk* R_fh + Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_fh
+ Q_a* Q_f* R_bl* R_ct* R_dk* R_eh + Q_b* Q_f* R_al* R_ct* R_dk* R_eh
+ Q_c* Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_dk* R_eh + Q_d* Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_eh
+ Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh + R_ab* R_cl* R_dt* R_ek* R_fh
+ R_ac* R_bl* R_dt* R_ek* R_fh + R_al* R_bc* R_dt* R_ek* R_fh
+ R_al* R_bd* R_ct* R_ek* R_fh + R_ad* R_bt* R_cl* R_ek* R_fh
+ R_al* R_bt* R_cd* R_ek* R_fh + R_al* R_be* R_ck* R_dt* R_fh
+ R_ae* R_bt* R_ck* R_dl* R_fh + R_al* R_bt* R_ce* R_dk* R_fh
+ R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_de* R_fh + R_al* R_bf* R_ck* R_dh* R_et
+ R_af* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh* R_el + R_al* R_bt* R_cf* R_dk* R_eh
+ R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_df* R_eh + R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_dh* R_ef)* p* p* p* p
+ (+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* R_dl* R_et* R_fk + Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* R_cl* R_et* R_fk
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+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_e* R_cl* R_dt* R_fk + Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* R_bl* R_et* R_fk
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_et* R_fk + Q_a* Q_c* Q_e* R_bl* R_dt* R_fk
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_dt* R_fk + Q_a* Q_d* Q_e* R_bl* R_ct* R_fk
+ Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_ct* R_fk + Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_fk
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_f* R_cl* R_dt* R_ek + Q_a* Q_c* Q_f* R_bl* R_dt* R_ek
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_f* R_al* R_dt* R_ek + Q_a* Q_d* Q_f* R_bl* R_ct* R_ek
+ Q_b* Q_d* Q_f* R_al* R_ct* R_ek + Q_c* Q_d* Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_ek
+ Q_a* Q_e* Q_f* R_bl* R_ct* R_dk + Q_b* Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_ct* R_dk
+ Q_c* Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_dk + Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_ck
+ Q_a* R_bc* R_dl* R_et* R_fk + Q_b* R_ac* R_dl* R_et* R_fk
+ Q_c* R_ab* R_dl* R_et* R_fk + Q_a* R_bd* R_cl* R_et* R_fk
+ Q_b* R_ad* R_cl* R_et* R_fk + Q_d* R_ab* R_cl* R_et* R_fk
+ Q_a* R_bl* R_cd* R_et* R_fk + Q_b* R_al* R_cd* R_et* R_fk
+ Q_c* R_ad* R_bl* R_et* R_fk + Q_d* R_ac* R_bl* R_et* R_fk
+ Q_c* R_al* R_bd* R_et* R_fk + Q_d* R_al* R_bc* R_et* R_fk
+ Q_e* R_ab* R_cl* R_dt* R_fk + Q_a* R_bl* R_ce* R_dt* R_fk
+ Q_b* R_al* R_ce* R_dt* R_fk + Q_e* R_ac* R_bl* R_dt* R_fk
+ Q_c* R_al* R_be* R_dt* R_fk + Q_e* R_al* R_bc* R_dt* R_fk
+ Q_a* R_be* R_ct* R_dl* R_fk + Q_b* R_ae* R_ct* R_dl* R_fk
+ Q_c* R_ae* R_bt* R_dl* R_fk + Q_a* R_bl* R_ct* R_de* R_fk
+ Q_b* R_al* R_ct* R_de* R_fk + Q_c* R_al* R_bt* R_de* R_fk
+ Q_d* R_al* R_be* R_ct* R_fk + Q_e* R_al* R_bd* R_ct* R_fk
+ Q_d* R_ae* R_bt* R_cl* R_fk + Q_e* R_ad* R_bt* R_cl* R_fk
+ Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ce* R_fk + Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_cd* R_fk
+ Q_f* R_ab* R_cl* R_dt* R_ek + Q_f* R_ac* R_bl* R_dt* R_ek
+ Q_f* R_al* R_bc* R_dt* R_ek + Q_f* R_al* R_bd* R_ct* R_ek
+ Q_f* R_ad* R_bt* R_cl* R_ek + Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_cd* R_ek
+ Q_f* R_al* R_be* R_ck* R_dt + Q_f* R_ae* R_bt* R_ck* R_dl
+ Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_ce* R_dk + Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_de
+ Q_a* R_bl* R_cf* R_dk* R_et + Q_b* R_al* R_cf* R_dk* R_et
+ Q_c* R_al* R_bf* R_dk* R_et + Q_d* R_al* R_bf* R_ck* R_et
+ Q_a* R_bf* R_ct* R_dk* R_el + Q_b* R_af* R_ct* R_dk* R_el
+ Q_c* R_af* R_bt* R_dk* R_el + Q_d* R_af* R_bt* R_ck* R_el
+ Q_a* R_bl* R_ct* R_df* R_ek + Q_b* R_al* R_ct* R_df* R_ek
+ Q_c* R_al* R_bt* R_df* R_ek + Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_cf* R_ek
+ Q_a* R_bl* R_ct* R_dk* R_ef + Q_b* R_al* R_ct* R_dk* R_ef
+ Q_c* R_al* R_bt* R_dk* R_ef + Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_ef
+ Q_e* R_al* R_bf* R_ck* R_dt + Q_e* R_af* R_bt* R_ck* R_dl
+ Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_cf* R_dk + Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_ck* R_df)* p* p* p
+ (R_ab* R_cd* R_el* R_ft + R_ac* R_bd* R_el* R_ft + R_ad* R_bc* R_el* R_ft
+ R_ab* R_ce* R_dl* R_ft + R_ae* R_bc* R_dl* R_ft + R_ab* R_cl* R_de* R_ft
+ R_ac* R_be* R_dl* R_ft + R_ac* R_bl* R_de* R_ft + R_al* R_bc* R_de* R_ft
+ R_ad* R_be* R_cl* R_ft + R_ae* R_bd* R_cl* R_ft + R_ad* R_bl* R_ce* R_ft
+ R_al* R_bd* R_ce* R_ft + R_ae* R_bl* R_cd* R_ft + R_al* R_be* R_cd* R_ft
+ R_al* R_bc* R_df* R_et + R_ab* R_cl* R_df* R_et + R_ac* R_bl* R_df* R_et
+ R_ad* R_bf* R_cl* R_et + R_al* R_bd* R_cf* R_et + R_al* R_bf* R_cd* R_et
+ R_ab* R_cf* R_dt* R_el + R_af* R_be* R_cl* R_dt + R_al* R_be* R_cf* R_dt
+ R_al* R_bf* R_ce* R_dt + R_ae* R_bf* R_ct* R_dl + R_ae* R_bt* R_cf* R_dl
+ R_af* R_bt* R_ce* R_dl + R_al* R_be* R_ct* R_df + R_ae* R_bt* R_cl* R_df
+ R_al* R_bt* R_ce* R_df + R_al* R_bf* R_ct* R_de + R_af* R_bt* R_cl* R_de
+ R_al* R_bt* R_cf* R_de + R_ac* R_bf* R_dt* R_el + R_af* R_bc* R_dt* R_el
+ R_af* R_bd* R_ct* R_el + R_ad* R_bt* R_cf* R_el + R_af* R_bt* R_cd* R_el
+ R_ab* R_cl* R_dt* R_ef + R_ac* R_bl* R_dt* R_ef + R_al* R_bc* R_dt* R_ef
+ R_al* R_bd* R_ct* R_ef + R_ad* R_bt* R_cl* R_ef + R_al* R_bt* R_cd* R_ef
+ Q_a* Q_b* R_cl* R_df* R_et + Q_a* Q_c* R_bl* R_df* R_et
+ Q_b* Q_c* R_al* R_df* R_et + Q_a* Q_d* R_bl* R_cf* R_et
+ Q_b* Q_d* R_al* R_cf* R_et + Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_bf* R_et
+ Q_a* Q_b* R_cf* R_dt* R_el + Q_a* Q_c* R_bf* R_dt* R_el
+ Q_b* Q_c* R_af* R_dt* R_el + Q_a* Q_d* R_bf* R_ct* R_el
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+ Q_b* Q_d* R_af* R_ct* R_el + Q_c* Q_d* R_af* R_bt* R_el
+ Q_e* Q_f* R_ab* R_cl* R_dt + Q_a* Q_f* R_bl* R_ce* R_dt
+ Q_b* Q_f* R_al* R_ce* R_dt + Q_e* Q_f* R_ac* R_bl* R_dt
+ Q_c* Q_f* R_al* R_be* R_dt + Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_bc* R_dt
+ Q_a* Q_f* R_be* R_ct* R_dl + Q_b* Q_f* R_ae* R_ct* R_dl
+ Q_c* Q_f* R_ae* R_bt* R_dl + Q_a* Q_f* R_bl* R_ct* R_de
+ Q_b* Q_f* R_al* R_ct* R_de + Q_c* Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_de
+ Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_be* R_ft + Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_bd* R_ft
+ Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bc* R_ft + Q_a* Q_f* R_bc* R_dl* R_et
+ Q_b* Q_f* R_ac* R_dl* R_et + Q_c* Q_f* R_ab* R_dl* R_et
+ Q_a* Q_d* R_bl* R_ce* R_ft + Q_b* Q_d* R_al* R_ce* R_ft
+ Q_a* Q_e* R_bl* R_cd* R_ft + Q_b* Q_e* R_al* R_cd* R_ft
+ Q_c* Q_d* R_ae* R_bl* R_ft + Q_c* Q_e* R_ad* R_bl* R_ft
+ Q_d* Q_e* R_ac* R_bl* R_ft + Q_a* Q_f* R_bd* R_cl* R_et
+ Q_b* Q_f* R_ad* R_cl* R_et + Q_d* Q_f* R_ab* R_cl* R_et
+ Q_a* Q_f* R_bl* R_cd* R_et + Q_b* Q_f* R_al* R_cd* R_et
+ Q_c* Q_f* R_ad* R_bl* R_et + Q_d* Q_f* R_ac* R_bl* R_et
+ Q_c* Q_f* R_al* R_bd* R_et + Q_d* Q_f* R_al* R_bc* R_et
+ Q_a* Q_d* R_be* R_cl* R_ft + Q_a* Q_e* R_bd* R_cl* R_ft
+ Q_b* Q_d* R_ae* R_cl* R_ft + Q_b* Q_e* R_ad* R_cl* R_ft
+ Q_d* Q_e* R_ab* R_cl* R_ft + Q_d* Q_f* R_al* R_be* R_ct
+ Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_bd* R_ct + Q_d* Q_f* R_ae* R_bt* R_cl
+ Q_e* Q_f* R_ad* R_bt* R_cl + Q_d* Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_ce
+ Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_bt* R_cd + Q_a* Q_b* R_cd* R_el* R_ft
+ Q_a* Q_c* R_bd* R_el* R_ft + Q_a* Q_d* R_bc* R_el* R_ft
+ Q_b* Q_c* R_ad* R_el* R_ft + Q_b* Q_d* R_ac* R_el* R_ft
+ Q_a* Q_b* R_ce* R_dl* R_ft + Q_a* Q_c* R_be* R_dl* R_ft
+ Q_a* Q_e* R_bc* R_dl* R_ft + Q_b* Q_c* R_ae* R_dl* R_ft
+ Q_b* Q_e* R_ac* R_dl* R_ft + Q_c* Q_e* R_ab* R_dl* R_ft
+ Q_c* Q_d* R_ab* R_el* R_ft + Q_a* Q_b* R_cl* R_de* R_ft
+ Q_a* Q_c* R_bl* R_de* R_ft + Q_b* Q_c* R_al* R_de* R_ft
+ Q_a* Q_b* R_cl* R_dt* R_ef + Q_a* Q_c* R_bl* R_dt* R_ef
+ Q_b* Q_c* R_al* R_dt* R_ef + Q_a* Q_d* R_bl* R_ct* R_ef
+ Q_b* Q_d* R_al* R_ct* R_ef + Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_bt* R_ef
+ Q_a* Q_e* R_bl* R_cf* R_dt + Q_b* Q_e* R_al* R_cf* R_dt
+ Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_bf* R_dt + Q_a* Q_e* R_bf* R_ct* R_dl
+ Q_b* Q_e* R_af* R_ct* R_dl + Q_c* Q_e* R_af* R_bt* R_dl
+ Q_a* Q_e* R_bl* R_ct* R_df + Q_b* Q_e* R_al* R_ct* R_df
+ Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_df + Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bf* R_ct
+ Q_d* Q_e* R_af* R_bt* R_cl + Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bt* R_cf
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_el* R_ft + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_dl* R_ft
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_cl* R_ft + Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_bl* R_ft
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_ft + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_f* R_dl* R_et
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* Q_f* R_cl* R_et + Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* Q_f* R_bl* R_et
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_f* R_al* R_et + Q_a* Q_b* Q_e* Q_f* R_cl* R_dt
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_e* Q_f* R_bl* R_dt + Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_dt
+ Q_a* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_bl* R_ct + Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_ct
+ Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_bt)* p* p
+ (Q_a* R_bc* R_de* R_fl + Q_b* R_ac* R_de* R_fl + Q_c* R_ab* R_de* R_fl
+ Q_a* R_bd* R_ce* R_fl + Q_b* R_ad* R_ce* R_fl + Q_d* R_ab* R_ce* R_fl
+ Q_a* R_be* R_cd* R_fl + Q_b* R_ae* R_cd* R_fl + Q_e* R_ab* R_cd* R_fl
+ Q_c* R_ad* R_be* R_fl + Q_d* R_ac* R_be* R_fl + Q_c* R_ae* R_bd* R_fl
+ Q_e* R_ac* R_bd* R_fl + Q_d* R_ae* R_bc* R_fl + Q_e* R_ad* R_bc* R_fl
+ Q_f* R_ab* R_cd* R_el + Q_f* R_ac* R_bd* R_el + Q_f* R_ad* R_bc* R_el
+ Q_f* R_ab* R_ce* R_dl + Q_f* R_ac* R_be* R_dl + Q_f* R_ae* R_bc* R_dl
+ Q_f* R_ab* R_cl* R_de + Q_f* R_al* R_bc* R_de + Q_f* R_ad* R_be* R_cl
+ Q_f* R_ac* R_bl* R_de + Q_f* R_ae* R_bd* R_cl + Q_f* R_ad* R_bl* R_ce
+ Q_f* R_al* R_bd* R_ce + Q_f* R_ae* R_bl* R_cd + Q_f* R_al* R_be* R_cd
+ Q_a* R_bc* R_df* R_el + Q_b* R_ac* R_df* R_el + Q_c* R_ab* R_df* R_el
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+ Q_a* R_bd* R_cf* R_el + Q_b* R_ad* R_cf* R_el + Q_d* R_ab* R_cf* R_el
+ Q_a* R_bf* R_cd* R_el + Q_b* R_af* R_cd* R_el + Q_c* R_ad* R_bf* R_el
+ Q_d* R_ac* R_bf* R_el + Q_c* R_af* R_bd* R_el + Q_d* R_af* R_bc* R_el
+ Q_a* R_bc* R_dl* R_ef + Q_b* R_ac* R_dl* R_ef + Q_c* R_ab* R_dl* R_ef
+ Q_a* R_bd* R_cl* R_ef + Q_b* R_ad* R_cl* R_ef + Q_d* R_ab* R_cl* R_ef
+ Q_a* R_bl* R_cd* R_ef + Q_b* R_al* R_cd* R_ef + Q_c* R_ad* R_bl* R_ef
+ Q_d* R_ac* R_bl* R_ef + Q_c* R_al* R_bd* R_ef + Q_d* R_al* R_bc* R_ef
+ Q_a* R_be* R_cf* R_dl + Q_b* R_ae* R_cf* R_dl + Q_e* R_ab* R_cf* R_dl
+ Q_a* R_bf* R_ce* R_dl + Q_b* R_af* R_ce* R_dl + Q_c* R_ae* R_bf* R_dl
+ Q_e* R_ac* R_bf* R_dl + Q_c* R_af* R_be* R_dl + Q_e* R_af* R_bc* R_dl
+ Q_a* R_be* R_cl* R_df + Q_b* R_ae* R_cl* R_df + Q_e* R_ab* R_cl* R_df
+ Q_a* R_bl* R_ce* R_df + Q_b* R_al* R_ce* R_df + Q_c* R_ae* R_bl* R_df
+ Q_e* R_ac* R_bl* R_df + Q_c* R_al* R_be* R_df + Q_e* R_al* R_bc* R_df
+ Q_a* R_bf* R_cl* R_de + Q_b* R_af* R_cl* R_de + Q_a* R_bl* R_cf* R_de
+ Q_b* R_al* R_cf* R_de + Q_c* R_af* R_bl* R_de + Q_c* R_al* R_bf* R_de
+ Q_d* R_ae* R_bf* R_cl + Q_e* R_ad* R_bf* R_cl + Q_d* R_af* R_be* R_cl
+ Q_e* R_af* R_bd* R_cl + Q_d* R_ae* R_bl* R_cf + Q_e* R_ad* R_bl* R_cf
+ Q_d* R_al* R_be* R_cf + Q_e* R_al* R_bd* R_cf + Q_d* R_af* R_bl* R_ce
+ Q_d* R_al* R_bf* R_ce + Q_e* R_af* R_bl* R_cd + Q_e* R_al* R_bf* R_cd
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* R_de* R_fl + Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* R_ce* R_fl
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_e* R_cd* R_fl + Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* R_be* R_fl
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_e* R_bd* R_fl + Q_a* Q_d* Q_f* R_bc* R_el
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_f* R_ad* R_el + Q_b* Q_d* Q_f* R_ac* R_el
+ Q_c* Q_d* Q_f* R_ab* R_el + Q_a* Q_b* Q_f* R_ce* R_dl
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_f* R_be* R_dl + Q_a* Q_e* Q_f* R_bc* R_dl
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_f* R_ae* R_dl + Q_b* Q_e* Q_f* R_ac* R_dl
+ Q_c* Q_e* Q_f* R_ab* R_dl + Q_a* Q_b* Q_f* R_cl* R_de
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_f* R_bl* R_de + Q_b* Q_c* Q_f* R_al* R_de
+ Q_a* Q_d* Q_f* R_be* R_cl + Q_a* Q_e* Q_f* R_bd* R_cl
+ Q_b* Q_d* Q_f* R_ae* R_cl + Q_b* Q_e* Q_f* R_ad* R_cl
+ Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_ab* R_cl + Q_a* Q_d* Q_f* R_bl* R_ce
+ Q_b* Q_d* Q_f* R_al* R_ce + Q_a* Q_e* Q_f* R_bl* R_cd
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* R_df* R_el + Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* R_cf* R_el
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_af* R_el + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* R_dl* R_ef
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* R_bf* R_el + Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* R_cl* R_ef
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_e* R_cl* R_df + Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_af* R_dl
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_e* R_bf* R_dl + Q_a* Q_b* Q_e* R_cf* R_dl
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_al* R_ef + Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* R_bl* R_ef
+ Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_cf + Q_a* Q_c* Q_e* R_bl* R_df
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_al* R_df + Q_a* Q_d* Q_e* R_bf* R_cl
+ Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_af* R_cl + Q_a* Q_d* Q_e* R_bl* R_cf
+ Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_af* R_bl + Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_al* R_bf
+ Q_b* Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_cd + Q_c* Q_d* Q_f* R_ae* R_bl
+ Q_c* Q_e* Q_f* R_ad* R_bl + Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_ac* R_bl
+ Q_c* Q_d* Q_f* R_al* R_be + Q_c* Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_bd
+ Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_al* R_bc + Q_a* Q_d* Q_e* R_bc* R_fl
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_ae* R_fl + Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_ad* R_fl
+ Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_ac* R_fl + Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_ab* R_fl
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_f* R_cd* R_el + Q_a* Q_c* Q_f* R_bd* R_el
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_fl + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_f* R_el
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* Q_f* R_dl + Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_cl
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_bl + Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_al)* p
+ R_ae* R_bf* R_cd + R_ad* R_bf* R_ce + R_af* R_bd* R_ce
+ R_af* R_be* R_cd + R_ab* R_cd* R_ef + R_ac* R_bd* R_ef
+ R_ad* R_bc* R_ef + R_ab* R_ce* R_df + R_ac* R_be* R_df
+ R_ae* R_bc* R_df + R_ab* R_cf* R_de + R_ac* R_bf* R_de
+ R_af* R_bc* R_de + R_ad* R_be* R_cf + R_ae* R_bd* R_cf
+ Q_a* Q_e* R_bd* R_cf + Q_b* Q_d* R_ae* R_cf + Q_b* Q_e* R_ad* R_cf
+ Q_d* Q_e* R_ab* R_cf + Q_a* Q_b* R_cd* R_ef + Q_a* Q_c* R_bd* R_ef
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+ Q_a* Q_d* R_bc* R_ef + Q_b* Q_c* R_ad* R_ef + Q_b* Q_d* R_ac* R_ef
+ Q_c* Q_d* R_ab* R_ef + Q_a* Q_b* R_ce* R_df + Q_a* Q_c* R_be* R_df
+ Q_a* Q_e* R_bc* R_df + Q_b* Q_c* R_ae* R_df + Q_b* Q_e* R_ac* R_df
+ Q_c* Q_e* R_ab* R_df + Q_a* Q_b* R_cf* R_de + Q_a* Q_c* R_bf* R_de
+ Q_a* Q_f* R_bc* R_de + Q_b* Q_c* R_af* R_de + Q_b* Q_f* R_ac* R_de
+ Q_c* Q_f* R_ab* R_de + Q_a* Q_d* R_be* R_cf + Q_a* Q_d* R_bf* R_ce
+ Q_a* Q_f* R_bd* R_ce + Q_b* Q_d* R_af* R_ce + Q_b* Q_f* R_ad* R_ce
+ Q_d* Q_f* R_ab* R_ce + Q_a* Q_e* R_bf* R_cd + Q_a* Q_f* R_be* R_cd
+ Q_b* Q_e* R_af* R_cd + Q_b* Q_f* R_ae* R_cd + Q_e* Q_f* R_ab* R_cd
+ Q_c* Q_d* R_ae* R_bf + Q_c* Q_e* R_ad* R_bf + Q_d* Q_e* R_ac* R_bf
+ Q_c* Q_d* R_af* R_be + Q_c* Q_f* R_ad* R_be + Q_d* Q_f* R_ac* R_be
+ Q_c* Q_e* R_af* R_bd + Q_c* Q_f* R_ae* R_bd + Q_e* Q_f* R_ac* R_bd
+ Q_d* Q_e* R_af* R_bc + Q_d* Q_f* R_ae* R_bc + Q_e* Q_f* R_ad* R_bc
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* R_ef + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* R_df
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_f* R_de + Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* R_cf
+ Q_a* Q_b* Q_d* Q_f* R_ce + Q_a* Q_b* Q_e* Q_f* R_cd
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_bf + Q_a* Q_c* Q_d* Q_f* R_be
+ Q_a* Q_c* Q_e* Q_f* R_bd + Q_a* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_bc
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* R_af + Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_f* R_ae
+ Q_b* Q_c* Q_e* Q_f* R_ad + Q_b* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_ac
+ Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f* R_ab + Q_a* Q_b* Q_c* Q_d* Q_e* Q_f;




+ p2*s2*(- 2*D_ltX + D_taY_la + D_atY_la + D_aaY_lt + (3/2)*(D_atY_al - D_taY_la))
- 2*p4*s3*D_hkY_lt;
fiv:
+(2*i/3)*p1*s2* (D_laaX + D_alaX + D_aalX + 2*D_bY_ab*Y_al + 2*(D_lY_ab + D_bY_al)*Y_ab)
-(4*i/3)*p3*s3* (D_ktlX + D_tY_al*Y_ak + D_kY_at*Y_al);
six:
+(1/2)*s2*Y_ab*(D_ccY_ab + D_cbY_ac + D_bcY_ac)
+(4/9)*s2*(D_bY_ab*D_cY_ac + D_cY_ab*D_cY_ab + D_cY_ab*D_bY_ac)
+(4/3)*p2*s3*D_aX*(D_tY_la+D_aY_lt)+D_aX*D_bY_ab
- p2*s3*((D_tlY_ab + D_tbY_al + D_blY_at)*Y_ab + (D_tbY_ab + D_btY_ab + D_bbY_at)*Y_al)
-(8/9)*p2*s3*(2*(D_bY_ab*D_tY_al + D_bY_al*D_tY_ab) + D_lY_ab*D_tY_ab + D_bY_al*D_bY_at)
+ 2*p4*s4*D_hkY_at*Y_al +(16/9)*p4*s4*D_tY_al*D_hY_ak;
svn:
+(2*i/3)*p1*s3*(D_bY_ab*(D_lcY_ac + D_clY_ac + D_ccY_al)
+ D_cY_ab*(D_lcY_ab + D_clY_ab + D_lbY_ac + D_cbY_al + D_blY_ac + D_bcY_al)
+ D_lY_ab*(D_ccY_ab + D_cbY_ac + D_bcY_ac)
+ D_bY_al*(D_ccY_ab + D_cbY_ac + D_bcY_ac)





(D_bY_ab*D_ktY_al + D_lY_ab*D_ktY_ab + D_bY_al*(D_ktY_ab + D_kbY_at + D_btY_ak)








+(1/8)*s3*(D_cbY_ab*(D_ddY_ac + D_dcY_ad + D_cdY_ad)
+ D_bcY_ab*(D_ddY_ac + D_dcY_ad + D_cdY_ad)
+ D_ccY_ab*(D_ddY_ab + D_dbY_ad + D_bdY_ad)
+ D_dcY_ab*((D_dcY_ab + D_cdY_ab)




+(1/2)*p2*s4 *((D_baY_la - D_abY_al)*Y2_bt + (D_tbY_ab - D_btY_ba)*Y2_al)
-(1/3)*p2*s4*((D_baY_la + D_abY_la + D_aaY_lb)*Y2_bt









+(D_caY_ba + D_acY_ba + D_caY_ba)*D_tcY_bl
+(D_ccY_ba + D_caY_bc + D_acY_bc)*D_ltY_ba
+(D_tcY_bc + D_ctY_bc + D_ccY_bt)*D_aaY_bl
+(D_caY_bl + D_alY_bc + D_caY_bl)*D_tcY_ba
+(D_taY_bc + D_caY_bt + D_atY_bc)*D_caY_bl
+(D_lcY_ba + D_clY_ba)*(D_tcY_ba + D_ctY_ba)
+(D_caY_ba + D_acY_ba)*(D_tlY_bc + D_ctY_bl + D_clY_bt)




(D_akY_lt*Y2_ah + D_haY_lt*Y2_ak + D_hkY_la*Y2_at)
+(1/2)*p4*s5*
((D_haY_bl + D_aeY_bh)*D_ktY_ba
+ (D_haY_bt + D_ftY_ah)*D_kaY_bl
+ (D_haY_bk + D_ahY_bk)*D_atY_bl
+ (D_taY_bl + D_atY_bl + D_ltY_ba)*D_hkY_ba
+ (D_laY_ba + D_alY_ba + D_aaY_bl)*D_hkY_bt
+ (D_aaY_bh + D_ahY_ba + D_haY_ba)*D_ktY_bl)
- p6*s6*D_ktY_al*D_gxY_ah;
nin:
-(2*i/9)*p1*s4*((D_abbX + D_babX + D_bbaX + 2*D_cY_bc*Y_ba
+ (2*D_aY_bc + 2*D_cY_ba)*Y_bc)*Y2_al
+ (D_balX + D_blaX + D_lbaX + (D_bY_cl + D_lY_cb)*Y_ca







+(4*i/9)*p3*s5*((D_atlX + D_tY_bl*Y_ba + D_aY_bt*Y_bl)*Y2_ak
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+ (D_kalX + D_aY_bl*Y_bk + D_kY_ba*Y_bl)*Y2_at




-(1/6)*s4*((D_dcY_ab + D_dbY_ac + D_bdY_ac)*Y2_cd
+ (D_dcY_ac + D_cdY_ac + D_ccY_ad)*Y2_bd)*Y_ab






+(1/3)*p2*s5*(((D_clY_ab + D_cbY_al + D_blY_ac)*Y2_ct
+ (D_tcY_ab + D_tbY_ac + D_bcY_at)*Y2_cl
+ (D_tcY_ac + D_ctY_ac + D_ccY_at)*Y2_bl
+ (D_tcY_al + D_clY_at + D_tlY_ac)*Y2_bc)*Y_ab
+ ((D_cbY_ab + D_bcY_ab + D_bbY_ac)*Y2_ct
+(D_bcY_at + D_btY_ac + D_tbY_ac)*Y2_cb)*Y_al)
+(8/27)*p2*s5*((2*D_bY_cb*D_aY_cl + D_aY_cb*D_lY_cb
+ 2*(D_bY_ca + D_aY_cb)*D_bY_cl)*Y2_at
+(2*D_bY_cb*D_tY_ca + D_bY_ca*D_bY_ct
+ (D_aY_cb + 2*D_bY_ca)*D_tY_cb)*Y2_al
+(2*D_bY_ca*D_tY_cl + D_tY_ca*D_bY_cl









-(2/3)*p4*s6*((D_bkY_at*Y2_bh + D_hbY_at*Y2_bk + D_hkY_ab*Y2_bt)*Y_al
+ D_hkY_at*Y2_bl*Y_ab)






+ (D_deY_be + D_edY_be)*D_cdY_ba + (D_deY_be + D_edY_be)*D_dcY_ba
+ (D_aeY_be + D_eaY_be)*D_cdY_bd
+ (D_aeY_be + D_eaY_be)*(D_dcY_bd + D_ddY_bc)
+ 2*D_caY_be*D_ddY_be + (D_caY_be + D_caY_be)*D_edY_bd
+ (D_aeY_bd + D_eaY_bd)*(D_ceY_bd + D_ecY_bd)
+ (D_aeY_bd + D_eaY_bd)*(D_cdY_be + D_dcY_be)
+ (D_aeY_bd + D_eaY_bd)*(D_edY_bc + D_deY_bc)
+ (D_ceY_ba + D_ecY_ba)*((D_ddY_be + D_edY_bd)+(D_ddY_be + D_deY_bd))
+ (D_ceY_be + D_ecY_be)*D_ddY_ba + D_eeY_bc*D_ddY_ba
+ (D_edY_ba + D_deY_ba)*(D_ceY_bd + D_ecY_bd + D_edY_bc)








+(- 2*D_abX + (1/6)*(D_cbY_ca - D_bcY_ac))*Y2_al*Y2_bt)
+(1/12)*p2*s6*(
( (D_cdY_bd + D_dcY_bd + D_ddY_bc)*(D_alY_bc+D_laY_bc)
+(D_cdY_bd + D_dcY_bd + D_ddY_bc)*(D_acY_bl+D_caY_bl)
+(D_ddY_bc + D_dcY_bd + D_cdY_bd)*(D_acY_bl+D_clY_ba)
+(D_adY_bc + D_daY_bd + D_ddY_ba)*(D_lcY_bc+D_clY_bc)
+(D_adY_bc + D_daY_bc + D_acY_bd)*(D_dlY_bc+D_ldY_bc)
+(D_adY_bd + D_daY_bd + D_ddY_ba)* D_ccY_bl
+(D_acY_bd + D_caY_bd)* D_dlY_bc + D_cdY_ba* D_ldY_bc
+(D_adY_bc + D_caY_bd)* D_dcY_bl
+(2*(D_acY_bd +D_caY_bd) + D_caY_bd + (D_cdY_ba+D_dcY_ba)
+ 2* D_daY_bc+D_adY_bc)*D_cdY_bl)* Y2_at
+((D_cdY_bd + D_dcY_bd + D_ddY_bc)*(D_taY_bc+D_atY_bc)
+(D_cdY_bd + D_dcY_bd + D_ddY_bc)*(D_tcY_ba+D_ctY_ba)
+(D_dcY_bd + D_ddY_bc + D_cdY_bd)*(D_tcY_ba+D_caY_bt)
+(D_adY_bd + D_daY_bd + D_ddY_ba)*(D_tcY_bc+D_ctY_bc)
+(D_adY_bd + D_daY_bd + D_ddY_ba)*D_ccY_bt
+(D_acY_bd + D_cdY_ba + D_dcY_ba)*D_dcY_bt
+(D_adY_bc+D_daY_bc + 2*D_caY_bd+D_acY_bd
+ 2*D_dcY_ba+D_cdY_ba)*(D_tdY_bc+D_dtY_bc))* Y2_al
+ ((D_cdY_bl + D_dlY_bc)*D_taY_bd +(D_dcY_bl + D_clY_bd)*D_tdY_ba
+(D_ldY_bd + D_dlY_bd + D_ddY_bl)*D_caY_bt
+(D_adY_bd + D_daY_bd + D_ddY_ba)*D_tcY_bl
+(D_adY_bd + D_daY_bd + D_ddY_ba)*D_clY_bt
+(D_adY_bd + D_daY_bd + D_ddY_ba)*D_tlY_bc
+(D_laY_bd + D_daY_bl + D_adY_bl)*D_ctY_bd
+(D_caY_bd + D_cdY_ba + D_dcY_ba)*D_ltY_bd
+(D_cdY_bd + D_dcY_bd + D_ddY_bc)*D_ltY_ba
+(D_laY_bd + D_adY_bl + D_daY_bl)* D_dcY_bt
+(D_adY_bl + D_daY_bl + D_ldY_ba)*D_cdY_bt
+(D_adY_bl + D_daY_bl + D_ldY_ba)*D_dtY_bc
+(D_caY_bd + D_cdY_ba + D_dcY_ba)*D_dtY_bl
+(D_dcY_ba + D_cdY_ba + D_caY_bd)*D_tlY_bd
+(D_lcY_ba + D_clY_ba + D_caY_bl)*D_tdY_bd
+(D_lcY_ba + D_clY_ba + D_caY_bl)*D_dtY_bd
+(D_lcY_ba + D_clY_ba + D_caY_bl)*D_ddY_bt
+(D_ldY_bd + D_dlY_bd + D_ddY_bl)*(D_ctY_ba+D_tcY_ba)
+(D_cdY_bd + D_dcY_bd + D_ddY_bc)*(D_atY_bl+D_taY_bl)
+(D_dcY_ba + D_cdY_ba + D_cdY_ba + D_caY_bd)*D_dlY_bt
+(D_cdY_bl + D_dlY_bc + D_dcY_bl + D_clY_bd)*D_dtY_ba
+(D_clY_bd + D_cdY_bl + D_dcY_bl + D_dlY_bc)*D_atY_bd
+(D_alY_bd + D_laY_bd + D_daY_bl + D_adY_bl + D_dlY_ba + D_ldY_ba)*D_tcY_bd
+(D_alY_bd + D_daY_bl + D_laY_bd + D_adY_bl + D_dlY_ba + D_ldY_ba)*D_tdY_bc






-(2/9)* p4*s7*(D_baY_lt*Y2_ak*Y2_bh + D_bkY_la*Y2_at*Y2_bh + D_hbY_la*Y2_at*Y2_bk)
-(1/6)*p4*s7*
((D_kcY_bl*(D_atY_bh + D_haY_bt) + D_hkY_ba*(D_tcY_bl + D_ltY_bc)
+ D_ktY_bc*(D_alY_bh + D_haY_bl) + D_ktY_bl*(D_acY_bh + D_ahY_bc + D_haY_bc)
+ D_ctY_bl*(D_ahY_bk + D_haY_bk + D_hkY_ba)
+ D_hkY_bt*(D_alY_bc + D_acY_bl + D_laY_bc))*Y2_ca
+(D_hkY_ba*(D_taY_bc + D_atY_bc) + D_kaY_bc*(D_haY_bt + D_atY_bh)
+ D_atY_bc*(D_haY_bk + D_ahY_bk) + D_ktY_ba*(D_haY_bc + D_acY_bh + D_ctY_ba)
+ D_hkY_bt*(D_caY_ba + D_acY_ba + D_aaY_bc)
+ D_ktY_bc*(D_haY_ba + D_dhY_bd + D_aaY_bh))*Y2_cl
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+(D_hkY_ba*(D_lcY_ba + D_caY_bl) + D_kcY_ba*(D_haY_bl + D_alY_bh)
+ D_kaY_bl*(D_haY_bc + D_acY_bh) + D_hkY_bc*(D_laY_ba + D_alY_ba + D_aaY_bl)
+ D_acY_bl*(D_hkY_ba + D_haY_bk + D_ahY_bk)
+ D_kcY_bl*(D_haY_ba + D_dhY_bd + D_aaY_bh))*Y2_ct
+(D_hcY_ba*(D_ltY_ba + D_taY_bl) + D_ctY_ba*(D_haY_bl + D_aeY_bh)
+ D_caY_bl*(D_haY_bt + D_atY_bh) + D_hcY_bt*(D_laY_ba + D_alY_ba + D_aaY_bl)
+ D_atY_bl*(D_haY_bc + D_ahY_bc + D_heY_ba)
+ D_ctY_bl*(D_haY_ba + D_ahY_ba + D_aaY_bh))*Y2_ck
+(D_ckY_ba*(D_ltY_ba + D_taY_bl) + D_ktY_ba*(D_caY_bl + D_alY_bc)
+ D_kaY_bl*(D_caY_bt + D_atY_bc) + D_ckY_bt*(D_aaY_bl + D_laY_ba + D_alY_ba)
+ D_atY_bl*(D_ckY_ba + D_caY_bk + D_acY_bk)
+ D_ktY_bl*(D_cdY_bd + D_dcY_bd + D_aaY_bc))*Y2_ch)
+(1/3)*p6*s8 (D_ktY_al*(D_bxY_ah*Y2_bg + Y2_bh*D_gxY_ab)























up to ℓ-th order corrections, there is an ensuing X integration, momentum p in-
tegration, and ℓ-th fold proper-time integrations2. In this chapter, we present the
technique of handling (Gaussian) momentum p integrals in D-dimensions needed in
the quasilocal background method.

















is expressed in terms of exact trancedental functions P (s), Q(s), and R(s).





(detR) = R−1λτ (detR), (C.4)
for any symmetric non-singular matrix R.
We present first on how to handle integrals involving odd-powers of p. Since
these kind of integrals vanish, a theorem can be stated (without proof) that the
momentum-space derivative of such integrals also vanish. Without ambiguity in the
order of differentiation and integration, the technique in handling integrals involving
even-powers is derived from this theorem.
C.1 Odd-powers of p Integrals

















p·R·p = 0 (C.8)
...
We show odd-powers of p that may be relevant in the calculation of higher mass-
dimensional effective Lagrangians up from 4 up to 8 mass-dimensions. They are the
integrals that involves p, p3, up to p7.
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C.2 Even-powers of p Integrals























p·R·p = (2π)D/2R−1λτ (detR)
−1/2. (C.10)












We use this identity to alternatively obtain (C.10). Having done so for the case of
integral involving p2, we generate similar identities to evaluate integrals involving
p4, p6, and p8 using (C.6), (C.7), and (C.8), respectively. That is, we partially
differentiate each integrand of the odd-power-in-p integrals ((C.6), (C.7), and (C.8))


































Using p2-integral identity integrals involving p4 is evaluated. Similarly, p4-integrals
will simplify integrals involving p6. Similarly, p6 for p8 as it will be shown in the
3Note this identity can be seen from (C.5).
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following subsections of this chapter. We limit our derivation of integrals involving
even-powers from 2 up to 8 only as they will be relevant in our calculation of one-
loop effective Lagrangian and collecting only products of invariants whose total mass-
dimensions is eight or less.
C.3 p2-integral Identity
From (C.11), we have
∫
dDp (−Rλκpκpτ + δλτ ) e
− 1
2
p·R·p = 0. (C.15)




















D/2(detR)−1/2 = R−1τκ (2π)
D/2(detR)−1/2.




p·R·p = (2π)D/2R−1κτ (detR)
−1/2. (C.16)




p·R·p = (2π)D/2R−1λτ (detR)
−1/2. (C.17)
This is exactly (C.10).
C.4 p4-integral Identity.
From (C.12)∫





























































































This is the identity needed to simplify (Gaussian) integrals involving p4.
C.5 p6-integral Identity
From (C.13)∫
dDp (δ̺λpτpκpηpξ + pλδ̺τpκpηpξ + pλpτδ̺κpηpξ














dDp (δ̺λpτpκpηpξ + pλδ̺τpκpηpξ



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(δλτ δκη + δλκδτη + δληδτκ)
(C.23)∫











×[δλτδκηδξ̺ + δλτδκξδη̺ + δλτ δκ̺δηξ + δλκδτηδξ̺ + δλκδτξδη̺
+δλκδτ̺δηξ + δληδτκδξ̺ + δληδτξδκ̺ + δληδτ̺δκξ + δλξδτκδη̺
+δλξδτηδκ̺ + δλξδτ̺δκη + δλ̺δτκδηξ + δλ̺δτηδκξ + δλ̺δτξδκη] (C.24)∫











[ δτλδηκδωξδ̺ϑ + δτλδηκδξϑδ̺ω + δτλδηκδξ̺δϑω
+δτλδξκδωηδ̺ϑ + δτλδξκδηϑδ̺ω + δτλδξκδη̺δϑω + δτλδ̺κδωηδξϑ + δτλδ̺κδηϑδξω + δτλδ̺κδηξδϑω
+δτλδϑκδωηδξ̺ + δτλδϑκδη̺δξω + δτλδϑκδηξδ̺ω + δτλδωκδϑηδξ̺ + δτλδωκδη̺δξϑ + δτλδωκδηξδ̺ϑ
+δκλδητ δωξδ̺ϑ + δκλδητ δξϑδ̺ω + δκλδητ δξ̺δϑω + δκλδξτδωηδ̺ϑ + δκλδξτδηϑδ̺ω + δκλδξτδη̺δϑω
+δκλδ̺τ δωηδξϑ + δκλδ̺τ δηϑδξω + δκλδ̺τ δηξδϑω + δκλδϑτδωηδξ̺ + δκλδϑτδη̺δξω + δκλδϑτδηξδ̺ω
+δκλδωτ δϑηδξ̺ + δκλδωτ δη̺δξϑ + δκλδωτ δηξδ̺ϑ + δηλδκτδωξδ̺ϑ + δηλδκτδξϑδ̺ω + δηλδκτδξ̺δϑω
+δηλδξτδωκδ̺ϑ + δηλδξτδκϑδ̺ω + δηλδξτδκ̺δϑω + δηλδ̺τ δωκδξϑ + δηλδ̺τ δκϑδξω + δηλδ̺τδκξδϑω
+δηλδϑτ δωκδξ̺ + δηλδϑτ δκ̺δξω + δηλδϑτ δκξδ̺ω + δηλδωτ δϑκδξ̺ + δηλδωτ δκ̺δξϑ + δηλδωτ δκξδ̺ϑ
+δξλδκτδωηδ̺ϑ + δξλδκτδηϑδ̺ω + δξλδκτδη̺δϑω + δξλδητ δωκδ̺ϑ + δξλδητ δκϑδ̺ω + δξλδητ δκ̺δϑω
+δξλδ̺τ δωκδηϑ + δξλδ̺τ δκϑδηω + δξλδ̺τδκηδϑω + δξλδϑτδωκδη̺ + δξλδϑτδκ̺δηω + δξλδϑτδκηδ̺ω
+δξλδωτ δϑκδη̺ + δξλδωτ δκ̺δηϑ + δξλδωτ δκηδ̺ϑ + δ̺λδκτδωηδξϑ + δ̺λδκτδηϑδξω + δ̺λδκτδηξδϑω
+δ̺λδητ δωκδξϑ + δ̺λδητ δκϑδξω + δ̺λδητ δκξδϑω + δ̺λδξτδωκδηϑ + δ̺λδξτδκϑδηω + δ̺λδξτδκηδϑω
+δ̺λδϑτ δωκδηξ + δ̺λδϑτ δκξδηω + δ̺λδϑτ δκηδξω + δ̺λδωτ δϑκδηξ + δ̺λδωτ δκξδηϑ + δ̺λδωτ δκηδξϑ
+δϑλδκτ δωηδξ̺ + δϑλδκτδη̺δξω + δϑλδκτδηξδ̺ω + δϑλδητ δωκδξ̺ + δϑλδητ δκ̺δξω + δϑλδητ δκξδ̺ω
+δϑλδξτδωκδη̺ + δϑλδξτδκ̺δηω + δϑλδξτδκηδ̺ω + δϑλδ̺τ δωκδηξ + δϑλδ̺τ δκξδηω + δϑλδ̺τ δκηδξω
+δϑλδωτ δ̺κδηξ + δϑλδωτ δκξδη̺ + δϑλδωτ δκηδξ̺ + δωλδκτ δϑηδξ̺ + δωλδκτ δη̺δξϑ + δωλδκτδηξδ̺ϑ
+δωλδητ δϑκδξ̺ + δωλδητ δκ̺δξϑ + δωλδητ δκξδ̺ϑ + δωλδξτ δϑκδη̺ + δωλδξτδκ̺δηϑ + δωλδξτδκηδ̺ϑ




N-fold Proper Time Integrations


















up to ℓ-th order corrections, there is an ensuing X integration, p integration2, and




























































is expressed in terms of exact trancedental functions P (s), Q(s), and R(s).
2See Appendix C on how to handle momentum integrations in D-dimensions.
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for ℓ = 1 to ℓ = 3, respectively.
In this chapter, we present a method of handling two-fold3 (D.4) up to three-fold
(D.5) proper-time integrations which this thesis extensively used.
For purposes of emphasis, we choose to isolate the ensuing proper-time integration.
We opt to express the (ℓ+1)st-fold proper-time integration in the following suppressed
notation:





















with ℓ + 1 is the number of proper-time variables s0, . . . , sℓ and also the number
of folds of integration. The q’s stand for the powers of the proper-time variables.
A semicolon separates these powers of proper-time variables from the resulting X-
integration number A in the denominator and power B of (
∑n
r=0 sr). With this
notation, the proper-time integration will not be written explicitly from then on.
In our technique of integration, we will be using repeatedly for every fold the Euler
integral representation of the Gamma function




Note: To remove the ambiguity of the variable D either as a variable of integration
or as dimensions of integration space, we denote (in this chapter only) the latter
meaning as D′. Otherwise in the rest of the chapters, D denotes dimensions.
3The one-fold proper time integration (D.3) is handled by an ordinary technique in integral
calculus, which we choose to exclude in our presentation here.
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D.1 Two-fold Proper Time Integration








can be evaluated through the simultaneous substitution
B = s1 + s0
A = −s1 + s0.
(D.9)
Eliminating s0 and s1 in favor of A and B through
s1 = (1/2)(B − A)
s0 = (1/2)(B + A).
(D.10)







Changing variables entails a change in the limits of integration. These are
−B ≤ A ≤ B



















The following are some of the two-fold proper-time integrations used in this thesis:

























4The limits of the variable of integration A are obtained simply by setting s1 = 0 for the upper
limit and s0 = 0 for the lower limit. The limits of last variable of integration (for this case B) are
∞ and 0 for upper and lower limit, respectively.
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for p = 1, 2, 3 (D.17)











This uses the Euler integral representation of the Gamma function (D.7).



































D.3 Three-fold Proper Time Integration









ds0 f(s0, s1, s2)e
−m2(s0+s1+s2) (D.19)
can be evaluated through the simultaneous substitution
C = s2 + s1 + s0
B = −s2 + (1/2)(s1 + s0)
A = −s1 + s0.
(D.20)
Eliminating s0, s1 and s2 in favor of A, B and C through
s2 = (1/3)(C − 2B)
s1 = (1/3)(C +B)− (1/2)A
s0 = (1/3)(C +B) + (1/2)A.
(D.21)







Changing variables entails a change in the limits of integration. These are
−2
3
(C +B) ≤ A ≤ 2
3
(C +B)
−C ≤ B ≤ C/2






























5The limits of the variable of integration A are obtained simply by setting s1 = 0 for the upper
limit and s0 = 0 for the lower limit. For the variable of integration B, these are obtained by setting
s2 = 0 and s0 + s1 = 0, respectively for upper and lower limit of
∫
dB. The limits of last variable
of integration (for this case C) are ∞ and 0 for upper and lower limit, respectively.
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The following are some of the three-fold proper-time integration used in this the-
sis:


















































































































































2(p+q)−1(s0 + s1 + s2)4+D/2













This again uses the Euler integral representation of the Gamma function (D.7).

























































with k = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.
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Appendix E
Scratchwork in the Calculation of
L(1)[8]
E.1 Maxima Code Implemented
E.1.1 First-order Corrections











with [8] given in (4.132).
/*Momentum and Proper-time Integration*/
/*s3=(3,0;1,1)*/ s3: 1/4;
/*p2s4=(4,0;2,2)*/ p2: d_lt; s4: 1/10;
/*p4s5=(5,0;4,3)*/ p4: (d_lt*d_kh + d_lk*d_th + d_lh*d_tk); s5: 1/24;
/*p6s6=(6,0;8,4)*/
p6: (d_lt*d_kh*d_gx +d_lt*d_kg*d_hx +d_lt*d_kx*d_hg +d_lk*d_th*d_gx +d_lk*d_tg*d_hx
+d_lk*d_tx*d_hg +d_lh*d_tk*d_gx +d_lh*d_tg*d_kx +d_lh*d_tx*d_kg +d_lg*d_tk*d_hx






+(1/8)*s3*(D_cbY_ab*(D_ddY_ac + D_dcY_ad + D_cdY_ad)
+ D_bcY_ab*(D_ddY_ac + D_dcY_ad + D_cdY_ad)+ D_ccY_ab*(D_ddY_ab + D_dbY_ad + D_bdY_ad)




+(1/2)*p2*s4 *((D_baY_la - D_abY_al)*Y2_bt + (D_tbY_ab - D_btY_ba)*Y2_al)
-(1/3)*p2*s4*((D_baY_la + D_abY_la + D_aaY_lb)*Y2_bt + (D_baY_lt + D_btY_la + D_tbY_la)*Y2_ab)
-(1/4)*p2*s4*
(+(D_alY_bt + D_tlY_ba)*D_ccY_ba +(D_ccY_ba + D_caY_bc)*D_taY_bl+(D_lcY_ba + D_clY_ba)*D_taY_bc
+(D_ctY_ba + D_ctY_ba)*D_caY_bl +(D_lcY_ba + D_caY_bl)*D_acY_bt+(D_alY_bc + D_acY_bl)*D_ctY_ba
+(D_tcY_bl + D_ctY_bl)*D_aaY_bc +(D_caY_ba + D_acY_ba + D_caY_ba)*D_tcY_bl
+(D_ccY_ba + D_caY_bc + D_acY_bc)*D_ltY_ba +(D_tcY_bc + D_ctY_bc + D_ccY_bt)*D_aaY_bl
+(D_caY_bl + D_alY_bc + D_caY_bl)*D_tcY_ba +(D_taY_bc + D_caY_bt + D_atY_bc)*D_caY_bl
+(D_lcY_ba + D_clY_ba)*(D_tcY_ba + D_ctY_ba)
+(D_caY_ba + D_acY_ba)*(D_tlY_bc + D_ctY_bl + D_clY_bt)
+(D_laY_ba + D_alY_ba)*(D_tcY_bc + D_ctY_bc + D_ccY_bt))
-(2/3)*p2*s4*D_aX*((D_tlaX+D_talX+D_atlX)+2*D_tY_bl*Y_ba
+(D_lY_ba+D_aY_bl)*Y_bt+(D_tY_ba+D_aY_bt)*Y_bl)
+(2/3)*p4*s5*(D_akY_lt*Y2_ah + D_haY_lt*Y2_ak + D_hkY_la*Y2_at)
+(1/2)*p4*s5*((D_haY_bl + D_alY_bh)*D_ktY_ba + (D_haY_bt + D_btY_ah)*D_kaY_bl
+ (D_haY_bk + D_ahY_bk)*D_atY_bl + (D_taY_bl + D_atY_bl + D_ltY_ba)*D_hkY_ba
+ (D_laY_ba + D_alY_ba + D_aaY_bl)*D_hkY_bt + (D_aaY_bh + D_ahY_ba + D_haY_ba)*D_ktY_bl)
- p6*s6*D_ktY_al*D_gxY_ah);
/*save file in Maxima output*/
save(eit1st8,%);
Manipulating the Maxima generated output like sorting (using MS Excel) accord-
ing to string length and labeling each eight mass-dimensional invariant accordingly
for later reference, we have:
a1: ((1 12) D_abbX D_aX
a2: ((1 12) D_aX D_babX
a3: ((1 12) D_aX D_bbaX
a4: ((-1 12) D_abX Y2_ab
a5: ((1 16) D_cbY_ca Y2_ab
a6: ((-1 16) D_bcY_ac Y2_ab
a7: ((1 32) D_bcY_ab D_cdY_ad
a8: ((1 32) D_bcY_ab D_dcY_ad
a9: ((1 32) D_bcY_ab D_ddY_ac
a10: ((1 32) D_bcY_ad D_dcY_ab
a11: ((1 32) D_bdY_ac D_dcY_ab
a12: ((1 32) D_bdY_ad D_ccY_ab
a13: ((1 32) D_cbY_ab D_cdY_ad
a14: ((1 32) D_cbY_ab D_dcY_ad
a15: ((1 32) D_cbY_ab D_ddY_ac
a16: ((1 32) D_cbY_ad D_dcY_ab
a17: ((1 32) D_ccY_ab D_dbY_ad
a18: ((1 32) D_ccY_ab D_ddY_ab
a19: ((1 32) D_cdY_ab D_dcY_ab
a20: ((1 32) D_dbY_ac D_dcY_ab
a21: ((1 32) D_dcY_ab D_dcY_ab
a22: ((1 15) D_atX d_lt Y2_al
a23: ((1 15) D_laX d_lt Y2_at
a24: ((1 6) D_aX D_aY_bc Y_bc
a25: ((1 6) D_aX D_cY_ba Y_bc
a26: ((1 6) D_aX D_cY_bc Y_ba
a27: ((-1 15) D_atlX D_aX d_lt
a28: ((-1 15) D_aX d_lt D_talX
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a29: ((-1 15) D_aX d_lt D_tlaX
a30: ((1 20) d_lt D_tbY_ab Y2_al
a31: ((1 60) D_baY_la d_lt Y2_bt
a32: ((-1 20) D_abY_al d_lt Y2_bt
a33: ((-1 20) D_btY_ba d_lt Y2_al
a34: ((-1 30) D_aaY_lb d_lt Y2_bt
a35: ((-1 30) D_abY_la d_lt Y2_bt
a36: ((-1 30) D_baY_lt d_lt Y2_ab
a37: ((-1 30) D_btY_la d_lt Y2_ab
a38: ((-1 30) d_lt D_tbY_la Y2_ab
a39: ((-1 20) D_caY_ba d_lt D_tcY_bl
a40: ((-1 20) D_caY_bl D_ctY_ba d_lt
a41: ((-1 20) D_caY_bl d_lt D_tcY_ba
a42: ((-1 40) D_aaY_bc D_ctY_bl d_lt
a43: ((-1 40) D_aaY_bc d_lt D_tcY_bl
a44: ((-1 40) D_aaY_bl D_ccY_bt d_lt
a45: ((-1 40) D_aaY_bl D_ctY_bc d_lt
a46: ((-1 40) D_aaY_bl d_lt D_tcY_bc
a47: ((-1 40) D_acY_ba D_clY_bt d_lt
a48: ((-1 40) D_acY_ba D_ctY_bl d_lt
a49: ((-1 40) D_acY_ba d_lt D_tcY_bl
a50: ((-1 40) D_acY_ba d_lt D_tlY_bc
a51: ((-1 40) D_acY_bc d_lt D_ltY_ba
a52: ((-1 40) D_acY_bl D_ctY_ba d_lt
a53: ((-1 40) D_acY_bt D_caY_bl d_lt
a54: ((-1 40) D_acY_bt D_lcY_ba d_lt
a55: ((-1 40) D_alY_ba D_ccY_bt d_lt
a56: ((-1 40) D_alY_ba D_ctY_bc d_lt
a57: ((-1 40) D_alY_ba d_lt D_tcY_bc
a58: ((-1 40) D_alY_bc D_ctY_ba d_lt
a59: ((-1 40) D_alY_bc d_lt D_tcY_ba
a60: ((-1 40) D_alY_bt D_ccY_ba d_lt
a61: ((-1 40) D_atY_bc D_caY_bl d_lt
a62: ((-1 40) D_caY_ba D_clY_bt d_lt
a63: ((-1 40) D_caY_ba D_ctY_bl d_lt
a64: ((-1 40) D_caY_ba d_lt D_tlY_bc
a65: ((-1 40) D_caY_bc d_lt D_ltY_ba
a66: ((-1 40) D_caY_bc d_lt D_taY_bl
a67: ((-1 40) D_caY_bl D_caY_bt d_lt
a68: ((-1 40) D_caY_bl d_lt D_taY_bc
a69: ((-1 40) D_ccY_ba d_lt D_ltY_ba
a70: ((-1 40) D_ccY_ba d_lt D_taY_bl
a71: ((-1 40) D_ccY_ba d_lt D_tlY_ba
a72: ((-1 40) D_ccY_bt D_laY_ba d_lt
a73: ((-1 40) D_clY_ba D_ctY_ba d_lt
a74: ((-1 40) D_clY_ba d_lt D_taY_bc
a75: ((-1 40) D_clY_ba d_lt D_tcY_ba
a76: ((-1 40) D_ctY_ba D_lcY_ba d_lt
a77: ((-1 40) D_ctY_bc D_laY_ba d_lt
a78: ((-1 40) D_laY_ba d_lt D_tcY_bc
a79: ((-1 40) D_lcY_ba d_lt D_taY_bc
a80: ((-1 40) D_lcY_ba d_lt D_tcY_ba
a81: ((-1 15) D_aX D_aY_bl d_lt Y_bt
a82: ((-1 15) D_aX D_aY_bt d_lt Y_bl
a83: ((-1 15) D_aX d_lt D_lY_ba Y_bt
a84: ((-1 15) D_aX d_lt D_tY_ba Y_bl
a85: ((-2 15) D_aX d_lt D_tY_bl Y_ba
a86: ((1 36) D_akY_lt d_kh d_lt Y2_ah
a87: ((1 36) D_akY_lt d_lh d_tk Y2_ah
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a88: ((1 36) D_akY_lt d_lk d_th Y2_ah
a89: ((1 36) D_haY_lt d_kh d_lt Y2_ak
a90: ((1 36) D_haY_lt d_lh d_tk Y2_ak
a91: ((1 36) D_haY_lt d_lk d_th Y2_ak
a92: ((1 36) D_hkY_la d_kh d_lt Y2_at
a93: ((1 36) D_hkY_la d_lh d_tk Y2_at
a94: ((1 36) D_hkY_la d_lk d_th Y2_at
a95: ((1 48) D_aaY_bh d_kh D_ktY_bl d_lt
a96: ((1 48) D_aaY_bh D_ktY_bl d_lh d_tk
a97: ((1 48) D_aaY_bh D_ktY_bl d_lk d_th
a98: ((1 48) D_aaY_bl D_hkY_bt d_kh d_lt
a99: ((1 48) D_aaY_bl D_hkY_bt d_lh d_tk
a100: ((1 48) D_aaY_bl D_hkY_bt d_lk d_th
a101: ((1 48) D_alY_bh d_kh D_ktY_ba d_lt
a102: ((1 48) D_alY_bh D_ktY_ba d_lh d_tk
a103: ((1 48) D_alY_bh D_ktY_ba d_lk d_th
a104: ((1 48) D_ahY_ba d_kh D_ktY_bl d_lt
a105: ((1 48) D_ahY_ba D_ktY_bl d_lh d_tk
a106: ((1 48) D_ahY_ba D_ktY_bl d_lk d_th
a107: ((1 48) D_ahY_bk D_atY_bl d_kh d_lt
a108: ((1 48) D_ahY_bk D_atY_bl d_lh d_tk
a109: ((1 48) D_ahY_bk D_atY_bl d_lk d_th
a110: ((1 48) D_alY_ba D_hkY_bt d_kh d_lt
a111: ((1 48) D_alY_ba D_hkY_bt d_lh d_tk
a112: ((1 48) D_alY_ba D_hkY_bt d_lk d_th
a113: ((1 48) D_atY_bl D_haY_bk d_kh d_lt
a114: ((1 48) D_atY_bl D_haY_bk d_lh d_tk
a115: ((1 48) D_atY_bl D_haY_bk d_lk d_th
a116: ((1 48) D_atY_bl D_hkY_ba d_kh d_lt
a117: ((1 48) D_atY_bl D_hkY_ba d_lh d_tk
a118: ((1 48) D_atY_bl D_hkY_ba d_lk d_th
a119: ((1 48) D_btY_ah D_kaY_bl d_kh d_lt
a120: ((1 48) D_btY_ah D_kaY_bl d_lh d_tk
a121: ((1 48) D_btY_ah D_kaY_bl d_lk d_th
a122: ((1 48) D_haY_ba d_kh D_ktY_bl d_lt
a123: ((1 48) D_haY_ba D_ktY_bl d_lh d_tk
a124: ((1 48) D_haY_ba D_ktY_bl d_lk d_th
a125: ((1 48) D_haY_bl d_kh D_ktY_ba d_lt
a126: ((1 48) D_haY_bl D_ktY_ba d_lh d_tk
a127: ((1 48) D_haY_bl D_ktY_ba d_lk d_th
a128: ((1 48) D_haY_bt D_kaY_bl d_kh d_lt
a129: ((1 48) D_haY_bt D_kaY_bl d_lh d_tk
a130: ((1 48) D_haY_bt D_kaY_bl d_lk d_th
a131: ((1 48) D_hkY_ba d_kh d_lt D_ltY_ba
a132: ((1 48) D_hkY_ba d_kh d_lt D_taY_bl
a133: ((1 48) D_hkY_ba d_lh D_ltY_ba d_tk
a134: ((1 48) D_hkY_ba d_lh D_taY_bl d_tk
a135: ((1 48) D_hkY_ba d_lk D_ltY_ba d_th
a136: ((1 48) D_hkY_ba d_lk D_taY_bl d_th
a137: ((1 48) D_hkY_bt d_kh D_laY_ba d_lt
a138: ((1 48) D_hkY_bt D_laY_ba d_lh d_tk
a139: ((1 48) D_hkY_bt D_laY_ba d_lk d_th
a140: ((-1 56) d_gx D_gxY_ah d_kh D_ktY_al d_lt
a141: ((-1 56) d_gx D_gxY_ah D_ktY_al d_lh d_tk
a142: ((-1 56) d_gx D_gxY_ah D_ktY_al d_lk d_th
a143: ((-1 56) D_gxY_ah d_hg D_ktY_al d_kx d_lt
a144: ((-1 56) D_gxY_ah d_hg D_ktY_al d_lk d_tx
a145: ((-1 56) D_gxY_ah d_hg D_ktY_al d_lx d_tk
a146: ((-1 56) D_gxY_ah d_hx d_kg D_ktY_al d_lt
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a147: ((-1 56) D_gxY_ah d_hx D_ktY_al d_lg d_tk
a148: ((-1 56) D_gxY_ah d_hx D_ktY_al d_lk d_tg
a149: ((-1 56) D_gxY_ah d_kg D_ktY_al d_lh d_tx
a150: ((-1 56) D_gxY_ah d_kg D_ktY_al d_lx d_th
a151: ((-1 56) D_gxY_ah d_kh D_ktY_al d_lg d_tx
a152: ((-1 56) D_gxY_ah d_kh D_ktY_al d_lx d_tg
a153: ((-1 56) D_gxY_ah D_ktY_al d_kx d_lg d_th
a154: ((-1 56) D_gxY_ah D_ktY_al d_kx d_lh d_tg
Renaming dummy indices following an arbitrary pattern so as to combine similar
type of invariants, we have:










+(1/30) D_aX D_cY_bc Y_ba +(1/30) D_aX D_aY_bc Y_bc +(1/30) D_aX D_cY_ba Y_bc
================================





























+(1/36) D_abY_cc Y2_ab +(2/45) D_acY_bc Y2_ab +(1/36) D_acY_cb Y2_ab -(1/180) D_baY_cc Y2_ab
-(1/80) D_bcY_ac Y2_ab -(1/180) D_bcY_ca Y2_ab -(1/180) D_caY_bc Y2_ab -(1/45) D_caY_cb Y2_ab
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+(1/144) D_cbY_ca Y2_ab -(1/180) D_ccY_ba Y2_ab
================================
DDX DDX type of invariant
a1:+(1/12) D_abbX D_aX = -(1/12) D_abX D_abX
a2:+(1/12) D_babX D_aX = -(1/12) D_baX D_abX
a3:+(1/12) D_bbaX D_aX = -(1/12) D_bbX D_aaX
a27:-(1/15) D_abbX D_aX = +(1/15) D_abX D_abX
a28:-(1/15) D_babX D_aX = +(1/15) D_baX D_abX
a29:-(1/15) D_bbaX D_aX = +(1/15) D_bbX D_aaX
Output:=========================




























































































































+(1/48) (D_daY_bc) (D_bcY_ad) +(29/1120) (D_bdY_ad) (D_ccY_ab) +(-1/40) (D_bdY_ab) (D_ccY_ad)
+(-1/240) (D_bcY_ad) (D_cdY_ab) +(-1/120) (D_bdY_ac) (D_cdY_ab) +(5/96) (D_cbY_ad) (D_cdY_ab)
+(1/480) (D_cdY_ab) (D_cdY_ab) +(-1/40) (D_bdY_ab) (D_cdY_ac) +(29/1120) (D_bcY_ab) (D_cdY_ad)
+(1/1120) (D_cbY_ab) (D_cdY_ad) +(1/48) (D_cdY_ab) (D_daY_cb) +(1/48) (D_cbY_ab) (D_daY_cd)
+(-1/20) (D_cdY_ac) (D_dbY_ab) +(11/480) (D_cdY_ab) (D_dbY_ac) +(29/1120) (D_ccY_ab) (D_dbY_ad)
+(31/3360) (D_bcY_ad) (D_dcY_ab) +(-79/1680) (D_bdY_ac) (D_dcY_ab) +(31/3360) (D_cbY_ad) (D_dcY_ab)
+(-67/3360) (D_cdY_ab) (D_dcY_ab) +(-43/840) (D_dbY_ac) (D_dcY_ab) +(-1/840) (D_dcY_ab) (D_dcY_ab)
+(-1/20) (D_bdY_ab) (D_dcY_ac) +(29/1120) (D_bcY_ab) (D_dcY_ad) +(37/672) (D_cbY_ab) (D_dcY_ad)
+(-1/40) (D_bcY_ac) (D_ddY_ab) +(-1/40) (D_cbY_ac) (D_ddY_ab) +(1/1120) (D_ccY_ab) (D_ddY_ab)
+(29/1120) (D_bcY_ab) (D_ddY_ac) +(1/1120) (D_cbY_ab) (D_ddY_ac)
================================
Combining all Maxima generated output will give L
(1)[8]
1 as given in (5.60).
E.1.2 Second-order Corrections










dDp G∅t ([3][5] + [4][4] + [5][3]) (E.2)
Let us first solve for [3][5]. The following are [3]ℓ with ℓ = 1 and [5]ℓ with ℓ = 2





+(2*i/3)*p1*s2* (D_laaX + D_alaX + D_aalX + 2*D_bY_ab*Y_al + 2*(D_lY_ab + D_bY_al)*Y_ab)
-(4*i/3)*p3*s3* (D_ktlX + D_tY_al*Y_ak + D_kY_at*Y_al);
fivz:
+(2*(%i)/3)*p*sz2* (D_lzazazX + D_azlzazX + D_azazlzX + 2*D_bzY_azbz*Y_azlz
+ 2*(D_lzY_azbz + D_bzY_azlz)*Y_azbz)
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-(4*(%i)/3)*p*p*p*sz3* (D_kztzlzX + D_tzY_azlz*Y_azkz + D_kzY_aztz*Y_azlz);
fiv2:
+(2*(%i)/3)*p21*s22* (D_l2a2a2X + D_a2l2a2X + D_a2a2l2X + 2*D_b2Y_a2b2*Y_a2l2
+ 2*(D_l2Y_a2b2 + D_b2Y_a2l2)*Y_a2b2)
-(4*(%i)/3)*p23*s23* (D_k2t2l2X + D_t2Y_a2l2*Y_a2k2 + D_k2Y_a2t2*Y_a2l2);
thr1: +(2*(%i)/3)*D_a1Y_l1a1*p11*s11+(8*(%i)/3)*D_k1Y_l1t1*p13*s12;
fiv2:
+(2*(%i)/3)*p21*s22* (D_l2a2a2X + D_a2l2a2X + D_a2a2l2X + 2*D_b2Y_a2b2*Y_a2l2
+ 2*(D_l2Y_a2b2 + D_b2Y_a2l2)*Y_a2b2)
-(4*(%i)/3)*p23*s23* (D_k2t2l2X + D_t2Y_a2l2*Y_a2k2 + D_k2Y_a2t2*Y_a2l2);
expand(thr1*fiv2);
Output:=========================
+D_a1a1X D_a2a2X s11 s21 -2 D_a2a2X D_l1t1X p12 s12 s21 -2 D_a1a1X D_l2t2X p22 s11 s22
+D_a1a1X D_a2a2Y_l2t2 p22 s11 s22 +D_a1a1X D_a2t2Y_l2a2 p22 s11 s22
+D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_a2a2X p12 s12 s21 +D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_a2a2X p12 s12 s21
+D_t1a1Y_l1a1 D_a2a2X p12 s12 s21 +D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_a1a1X p22 s11 s22
+(4 D_l1t1X D_l2t2X p12 p22 s12 s22 -2 D_a2a2X D_h1k1Y_l1t1 p14 s13 s21
-2 D_a1a1X D_h2k2Y_l2t2 p24 s11 s23 +(3 2) D_a1a1X D_a2t2Y_a2l2 p22 s11 s22
+(3 2) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_a2a2X p12 s12 s21 +(-3 2) D_a1a1X D_t2a2Y_l2a2 p22 s11 s22
+(-3 2) D_a2a2X D_t1a1Y_l1a1 p12 s12 s21 +3 D_l1t1X D_t2a2Y_l2a2 p12 p22 s12 s22
+3 D_l2t2X D_t1a1Y_l1a1 p12 p22 s12 s22 +4 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 D_l2t2X p14 p22 s13 s22
+4 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 D_l1t1X p12 p24 s12 s23 -2 D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_l2t2X p12 p22 s12 s22
-2 D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_l2t2X p12 p22 s12 s22 -2 D_a2a2Y_l2t2 D_l1t1X p12 p22 s12 s22
-2 D_a2t2Y_l2a2 D_l1t1X p12 p22 s12 s22 -2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 D_l2t2X p12 p22 s12 s22
-2 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_l1t1X p12 p22 s12 s22 -3 D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_l2t2X p12 p22 s12 s22
-3 D_a2t2Y_a2l2 D_l1t1X p12 p22 s12 s22 +D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_a2a2Y_l2t2 p12 p22 s12 s22
+D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_a2t2Y_l2a2 p12 p22 s12 s22 +D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_a2a2Y_l2t2 p12 p22 s12 s22
+D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_a2t2Y_l2a2 p12 p22 s12 s22 +D_t1a1Y_l1a1 D_a2a2Y_l2t2 p12 p22 s12 s22
+D_t1a1Y_l1a1 D_a2t2Y_l2a2 p12 p22 s12 s22 +D_t1a1Y_l1a1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 p12 p22 s12 s22
+D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_a1a1Y_l1t1 p12 p22 s12 s22 +D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_a1t1Y_l1a1 p12 p22 s12 s22
+3 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 p14 p22 s13 s22 +3 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 p12 p24 s12 s23
+4 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 p14 p24 s13 s23 -2 D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 p12 p24 s12 s23
-2 D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 p12 p24 s12 s23 -2 D_a2a2Y_l2t2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 p14 p22 s13 s22
-2 D_a2t2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 p14 p22 s13 s22 -2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 p12 p24 s12 s23
-2 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 p14 p22 s13 s22 -3 D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 p12 p24 s12 s23
-3 D_a2t2Y_a2l2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 p14 p22 s13 s22 +(3 2) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_a2t2Y_a2l2 p12 p22 s12 s22
+(3 2) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_a2a2Y_l2t2 p12 p22 s12 s22 +(3 2) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_a2t2Y_l2a2 p12 p22 s12 s22
+(3 2) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_a2t2Y_a2l2 p12 p22 s12 s22 +(3 2) D_t1a1Y_l1a1 D_a2t2Y_a2l2 p12 p22 s12 s22
+(3 2) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_a1t1Y_a1l1 p12 p22 s12 s22 +(9 4) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_a2t2Y_a2l2 p12 p22 s12 s22
+(9 4) D_t1a1Y_l1a1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 p12 p22 s12 s22 +(-3 2) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 p12 p22 s12 s22
+(-3 2) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 p12 p22 s12 s22 +(-3 2) D_a2a2Y_l2t2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 p12 p22 s12 s22
+(-3 2) D_a2t2Y_l2a2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 p12 p22 s12 s22 +(-3 2) D_t1a1Y_l1a1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 p12 p22 s12 s22
+(-3 2) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 p12 p22 s12 s22 +(-9 4) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 p12 p22 s12 s22
+(-9 4) D_a2t2Y_a2l2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 p12 p22 s12 s22
================================
The impending momentum and proper-time integrations are performed by imple-
menting the following Maxima code:




































Sorting according to string length, labeling each term, contracting indices, group-











DDDX DY type of invariant
b1: +(-1 270) D_bbcX D_aY_ca
b2: +(-1 270) D_bcbX D_aY_ca
b3: +(-1 270) D_cbbX D_aY_ca
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b4: +(1 540) D_cddX D_aY_ca
b27: +(1 945) D_cddX D_eY_ce
b5: +(-1 405) D_bbcX D_eY_ce
b11: +(-1 405) D_bcbX D_eY_ce
b17: +(-1 405) D_cbbX D_eY_ce
b29: +(1 945) D_ffcX D_eY_ce
b9: +(1 540) D_ffcX D_aY_ca
b19: +(1 945) D_ffgX D_gY_cc
b8: +(1 945) D_gddX D_gY_cc
b58: +(1 945) D_gecX D_gY_ce
b15: +(1 945) D_cegX D_gY_ce
b14: +(1 945) D_gceX D_gY_ce
b26: +(1 945) D_ffeX D_cY_ce
b25: +(1 945) D_eddX D_cY_ce
b20: +(1 945) D_ecgX D_gY_ce
b22: +(1 945) D_egcX D_gY_ce
b21: +(1 945) D_cgeX D_gY_ce
b23: +(1 945) D_dgdX D_gY_cc
b13: +(-1 405) D_bbeX D_cY_ce
b6: +(-1 405) D_bebX D_cY_ce
b12: +(-1 405) D_ebbX D_cY_ce
b24: +(1 945) D_dedX D_cY_ce
b30: +(1 945) D_dcdX D_eY_ce
b10: +(1 540) D_dcdX D_aY_ca
b28: +(-1 405) D_bbgX D_gY_cc
b7: +(-1 405) D_bgbX D_gY_cc
b16: +(-1 405) D_gbbX D_gY_cc
DY DY Y type of invariant
b18: +(-1 135) D_aY_ca D_hY_bh Y_bc
b32: +(-1 135) D_aY_ca D_hY_bc Y_bh
b35: +(-1 135) D_aY_ca D_cY_bh Y_bh
b31: +(1 540) D_aY_ca D_cY_bd Y_bd
b54: +(1 540) D_aY_ca D_dY_bd Y_bc
b69: +(1 945) D_eY_ce D_cY_bd Y_bd
b75: +(1 945) D_eY_ce D_dY_bd Y_bc
b34: +(-2 405) D_hY_bh D_eY_ce Y_bc
b38: +(-2 405) D_hY_bc D_eY_ce Y_bh
b62: +(-2 405) D_eY_ce D_cY_bh Y_bh
b70: +(1 945) D_eY_ce D_fY_bf Y_bc
b77: +(1 945) D_eY_ce D_fY_bc Y_bf
b41: +(1 540) D_aY_ca D_fY_bf Y_bc
b61: +(1 540) D_aY_ca D_fY_bc Y_bf
b48: +(1 945) D_gY_cc D_fY_bf Y_bg
b51: +(1 945) D_gY_cc D_fY_bg Y_bf
b40: +(1 945) D_gY_cc D_gY_bd Y_bd
b45: +(1 945) D_gY_cc D_dY_bd Y_bg
b66: +(1 945) D_gY_ce D_gY_be Y_bc
b44: +(1 945) D_gY_ce D_eY_bc Y_bg
b47: +(1 945) D_gY_ce D_cY_be Y_bg
b50: +(1 945) D_gY_ce D_eY_bg Y_bc
b65: +(1 945) D_cY_ce D_dY_be Y_bd
b72: +(1 945) D_cY_ce D_eY_bd Y_bd
b56: +(1 945) D_gY_cc D_dY_bg Y_bd
b64: +(1 945) D_gY_cc D_gY_bd Y_bd
b55: +(1 945) D_gY_ce D_eY_bg Y_bc
b60: +(1 945) D_gY_ce D_gY_bc Y_be
b67: +(1 945) D_cY_ce D_eY_bd Y_bd
b73: +(1 945) D_cY_ce D_dY_bd Y_be
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b49: +(1 945) D_gY_ce D_eY_bc Y_bg
b52: +(1 945) D_gY_ce D_cY_bg Y_be
b71: +(1 945) D_eY_ce D_dY_bc Y_bd
b78: +(1 945) D_eY_ce D_cY_bd Y_bd
b42: +(1 540) D_aY_ca D_dY_bc Y_bd
b63: +(1 540) D_aY_ca D_cY_bd Y_bd
b43: +(1 945) D_gY_ce D_gY_bc Y_be
b46: +(1 945) D_gY_ce D_cY_be Y_bg
b53: +(1 945) D_gY_ce D_cY_bg Y_be
b57: +(1 945) D_gY_ce D_gY_be Y_bc
b68: +(1 945) D_cY_ce D_fY_bf Y_be
b74: +(1 945) D_cY_ce D_fY_be Y_bf
b76: +(-2 405) D_hY_bh D_cY_ce Y_be
b36: +(-2 405) D_hY_be D_cY_ce Y_bh
b39: +(-2 405) D_cY_ce D_eY_bh Y_bh
b33: +(-2 405) D_hY_bh D_gY_cc Y_bg
b37: +(-2 405) D_hY_bg D_gY_cc Y_bh










































The result is identical to [3][5] (with 1 and 2 subsubscripts swapped) if one im-
plements the following (renaming of dummy indices)
a1<->a2 a2->a3, a1->a2, a3->a1
b2->b1
l1<->l2 l2->l3, l1->l2, l3->l1










after performing kronecker delta index contractions.
Because the result [3][5] is identical to [5][3] in a chosen system of dummy-index
replacements (to be able to combine similar types). We can work out with either one
of them and multiply the result by 2. Choosing [5][3], we have the following (written
in Maxima code) grouped into similar type of invariant
DDDX DY type of invariant
-(1/270)*D_ccaX*D_bY_ab -(1/270)*D_cacX*D_bY_ab -(1/270)*D_accX*D_bY_ab +(1/540)*D_accX*D_bY_ab
+(1/945)*D_accX*D_bY_ab -(1/405)*D_ccaX*D_bY_ab -(1/405)*D_cacX*D_bY_ab-(1/405)*D_accX*D_bY_ab
+(1/945)*D_ccaX*D_bY_ab +(1/540)*D_ccaX*D_bY_ab +(1/945)*D_cbaX*D_cY_ab +(1/945)*D_abcX*D_cY_ab
+(1/945)*D_cabX*D_cY_ab +(1/945)*D_ccbX*D_aY_ab +(1/945)*D_bccX*D_aY_ab +(1/945)*D_bacX*D_cY_ab
+(1/945)*D_bcaX*D_cY_ab +(1/945)*D_acbX*D_cY_ab -(1/405)*D_ccbX*D_aY_ab -(1/405)*D_cbcX*D_aY_ab
-(1/405)*D_bccX*D_aY_ab +(1/945)*D_cbcX*D_aY_ab +(1/945)*D_cacX*D_bY_ab +(1/540)*D_cacX*D_bY_ab;
save(ddxdy,%);
Output:=========================
+(1 945) D_abcX D_cY_ab +(1 945) D_acbX D_cY_ab +(1 945) D_bacX D_cY_ab +(1 945) D_bcaX D_cY_ab
+(1 945) D_cabX D_cY_ab +(1 945) D_cbaX D_cY_ab +(-4 2835) D_aY_ab D_ccbX +(-4 2835) D_aY_ab D_bccX
+(-4 2835) D_aY_ab D_cbcX +(-37 11340) D_accX D_bY_ab +(-37 11340) D_bY_ab D_cacX
+(-37 11340) D_bY_ab D_ccaX
================================


















+(2 945) D_bY_cd D_cY_ad Y_ab+(2 945) D_cY_ad D_cY_bd Y_ab +(2 945) D_bY_ad D_cY_cd Y_ab
+(2 945) D_cY_ad D_cY_db Y_ab +(2 945) D_bY_cd D_dY_ac Y_ab +(2 945) D_cY_bd D_dY_ac Y_ab
+(2 945) D_cY_db D_dY_ac Y_ab +(2 945) D_bY_cc D_dY_ad Y_ab +(2 945) D_cY_cb D_dY_ad Y_ab
+(-1 630) D_cY_bc D_dY_ad Y_ab +(-2 405) D_cY_ac D_dY_bd Y_ab +(-2 405) D_bY_ac D_dY_cd Y_ab
+(-2 405) D_cY_ac D_dY_db Y_ab +(-2 405) D_bY_ac D_dY_dc Y_ab+(-1 630) D_bY_ad D_cY_dc Y_ab
+(-8 2835) D_cY_cd D_dY_ab Y_ab +(-37 5670) D_cY_dc D_dY_ab Y_ab
================================
Combining all Maxima generated output and then multiplying by a factor of 2
will give L(1)[8]2 [3][5]+[5][3] as given in (5.61).
Finally, let us solve for [4][4]. The following are [4]ℓ with ℓ = 1 and ℓ = 2
transcribed for Maxima environment implementation:
for:
+ s*D_aaX




+ pz2*sz2*(- 2*D_lztzX + D_tzazY_lzaz + D_aztzY_lzaz + D_azazY_lztz




+ p12*s12*(- 2*D_l1t1X + D_t1a1Y_l1a1 + D_a1t1Y_l1a1 + D_a1a1Y_l1t1




+ p22*s22*(- 2*D_l2t2X + D_t2a2Y_l2a2 + D_a2t2Y_l2a2 + D_a2a2Y_l2t2
+ (3/2)*(D_a2t2Y_a2l2 - D_t2a2Y_l2a2))
- 2*p24*s23*D_h2k2Y_l2t2;
expand(for1*for2);

































This is further expanded as one performs up to p6 momentum and three-fold












/*l1t1k1h1*/ p14: (d_l1t1*d_k1h1 +d_l1k1*d_t1h1 +d_l1h1*d_t1k1);
/*l2t2k2h2*/ p24: (d_l2t2*d_k2h2 +d_l2k2*d_t2h2 +d_l2h2*d_t2k2);


















Such implementation will result to a 285-term which can be grouped into three
types of invariant:
DDX DDX type of invariant
f1: +(1/24) D_a1a1X D_a2a2X
f2: +(-1/60) D_a2a2X D_l1t1X d_l1t1
f3: +(-1/60) D_a1a1X D_l2t2X d_l2t2
f4: +(1/180) D_l1t1X D_l2t2X d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f5: +(1/180) D_l1t1X D_l2t2X d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f6: +(1/180) D_l1t1X D_l2t2X d_l1l2 d_t1t2
DDX DDY type of invariant
f7: +(1/80) D_a2a2X D_a1t1Y_a1l1 d_l1t1
f8: +(1/80) D_a1a1X D_a2t2Y_a2l2 d_l2t2
f9: +(1/120) D_a2a2X D_a1a1Y_l1t1 d_l1t1
f10: +(1/120) D_a2a2X D_a1t1Y_l1a1 d_l1t1
f11: +(1/120) D_a1a1X D_a2a2Y_l2t2 d_l2t2
f12: +(1/120) D_a1a1X D_a2t2Y_l2a2 d_l2t2
f13: +(-1/80) D_a1a1X D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_l2t2
f14: +(1/120) D_a1a1X D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_l2t2
f15: +(-1/240) D_a2a2X D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_l1t1
f16: +(-1/240) D_a2a2X D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1h1 d_l1t1
f17: +(-1/240) D_a2a2X D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_l1k1 d_t1h1
f18: +(-1/240) D_a2a2X D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_l1h1 d_t1k1
f19: +(1/720) D_l2t2X D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f20: +(1/720) D_l2t2X D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f21: +(1/720) D_l2t2X D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f22: +(1/240) D_l1t1X D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f23: +(1/240) D_l1t1X D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f24: +(1/240) D_l1t1X D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f25: +(-1/240) D_a1a1X D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2h2 d_l2t2
f26: +(-1/360) D_l1t1X D_a2a2Y_l2t2 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f27: +(-1/240) D_l1t1X D_a2t2Y_a2l2 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f28: +(-1/360) D_l1t1X D_a2t2Y_l2a2 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f29: +(-1/360) D_l2t2X D_a1a1Y_l1t1 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f30: +(-1/240) D_l2t2X D_a1t1Y_a1l1 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f31: +(-1/360) D_l2t2X D_a1t1Y_l1a1 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f32: +(-1/360) D_l1t1X D_a2a2Y_l2t2 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f33: +(-1/240) D_l1t1X D_a2t2Y_a2l2 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f34: +(-1/360) D_l1t1X D_a2t2Y_l2a2 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f35: +(-1/360) D_l2t2X D_a1a1Y_l1t1 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f36: +(-1/240) D_l2t2X D_a1t1Y_a1l1 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f37: +(-1/360) D_l2t2X D_a1t1Y_l1a1 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f38: +(-1/360) D_l1t1X D_a2a2Y_l2t2 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f39: +(-1/240) D_l1t1X D_a2t2Y_a2l2 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f40: +(-1/360) D_l1t1X D_a2t2Y_l2a2 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f41: +(-1/360) D_l2t2X D_a1a1Y_l1t1 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f42: +(-1/240) D_l2t2X D_a1t1Y_a1l1 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
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f43: +(-1/360) D_l2t2X D_a1t1Y_l1a1 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f44: +(-1/240) D_a1a1X D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_l2k2 d_t2h2
f45: +(-1/240) D_a1a1X D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_l2h2 d_t2k2
f46: +(-1/360) D_l1t1X D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f47: +(-1/360) D_l1t1X D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f48: +(-1/360) D_l1t1X D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f49: +(1/840) D_l1t1X D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_h2t1 d_k2l1 d_l2t2
f50: +(1/840) D_l1t1X D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_h2l1 d_k2t1 d_l2t2
f51: +(1/840) D_l1t1X D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2h2 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f52: +(1/840) D_l2t2X D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1t2 d_k1l2 d_l1t1
f53: +(1/840) D_l2t2X D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1l2 d_k1t2 d_l1t1
f54: +(1/840) D_l2t2X D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1h1 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f55: +(1/840) D_l2t2X D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1t2 d_l1l2 d_t1h1
f56: +(1/840) D_l2t2X D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1l2 d_l1t2 d_t1h1
f57: +(1/840) D_l2t2X D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_l1k1 d_l2t2 d_t1h1
f58: +(1/840) D_l2t2X D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1t2 d_l1l2 d_t1k1
f59: +(1/840) D_l2t2X D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1l2 d_l1t2 d_t1k1
f60: +(1/840) D_l2t2X D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_l1h1 d_l2t2 d_t1k1
f61: +(1/840) D_l2t2X D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1t2 d_l1h1 d_t1l2
f62: +(1/840) D_l2t2X D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1t2 d_l1k1 d_t1l2
f63: +(1/840) D_l2t2X D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1h1 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f64: +(1/840) D_l2t2X D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1l2 d_l1h1 d_t1t2
f65: +(1/840) D_l2t2X D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1l2 d_l1k1 d_t1t2
f66: +(1/840) D_l2t2X D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1h1 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f67: +(1/840) D_l1t1X D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_l1t1 d_l2k2 d_t2h2
f68: +(1/840) D_l1t1X D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2t1 d_l2l1 d_t2h2
f69: +(1/840) D_l1t1X D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2l1 d_l2t1 d_t2h2
f70: +(1/840) D_l1t1X D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_l1t1 d_l2h2 d_t2k2
f71: +(1/840) D_l1t1X D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_h2t1 d_l2l1 d_t2k2
f72: +(1/840) D_l1t1X D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_h2l1 d_l2t1 d_t2k2
f73: +(1/840) D_l1t1X D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2t1 d_l2h2 d_t2l1
f74: +(1/840) D_l1t1X D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_h2t1 d_l2k2 d_t2l1
f75: +(1/840) D_l1t1X D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2h2 d_l2t1 d_t2l1
f76: +(1/840) D_l1t1X D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2l1 d_l2h2 d_t2t1
f77: +(1/840) D_l1t1X D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_h2l1 d_l2k2 d_t2t1
f78: +(1/840) D_l1t1X D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2h2 d_l2l1 d_t2t1
f79: +(-1/240) D_a2a2X D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1h1 d_l1t1
f80: +(-1/240) D_a2a2X D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_l1k1 d_t1h1
f81: +(-1/240) D_a2a2X D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_l1h1 d_t1k1
DDY DDY type of invariant
f82: +(1/720) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_a2a2Y_l2t2 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f83: +(1/480) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_a2a2Y_l2t2 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f84: +(1/720) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_a2a2Y_l2t2 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f85: +(1/480) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_a2t2Y_a2l2 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f86: +(1/320) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_a2t2Y_a2l2 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f87: +(1/480) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_a2t2Y_a2l2 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f88: +(1/720) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_a2t2Y_l2a2 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f89: +(1/480) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_a2t2Y_l2a2 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f90: +(1/720) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_a2t2Y_l2a2 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f91: +(1/720) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_a2a2Y_l2t2 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f92: +(1/480) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_a2a2Y_l2t2 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f93: +(1/720) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_a2a2Y_l2t2 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f94: +(1/480) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_a2t2Y_a2l2 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f95: +(1/320) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_a2t2Y_a2l2 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f96: +(1/480) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_a2t2Y_a2l2 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f97: +(1/720) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_a2t2Y_l2a2 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f98: +(1/480) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_a2t2Y_l2a2 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f99: +(1/720) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_a2t2Y_l2a2 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f100: +(1/720) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_a2a2Y_l2t2 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
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f101: +(1/480) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_a2a2Y_l2t2 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f102: +(1/720) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_a2a2Y_l2t2 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f103: +(1/480) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_a2t2Y_a2l2 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f104: +(1/320) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_a2t2Y_a2l2 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f105: +(1/480) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_a2t2Y_a2l2 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f106: +(1/720) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_a2t2Y_l2a2 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f107: +(1/480) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_a2t2Y_l2a2 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f108: +(1/720) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_a2t2Y_l2a2 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f109: +(1/960) D_t1a1Y_l1a1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f110: +(1/960) D_t1a1Y_l1a1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f111: +(1/960) D_t1a1Y_l1a1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f112: +(1/720) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_a1a1Y_l1t1 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f113: +(1/480) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_a1t1Y_a1l1 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f114: +(1/720) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_a1t1Y_l1a1 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f115: +(-1/960) D_a2t2Y_a2l2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f116: +(1/720) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_a1a1Y_l1t1 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f117: +(1/480) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_a1t1Y_a1l1 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f118: +(1/720) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_a1t1Y_l1a1 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f119: +(-1/960) D_a2t2Y_a2l2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f120: +(1/720) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_a1a1Y_l1t1 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f121: +(1/480) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_a1t1Y_a1l1 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f122: +(1/720) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_a1t1Y_l1a1 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f123: +(-1/960) D_a2t2Y_a2l2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f124: +(-1/480) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f125: +(-1/320) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f126: +(-1/480) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f127: +(-1/480) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f128: +(-1/320) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f129: +(-1/480) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f130: +(-1/480) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f131: +(-1/320) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f132: +(-1/480) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f133: +(-1/1440) D_a2a2Y_l2t2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f134: +(-1/1440) D_a2t2Y_l2a2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f135: +(-1/1440) D_a2a2Y_l2t2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f136: +(-1/1440) D_a2t2Y_l2a2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f137: +(-1/1440) D_a2a2Y_l2t2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f138: +(-1/1440) D_a2t2Y_l2a2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f139: +(-1/1440) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f140: +(-1/1440) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f141: +(-1/1440) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f142: +(1/3360) D_h2k2Y_l2t2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_h2t1 d_k2l1 d_l2t2
f143: +(1/3360) D_h2k2Y_l2t2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_h2l1 d_k2t1 d_l2t2
f144: +(1/3360) D_h2k2Y_l2t2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_k2h2 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f145: +(1/1120) D_h1k1Y_l1t1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_h1t2 d_k1l2 d_l1t1
f146: +(1/1120) D_h1k1Y_l1t1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_h1l2 d_k1t2 d_l1t1
f147: +(1/1120) D_h1k1Y_l1t1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_k1h1 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f148: +(1/1120) D_h1k1Y_l1t1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_k1t2 d_l1l2 d_t1h1
f149: +(1/1120) D_h1k1Y_l1t1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_k1l2 d_l1t2 d_t1h1
f150: +(1/1120) D_h1k1Y_l1t1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_l1k1 d_l2t2 d_t1h1
f151: +(1/1120) D_h1k1Y_l1t1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_h1t2 d_l1l2 d_t1k1
f152: +(1/1120) D_h1k1Y_l1t1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_h1l2 d_l1t2 d_t1k1
f153: +(1/1120) D_h1k1Y_l1t1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_l1h1 d_l2t2 d_t1k1
f154: +(1/1120) D_h1k1Y_l1t1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_k1t2 d_l1h1 d_t1l2
f155: +(1/1120) D_h1k1Y_l1t1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_h1t2 d_l1k1 d_t1l2
f156: +(1/1120) D_h1k1Y_l1t1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_k1h1 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f157: +(1/1120) D_h1k1Y_l1t1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_k1l2 d_l1h1 d_t1t2
f158: +(1/1120) D_h1k1Y_l1t1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_h1l2 d_l1k1 d_t1t2
f159: +(1/1120) D_h1k1Y_l1t1 D_t2a2Y_l2a2 d_k1h1 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
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f160: +(1/3360) D_h2k2Y_l2t2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_l1t1 d_l2k2 d_t2h2
f161: +(1/3360) D_h2k2Y_l2t2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_k2t1 d_l2l1 d_t2h2
f162: +(1/3360) D_h2k2Y_l2t2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_k2l1 d_l2t1 d_t2h2
f163: +(1/3360) D_h2k2Y_l2t2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_l1t1 d_l2h2 d_t2k2
f164: +(1/3360) D_h2k2Y_l2t2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_h2t1 d_l2l1 d_t2k2
f165: +(1/3360) D_h2k2Y_l2t2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_h2l1 d_l2t1 d_t2k2
f166: +(1/3360) D_h2k2Y_l2t2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_k2t1 d_l2h2 d_t2l1
f167: +(1/3360) D_h2k2Y_l2t2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_h2t1 d_l2k2 d_t2l1
f168: +(1/3360) D_h2k2Y_l2t2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_k2h2 d_l2t1 d_t2l1
f169: +(1/3360) D_h2k2Y_l2t2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_k2l1 d_l2h2 d_t2t1
f170: +(1/3360) D_h2k2Y_l2t2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_h2l1 d_l2k2 d_t2t1
f171: +(1/3360) D_h2k2Y_l2t2 D_t1a1Y_l1a1 d_k2h2 d_l2l1 d_t2t1
f172: +(-1/1680) D_a2a2Y_l2t2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1t2 d_k1l2 d_l1t1
f173: +(-1/1120) D_a2t2Y_a2l2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1t2 d_k1l2 d_l1t1
f174: +(-1/1680) D_a2t2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1t2 d_k1l2 d_l1t1
f175: +(-1/1680) D_a2a2Y_l2t2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1l2 d_k1t2 d_l1t1
f176: +(-1/1120) D_a2t2Y_a2l2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1l2 d_k1t2 d_l1t1
f177: +(-1/1680) D_a2t2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1l2 d_k1t2 d_l1t1
f178: +(-1/1680) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_h2t1 d_k2l1 d_l2t2
f179: +(-1/1120) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_h2t1 d_k2l1 d_l2t2
f180: +(-1/1680) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_h2t1 d_k2l1 d_l2t2
f181: +(-1/1680) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_h2l1 d_k2t1 d_l2t2
f182: +(-1/1120) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_h2l1 d_k2t1 d_l2t2
f183: +(-1/1680) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_h2l1 d_k2t1 d_l2t2
f184: +(-1/1680) D_a2a2Y_l2t2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1h1 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f185: +(-1/1120) D_a2t2Y_a2l2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1h1 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f186: +(-1/1680) D_a2t2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1h1 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f187: +(-1/1680) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2h2 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f188: +(-1/1120) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2h2 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f189: +(-1/1680) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2h2 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f190: +(-1/1680) D_a2a2Y_l2t2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1t2 d_l1l2 d_t1h1
f191: +(-1/1120) D_a2t2Y_a2l2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1t2 d_l1l2 d_t1h1
f192: +(-1/1680) D_a2t2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1t2 d_l1l2 d_t1h1
f193: +(-1/1680) D_a2a2Y_l2t2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1l2 d_l1t2 d_t1h1
f194: +(-1/1120) D_a2t2Y_a2l2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1l2 d_l1t2 d_t1h1
f195: +(-1/1680) D_a2t2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1l2 d_l1t2 d_t1h1
f196: +(-1/1680) D_a2a2Y_l2t2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_l1k1 d_l2t2 d_t1h1
f197: +(-1/1120) D_a2t2Y_a2l2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_l1k1 d_l2t2 d_t1h1
f198: +(-1/1680) D_a2t2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_l1k1 d_l2t2 d_t1h1
f199: +(-1/1680) D_a2a2Y_l2t2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1t2 d_l1l2 d_t1k1
f200: +(-1/1120) D_a2t2Y_a2l2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1t2 d_l1l2 d_t1k1
f201: +(-1/1680) D_a2t2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1t2 d_l1l2 d_t1k1
f202: +(-1/1680) D_a2a2Y_l2t2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1l2 d_l1t2 d_t1k1
f203: +(-1/1120) D_a2t2Y_a2l2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1l2 d_l1t2 d_t1k1
f204: +(-1/1680) D_a2t2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1l2 d_l1t2 d_t1k1
f205: +(-1/1680) D_a2a2Y_l2t2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_l1h1 d_l2t2 d_t1k1
f206: +(-1/1120) D_a2t2Y_a2l2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_l1h1 d_l2t2 d_t1k1
f207: +(-1/1680) D_a2t2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_l1h1 d_l2t2 d_t1k1
f208: +(-1/1680) D_a2a2Y_l2t2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1t2 d_l1h1 d_t1l2
f209: +(-1/1120) D_a2t2Y_a2l2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1t2 d_l1h1 d_t1l2
f210: +(-1/1680) D_a2t2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1t2 d_l1h1 d_t1l2
f211: +(-1/1680) D_a2a2Y_l2t2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1t2 d_l1k1 d_t1l2
f212: +(-1/1120) D_a2t2Y_a2l2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1t2 d_l1k1 d_t1l2
f213: +(-1/1680) D_a2t2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1t2 d_l1k1 d_t1l2
f214: +(-1/1680) D_a2a2Y_l2t2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1h1 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f215: +(-1/1120) D_a2t2Y_a2l2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1h1 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f216: +(-1/1680) D_a2t2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1h1 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f217: +(-1/1680) D_a2a2Y_l2t2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1l2 d_l1h1 d_t1t2
f218: +(-1/1120) D_a2t2Y_a2l2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1l2 d_l1h1 d_t1t2
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f219: +(-1/1680) D_a2t2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1l2 d_l1h1 d_t1t2
f220: +(-1/1680) D_a2a2Y_l2t2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1l2 d_l1k1 d_t1t2
f221: +(-1/1120) D_a2t2Y_a2l2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1l2 d_l1k1 d_t1t2
f222: +(-1/1680) D_a2t2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1l2 d_l1k1 d_t1t2
f223: +(-1/1680) D_a2a2Y_l2t2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1h1 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f224: +(-1/1120) D_a2t2Y_a2l2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1h1 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f225: +(-1/1680) D_a2t2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1h1 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f226: +(-1/1680) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_l1t1 d_l2k2 d_t2h2
f227: +(-1/1120) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_l1t1 d_l2k2 d_t2h2
f228: +(-1/1680) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_l1t1 d_l2k2 d_t2h2
f229: +(-1/1680) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2t1 d_l2l1 d_t2h2
f230: +(-1/1120) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2t1 d_l2l1 d_t2h2
f231: +(-1/1680) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2t1 d_l2l1 d_t2h2
f232: +(-1/1680) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2l1 d_l2t1 d_t2h2
f233: +(-1/1120) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2l1 d_l2t1 d_t2h2
f234: +(-1/1680) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2l1 d_l2t1 d_t2h2
f235: +(-1/1680) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_l1t1 d_l2h2 d_t2k2
f236: +(-1/1120) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_l1t1 d_l2h2 d_t2k2
f237: +(-1/1680) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_l1t1 d_l2h2 d_t2k2
f238: +(-1/1680) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_h2t1 d_l2l1 d_t2k2
f239: +(-1/1120) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_h2t1 d_l2l1 d_t2k2
f240: +(-1/1680) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_h2t1 d_l2l1 d_t2k2
f241: +(-1/1680) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_h2l1 d_l2t1 d_t2k2
f242: +(-1/1120) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_h2l1 d_l2t1 d_t2k2
f243: +(-1/1680) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_h2l1 d_l2t1 d_t2k2
f244: +(-1/1680) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2t1 d_l2h2 d_t2l1
f245: +(-1/1120) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2t1 d_l2h2 d_t2l1
f246: +(-1/1680) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2t1 d_l2h2 d_t2l1
f247: +(-1/1680) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_h2t1 d_l2k2 d_t2l1
f248: +(-1/1120) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_h2t1 d_l2k2 d_t2l1
f249: +(-1/1680) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_h2t1 d_l2k2 d_t2l1
f250: +(-1/1680) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2h2 d_l2t1 d_t2l1
f251: +(-1/1120) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2h2 d_l2t1 d_t2l1
f252: +(-1/1680) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2h2 d_l2t1 d_t2l1
f253: +(-1/1680) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2l1 d_l2h2 d_t2t1
f254: +(-1/1120) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2l1 d_l2h2 d_t2t1
f255: +(-1/1680) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2l1 d_l2h2 d_t2t1
f256: +(-1/1680) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_h2l1 d_l2k2 d_t2t1
f257: +(-1/1120) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_h2l1 d_l2k2 d_t2t1
f258: +(-1/1680) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_h2l1 d_l2k2 d_t2t1
f259: +(-1/1680) D_a1a1Y_l1t1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2h2 d_l2l1 d_t2t1
f260: +(-1/1120) D_a1t1Y_a1l1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2h2 d_l2l1 d_t2t1
f261: +(-1/1680) D_a1t1Y_l1a1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2h2 d_l2l1 d_t2t1
f262: +(-1/1680) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1t2 d_k1l2 d_l1t1
f263: +(-1/1680) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1l2 d_k1t2 d_l1t1
f264: +(-1/1680) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1h1 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
f265: +(-1/1680) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1t2 d_l1l2 d_t1h1
f266: +(-1/1680) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1l2 d_l1t2 d_t1h1
f267: +(-1/1680) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_l1k1 d_l2t2 d_t1h1
f268: +(-1/1680) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1t2 d_l1l2 d_t1k1
f269: +(-1/1680) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1l2 d_l1t2 d_t1k1
f270: +(-1/1680) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_l1h1 d_l2t2 d_t1k1
f271: +(-1/1680) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1t2 d_l1h1 d_t1l2
f272: +(-1/1680) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1t2 d_l1k1 d_t1l2
f273: +(-1/1680) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1h1 d_l1t2 d_t1l2
f274: +(-1/1680) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1l2 d_l1h1 d_t1t2
f275: +(-1/1680) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_h1l2 d_l1k1 d_t1t2
f276: +(-1/1680) D_t2a2Y_l2a2 D_h1k1Y_l1t1 d_k1h1 d_l1l2 d_t1t2
f277: +(1/13440) D_h1k1Y_l1t1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k1h1 d_k2h2 d_l1t1 d_l2t2
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f278: +(1/13440) D_h1k1Y_l1t1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2h2 d_l1k1 d_l2t2 d_t1h1
f279: +(1/13440) D_h1k1Y_l1t1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k2h2 d_l1h1 d_l2t2 d_t1k1
f280: +(1/13440) D_h1k1Y_l1t1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k1h1 d_l1t1 d_l2k2 d_t2h2
f281: +(1/13440) D_h1k1Y_l1t1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_l1k1 d_l2k2 d_t1h1 d_t2h2
f282: +(1/13440) D_h1k1Y_l1t1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_l1h1 d_l2k2 d_t1k1 d_t2h2
f283: +(1/13440) D_h1k1Y_l1t1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_k1h1 d_l1t1 d_l2h2 d_t2k2
f284: +(1/13440) D_h1k1Y_l1t1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_l1k1 d_l2h2 d_t1h1 d_t2k2
f285: +(1/13440) D_h1k1Y_l1t1 D_h2k2Y_l2t2 d_l1h1 d_l2h2 d_t1k1 d_t2k2


















































































































































































































































































































And finally restricting the number of dummy indices to four and rearranging them
to an arbitrary pattern, we have the following:








+(1 180) D_abX D_abX+(1 180) D_abX| D_baX+(1 72) D_aaX| D_bbX
================================
DDX DDY type of invariant
+(1/80)*D_aaX*D_bcY_bc +(1/80)*D_aaX*D_bcY_bc +(1/120)*D_aaX*D_bbY_cc +(1/120)*D_aaX*D_bcY_cb
+(1/120)*D_aaX*D_bbY_cc +(1/120)*D_aaX*D_bcY_cb +(-1/80)*D_aaX*D_bcY_bc +(1/120)*D_aaX*D_bcY_bc
+(-1/240)*D_aaX*D_bcY_bc +(-1/240)*D_aaX*D_bbY_cc +(-1/240)*D_aaX*D_bcY_cb +(-1/240)*D_aaX*D_bcY_bc
+(1/720)*D_aaX*D_bcY_bc +(1/720)*D_abX*D_acY_bc +(1/720)*D_abX*D_bcY_ac +(1/240)*D_aaX*D_bcY_bc
+(1/240)*D_abX*D_acY_bc +(1/240)*D_abX*D_bcY_ac +(-1/240)*D_aaX*D_bbY_cc +(-1/360)*D_aaX*D_bbY_cc
+(-1/240)*D_aaX*D_bcY_bc +(-1/360)*D_aaX*D_bcY_cb +(-1/360)*D_aaX*D_bbY_cc +(-1/240)*D_aaX*D_bcY_bc
+(-1/360)*D_aaX*D_bcY_cb +(-1/360)*D_abX*D_ccY_ba +(-1/240)*D_abX*D_caY_cb +(-1/360)*D_abX*D_caY_bc
+(-1/360)*D_abX*D_ccY_ba +(-1/240)*D_abX*D_caY_cb +(-1/360)*D_abX*D_caY_bc +(-1/360)*D_abX*D_ccY_ab
+(-1/240)*D_abX*D_cbY_ca +(-1/360)*D_abX*D_cbY_ac +(-1/360)*D_abX*D_ccY_ab +(-1/240)*D_abX*D_cbY_ca
+(-1/360)*D_abX*D_cbY_ac +(-1/240)*D_aaX*D_bcY_cb +(-1/240)*D_aaX*D_bcY_bc +(-1/360)*D_aaX*D_bcY_bc
+(-1/360)*D_abX*D_acY_bc +(-1/360)*D_abX*D_bcY_ac +(1/840)*D_aaX*D_bbY_cc +(1/840)*D_aaX*D_bcY_cb
+(1/840)*D_aaX*D_bcY_bc +(1/840)*D_abX*D_baY_cc +(1/840)*D_abX*D_abY_cc +(1/840)*D_aaX*D_bbY_cc
+(1/840)*D_abX*D_baY_cc +(1/840)*D_abX*D_abY_cc +(1/840)*D_aaX*D_bbY_cc +(1/840)*D_abX*D_cbY_ac
+(1/840)*D_abX*D_caY_bc +(1/840)*D_aaX*D_bcY_cb +(1/840)*D_abX*D_bcY_ac +(1/840)*D_abX*D_acY_bc
+(1/840)*D_aaX*D_bcY_bc +(1/840)*D_abX*D_cbY_ca +(1/840)*D_abX*D_bcY_ca +(1/840)*D_abX*D_ccY_ba
+(1/840)*D_abX*D_caY_cb +(1/840)*D_abX*D_acY_cb +(1/840)*D_abX*D_ccY_ab +(1/840)*D_aaX*D_bcY_cb
+(1/840)*D_abX*D_cbY_ac +(1/840)*D_abX*D_caY_bc +(1/840)*D_aaX*D_bcY_bc +(1/840)*D_abX*D_bcY_ac




+(1 420) D_abX D_abY_cc+(13 2520) D_abX D_acY_bc+(-1 336) D_abX D_acY_cb+(1 420) D_abX D_baY_cc
+(2 315) D_aaX D_bbY_cc+(13 2520) D_abX D_bcY_ac+(2 315) D_aaX D_bcY_bc+(1 420) D_abX D_bcY_ca
+(2 315) D_aaX D_bcY_cb+(-1 315) D_abX D_caY_bc+(-19 1680) D_abX D_caY_cb+(-1 315) D_abX D_cbY_ac
+(-1 168) D_abX D_cbY_ca+(-43 5040) D_abX D_ccY_ab+(-1 315) D_abX D_ccY_ba
================================

























































+(1 1120) D_acY_ab D_dbY_cd +(1 1120) D_acY_ab D_dcY_bd +(1 1120) D_acY_ab D_ddY_bc
+(1 1120) D_acY_ab D_ddY_cb +(1 1260) D_acY_bc D_ddY_ab +(1 1260) D_adY_cd D_bcY_ab
+(1 1260) D_bcY_ac D_ddY_ab +(1 1260) D_bdY_ab D_dcY_ac +(-1 1680) D_bdY_cd D_caY_ab
+(-1 1680) D_daY_ab D_dcY_bc +(-1 210) D_cbY_ab D_daY_dc +(-1 210) D_cbY_ab D_dcY_da
+(1 3360) D_bcY_ab D_daY_dc +(1 3360) D_bcY_ab D_dcY_da +(1 3360) D_ccY_ab D_daY_db
+(1 3360) D_ccY_ab D_dbY_da +(-1 360) D_cbY_ab D_daY_cd +(-1 360) D_cbY_ab D_dcY_ad
+(-1 360) D_cbY_ab D_ddY_ac +(-1 360) D_cbY_ab D_ddY_ca +(1 5040) D_bcY_ab D_daY_cd
+(1 5040) D_bcY_ab D_dcY_ad +(1 5040) D_bcY_ab D_ddY_ac +(1 5040) D_bcY_ab D_ddY_ca
+(1 5040) D_ccY_ab D_daY_bd +(1 5040) D_ccY_ab D_dbY_ad +(1 5040) D_ccY_ab D_ddY_ab
+(1 5040) D_ccY_ab D_ddY_ba +(-1 560) D_caY_ab D_dbY_dc +(-1 560) D_caY_ab D_dcY_db
+(1 672) D_acY_ab D_bdY_cd +(1 672) D_adY_ab D_dcY_bc +(1 840) D_acY_cd D_dbY_ab
+(-1 840) D_caY_ab D_dbY_cd +(-1 840) D_caY_ab D_dcY_bd +(-1 840) D_caY_ab D_ddY_bc
+(-1 840) D_caY_ab D_ddY_cb +(1 840) D_dbY_ab D_dcY_ca +(11 40320) D_abY_ab D_dcY_dc
+(11 40320) D_baY_ab D_dcY_cd +(19 20160) D_adY_cd D_cbY_ab +(19 20160) D_dbY_ab D_dcY_ac
+(3 2240) D_acY_ab D_dbY_dc +(3 2240) D_acY_ab D_dcY_db +(47 40320) D_baY_ab D_dcY_dc
+(-5 8064) D_abY_ab D_dcY_cd
================================
Combining all Maxima generated output will give L
(1)[8]
2 [4][4] as given in (5.62).
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